Radio Pays the Piper

O'Reilly's Radio Home

Who is SoundExchange and why
are we writing checks to them?

Bill O'Reilly broadcasts his new show from
aformer conference room in New York.
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Up to IBOC

by Leslie Stimson
SEATTLE At many NAB Radio Shows,
the industry has heard that IBOC digital
radio was almost ready. Not at this one.
Based on interviews with group owners, engineers and Ibiquity Digital
Corp. during the convention in
September, it's clear the major radio
group investors with stations in large
markets plan to transition some stations
in key rollout markets this year.
Radio One Inc. became the first
group owner to sign on the dotted line
and plans to convert stations in five
markets this year. Director of
Engineering John Mathews said, "The
company has alot of confidence in the
technology. Radio One is in radio for
the long haul. We know that the next
step for broadcasting is digital."
Ibiquity and some additional large
groups confirmed they were in the
final stages of negotiations about
which stations to transition. Citing
proprietary concerns, they did not disclose details.
To light afire under the effort, IBOC
developer Ibiquity has waived licensing fees
for those who commit to the transition this
See DAB, page 6

V Spanish radio, independent promotion, the impact of satellite and
awrapup of the NAB Radio Show.

by Leslie Stimson
SEATTLE
Possibly the most notable
thing about the NAB Radio Show besides
the heavy digital component was the
space. There was lots of it, in the hallways and on the exhibit floor. At just
under 4,000 attendees, it was a smaller
show than years past. The show drew
about 5,200 last year and almost 7,700
the year before.
Some vendors appreciated the smaller
aspect of the show, saying they saw serious buyers in their booths. The number of
vendors was down: 112 booths, compared

to about 160 last year.
NAB said sessions were packed.
"We're very pleased with the turnout,
given the economy, 9/11, travel fears,
'Code Oranges' and the demise of the XStream component of the show," an NAB
spokesman said.
NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts
praised broadcasters for helping the country get through Sept. 11, 2001, particularly in their public service efforts. He also
said NAB would continue pushing for
passage of the Amber Alert Act, a measure to create anational alert system for
See NAB, page 10

Visteon showed the first in-dash HD Radio in this 2003 Lincoln Navigator.
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NEWSWATCH •

15 Months for

Arbitron, Nielsen

Ham Interference

Delay PPM Decision

Fla. William Flippo has
been sentenced to 15 months in prison
and fined $25,000 after his conviction on
eight counts including unlicensed operation and intentionally interfering with
amateur radio communications.
The FCC said the court action was the
result of an Enforcement Bureau probe
that began in 1998. Complaints from a
ham group, the Jupiter-Tequesta Florida
Repeater Group, sparked the investigation.
After serving time, Hippo will be required
to serve ayear of supervised release.
JUPITER,

All bets are off on
and Nielsen Media
Research will have an agreement on
whether to go further together with
Portable People Meter development in
the United States.
Originally, the companies said they
would know by this summer; then that
was changed to the end of the year.
Now, they're saying negotiations continue, with details to be released "at the
appropriate time," according to Arbitron
President/CEO Steve Morris.
NEW YORK

when Arbitron

"Our two companies are looking at
the possibility of defining one or more
additional phases of research and
development that would precede any
decision to form ajoint venture to
deploy the Portable People Meter in
the United States," said Morris.
"The outcome of this discussion,
along with the results of this
enhanced R&D program and acceptance of our efforts in the marketplace, would determine whether
Nielsen will commit to the formation
of the joint venture and the commercial deployment of the Portable
People Meter."

THE AMAZING LITTLE MIXER

IEEE to Emphasize
Digital, Security
Digital radio and
information security will be among the
topics at the IEEE annual Broadcast
Symposium this fall in Washington. The
organization has posted a preliminary
agenda for the October event that includes
papers about broadcast and satellite transmission, digital television transmission
and radio broadcast engineering.
Consultant Clarence Beverage will
speak about compact medium- wave
antennas; David Baden of Radio Free
Asia will address information security
architecture. Two papers will focus on the
Digital Radio Mondiale system.
Ibiquity Digital Corp. President/CEO
Bob Struble will address the IEEE/BTS
Awards Luncheon on Oct. 11.
For information visit www.ieee.
org/organizations/society/bt/Program.
html.
WASHINGTON

Pennington
Re- Elected
SBE President
INDIANAPOLIS Troy Pennington has
been re-elected SBE president. He is aveteran broadcast engineer with Birmingham,
Ala. stations WZZK(FM), WODL(FM)
and WBPT(FM). He previously served
SBE at the national level as amember of
the board from 1991 through 1999 as a
director, treasurer and vice president. He is
a senior member and is certified at the
senior radio engineer level and as acertified broadcast networking technologist.
See NEWSWATCH, page 8
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SETTING STANDADS
FOR THE FUTURE OF RADIO

JOIN THE NRSC
•

CEAs Dave Wilson mans the NRSC booth. It was the first
time the standard-setting group has exhibited.

From left: FCC staff Peter Doi/le, Nina Shafran,
Keith Larson and Ed De La Hunt discussed 180C,
a nd new filing requdements
vac ant FAA allotm ents.

David O'Neil of Manatt Phelps & Phitlips and
Brian Madden of Leventhal Senter & Legman share
a laugh during the FCC rule enforcement panel.

SCMS,U\IC.
YOU -KNCW- WE -KNOW- RADIO!

A protestor wears paper
shackles to represent the
bondage' of corporate media.

Ernie Belanger is
enjoying this pa7ti,cular giveaway.
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changed its plans shortly before the conven-

THE EDITOR

tion and pulled its booth.

IBOC Fees and Show Attendance
by Paul J. McLane

receivers will be in abundance at the upcoming CES convention.

Ibiquity Digital's new incentive program —

Radio managers in all markets now must

waiving audio license fees for station owners
who make acommitment by the end of the

stop thinking about IBOC as something that

Some of these companies did have representatives walking the floor or working in oth-

may happen down the road, and treat it as an
issue at hand. Learn about the Ibiquity fee
waiver. Talk to your transmission suppliers
about how and whether to place an order.

er booths; yet Ican't help but remember hearing some of the same suppliers complaining
in the past about vendors who camp out in
suites or in dealer booths and don't support
the convention fully.
I'm not saying Iblame them; far from it.

year to adopt HD Radio/IBOC — helps clear

The bottom line is that suppliers can't afford

8,000

the way for radio to implement the technology.
It's not aperfect solution to the fee
headaches; see the opinion piece on page 54

booth space and the cost of exhibiting if they
don't see qualified buyers. And fewer booths
means we have fewer reasons to attend,

7,000

for more on that. Nevertheless, the digital

extending the cycle.

radio football is moving down the field.

6,000

Ignore those who blame declining atten-

5,000

dance on 9/11 fears or the economy. The radio
industry is shrinking, and the show's contrac-

Real momentum was evident at the NAB
Radio Show. Many broadcasters are budgeting for IBOC and hoping for afast-track STA

tion is areasonably predictable symptom.

approach from the FCC so stations can light it

Further, without the active support of the

4,000

up for real. RF manufacturers are excited;
Harris for instance said it has geared up in
expectation of arollout; it said it can accom-

biggest groups, an industry convention will not
thrive. Unless Clear Channel and Infinity and

3,000

modate 80 to 100 customers in the last three
months of this year, and opted to educate cus-

their kin make amajor commitment to sending
employees, these trends will continue. (Infinity

2,000

would do well to reconsider what its employ-

1,000

ees have lost in educational opportunities after
the company dropped out of the NAB.)
The Radio Show can remain auseful part

tomers through aseries of traveling IBOC
educational workshops. That's agood decision that benefits everyone in those markets.
At adigital radio panel that Imoderated,
representatives of Kenwood, which makes

of the industry landscape, if NAB is willing to
1997
New Orleans

receivers, and Good Guys, which sells them,

1998
Seattle

1999
Orlando

2000
2001
San Francisco New Orleans

tolerate aloss leader. If this was your first

2002
Seattle

Radio Show and you came with no preconcep-

expressed support for the concept. IBOC
Start thinking about how you would present
digital radio to your listeners.

Robert Lipscomb, chief engineer for Moody Bible Institute's
WAFS(AM), WMBW(FM) and WMKW(FM) in Atlanta, wins anextgeneration transmitter remote control system in our Reader's Choice
Sweepstakes, worth almost $5,600.
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with up to 256 channels each. And it's made by Burk, the fine company

seepsigker

that has sponsored the editor's page in Radio World for many years.
The user can access the system from any unit, acomputer or by phone call. The display allows
custom status and metering views. Readings am in mal time or on ahistorical graph. Outputs am
controlled by Smart Switch command buttons, with channel-specific control labels on the buttons.
We have six issues' worth of super prizes left to give out this year. You can sign up too at
www.rwonline.com.

But our expectations must be reset. This is

After adecade of fits and starts, IBOC is
about to happen.

asession-heavy event for fewer managers,
with amodest floor. The show will shrink.
Exhibitors will go to 10-by- 10 booths or share
space. Group heads will huddle in their hotels

* * *

The ARC Plus from Burk Technology is suitable for multi-site or dialup operation for consolidated groups or single sites. It connects to 16 sites

tions, you would have been impressed by the
crowded sessions and informative show floor.

and leave their employees home.
A different kind of numbers game is playing out on spreadsheets at the NAB.
As the chart shows, attendance at the
Radio Show is trending downward. Overall

The smartest among us will continue to
attend.
* * *

attendance this year was down 48 percent
compared to two years ago.

Cindy Edwards' regional show is back.

The NAB said this show drew 3,983 peo-

Edwards is an equipment saleswoman with

ple. The association won't tell me how many

Broadcasters General Store who coordinated

were fully paid, as opposed to exhibitors,
speakers, journalists and exhibit-only passes.

similar events in past years for other vendors.
After atwo-year hiatus, she is again arranging

But if past ratios hold, it's reasonable to

atrade show, this one in Charlotte, N.C.

assume that 1,500 attendees were fully paid.
The number of exhibitors also dropped
precipitously; by my count it is down roughly
one-third from last year. It's not just Internet

"The response from manufacturers as well
as the local engineers gives us afeeling that
this show will be abig one," she said. Thirtyfive exhibitors are expected.

companies that are missing. Gone from the
booth roster were familiar names like Telos
Systems, Klotz Digital and BSW. Wheatstone

It takes place on Oct. 31; three free meals will
be served. Register at www.broadcastdealencom
or call (866) 697-6296. 410

j,1121)11
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5.4 Firmware Features include:

which is critical for ahigh powered AM
station. It's very dependable."

• Adjustable Alarm Delays

Paul Reynolds, Chief Engineer

• Autoload for PC Based

Cox Radio.
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"AutoPilot 2 has not missed abeat --

Order now and receive
free ARC- 16 5.4 firmware
with your purchase!

"AutoPilot 2's open architecture has
really expanded our monitoring
capabilities. The power of the
scripting wizard can't be overstated."
Jeff Kuhne, Engineer, WRPI-FM

• Adjustable Raise/Lower
Durations
ARC- 16 Configuration
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Tel: 800-255-8090
Web Site: www.burk.com
Email: saleseburk.corn
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to ensure the quality of the information
and its delivery. That loop is concerned
local staff members who listen to the
broadcasts and corrects anomalies on an
ongoing basis.
Would Iair NWS audio services on
a broadcast station? Fortunately, I'm
not in a position to have to make that
call, but on apersonal level, I'd have to
say no, Iwould have a station staff
member transcribe the information and
voice it locally as long as the advisory
was not urgent.

COMMENTARY

'Craig, Donna' Plan Criticized
by R. Sparks Scott
So the National Weather Service and
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration are shelving "Perfect
Paul" and replacing it (him?) with Perfect
Donna and Perfect Craig? Oh happy day.
let's celebrate. (
Not!)
For a better perspective of what the
NWS is serving up these days and into
the future, it's necessary to go back 10
years to the halcyon days when forecasts
and alerts on our local weather stations
were written, compiled and voiced
"locally" by living, breathing humans.
Weather conditions
For many years, the forecasts originated at the nearby airport NOAA office.
At the beginning of each forecast
cycle, the forecaster identified him or
herself by name and presented the current weather conditions, forecasts, river
levels, daily weather statistics and any
weather watches, warnings or advisories as necessary. Weather conditions
could be verified and adjusted as needed, based on observation through the
office window.
The old, tape-based playback system
did have its drawbacks, to be sure —
dragging carts and missed cue tones —
but the information imparted was accurate, timely and above all personal.
NWS employees were involved and
available to ascertain the quality of the
broadcasts and make corrections/repairs
as necessary.
With the advent of the " Console
Replacement System," my local NWS
office was closed, and all duties of the
weather service radio were transferred to
the largest nearby city, Portland, Ore.
Gone were all of the familiar voices,
but worse, the quality of the service deteriorated dramatically in terms of content,
accuracy and audio quality. The harddisk audio system that feeds the NWS
VHF broadcast transmitter receives its
audio via dial-up telephone service, with
the attendant loss of audio bandwidth,
introduction of distortion, hum, and
handset handling noise.
Ambient noise frequently was evident,
including loud conversations, background
music, doors slamming and other distracting noise. The NOAA employees
voicing the information were variously
bored, sleepy, sick, disinterested or
aggressive. In one case, the speaker had a
strong regional accent and consistently
mispronounced area place names.
Added to this was the fact that the
forecasts and conditions were coming
from an office more than 100 miles away,
which meant that the information was
sometimes incorrect and/or out of date.
For the first two weeks of operation
from PDX (Portland), the call sign at the
beginning of the cycle was incorrect!
Information that had no reason to be
broadcast in this area would frequently
pop up and just as quickly disappear. The
system occasionally would get caught in
a loop, repeating one part of aforecast
cycle endlessly.
If the job of the previous local staff
was to forecast, observe and report, providing programming content for just one
weather service radio transmitter, the
Portland office employees' involvement
was reduced to rip-and-read, disseminat-

The author is shown with KEC42, the NAVR transmitter
for Eugene, Ore., operating on 162.40 MHz.
ing pre-formatted information to scores
of WSR transmitters in two states. No
wonder some of them sound stressed.
Enter "Perfect Paul:'
At first, Iwas really irritated by this
robot's droning delivery, but soon began to
find that it was at least consistent, and had
fewer problems and idiosyncrasies than
the distant NWS employees exhibited.
Actualities voiced by the human
employees still exhibit the gamut of
problems, not the least of which is inconsistent audio levels, ranging from nearly
inaudible to grossly distorted by too-loud
delivery. Our friend "Paul" tends to raise
the pitch of his voice and get whiny when
asked to enunciate an extended sentence
without taking abreath.
Whiny?
Now we're expected to believe that the
"Craig" and "Donna" replacements are
going to make it all very acceptable again.
Sorry, Ilistened to the online examples, and they don't come close to the
polished delivery of Rick Wagner and the
rest of the local NWS crew back in the
days when the broadcasts were live.
Ialso doubt that some of the problems
that still plague the "Perfect Paul" system
will be much modified in the new system.
Odd characters, misspellings or abbreviations typed into the text of the speech synthesis computer make for some interesting, yet unintelligible strings of words,
numbers and spoken. punctuations.
Lately, the local NWS office has begun
airing aportion of the forecasts using the
"Craig" voice. Iwas prepared to describe
the vocalizations as dead flat, but after
enduring afew weeks of the updated system, Ihave to say that areturn to Perfect
Paul would be an improvement.
"Craig's" inflection and cadence are
all over the map. I'm having an interesting time understanding the speech,
finding that it actually takes mental
"work" to decipher the rapid-fire delivery of the concocted spoken words,
many of which seem to have no pause
before the next, running otherwise
familiar words into new and different
contractions.
In the event of several consecutive
misunderstood phrases, Ifind myself
barely able to keep up with the continu-

ing forecast while trying to understand
the previous sentence. This is exercise
even without additional "munged" or corrupted dialog to further confuse the message being delivered.
Ultimately, the consolidation of the
NWS service to regional offices has
resulted in an on-air product that completely lacks the feedback loop necessary

Live, human voice
The sudden switch of broadcast station programming to an unfamiliar and
obviously canned synthesis of vocalized words strung together is likely to
confuse the average listener, and cause
him or her to discount any immediate
warning or advisory. Nothing compares
to a live human voice, particularly a
familiar one, to convey urgency of an
alert or warning.
Will the NWS be in a position to
bring greater public and broadcast professional acceptance of its services via
the Weather Service Radio by using
"Craig" and "Donna"? Not likely. One
might just as soon hope for areturn to
the pre- console replacement service
days programming content. It's always
comforting to have expectations, however unrealistic.
R. Sparks Scott is a broadcast engineer in Eugene, Ore. Reach him via email to sharkey@mrsharkey.com.
Radio World welcomes other points of
view to radioworld@imaspub.com.
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Continued from page 1

calendar year. Ibiquity wants to see proof of
commitment, such as an equipment order.
The waiver is only for those stations
that an owner plans to convert in 2002,
not for all the stations an entity may own.
Some engineers expressed concerned
about having to purchase, take delivery
on and install equipment for multiple stations by Dec. 31. But Ibiquity said an
owner would not miss out on the waiver
if a station cannot actually get all of the
equipment installed by then.
"It's a function of what delivery date
they have from their equipment manufacturer," said Ibiquity Senior Vice President
Jeffrey Jury. "It's got to be areasonable
attempt to get it on this year. That may
flow to the first few weeks of next year."
But an owner who says it plans to commit yet doesn't actually purchase equipment until next year would not qualify.
"The waiver is not for people who say,
'I'm going digital someday, — Jury said.
Those who do get afee waiver from
the licensing agreement still must sign
such adocument with Ibiquity, the company said. The licensing fees are separate
from the money broadcasters must pay
suppliers to purchase IBOC equipment.
The fees are calculated as amultiple of a
station's annual FCC regulatory fee.
It remained to be seen whether the

An early production model of aVisteon in-dash HD Radio. Visteon is
developing HD Radio-capable OEM receivers for the 2004 model year.
Radio One ordered new digital equipment — Harris Z-HD solid-state digital
DAB transmitters and Dexstar AM/FM
IBOC exciters — for KKBT(FM) in Los
Angeles, KBFB(FM) in Dallas,
WBOT(FM) in Boston, WDMK(FM) in
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So check this out Instant Replay puts 1,000 of your

favorite noises right in front of you,
ready for instant playback. No
other audio player makes it
so easy to be spontaneous
and creative. It's fast, it's
easy, and it's fun. Here's
the deal. One Instant
Replay can store over
24 hours of stereo sound
That's 24 hours of sound
effects, spots, promos, even
entire songs - anything - and
you can play any of them back
instantly by pressing one of 50 Hot
Keys! There's no need for training. It's
self-contained and works right out of
the box - just push the buttons and go!
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the waiver saved his company $300,000.
Another major radio group engineer
expects to shave roughly $ 1million off
his conversion price due to the waiver. He
termed the waiver "agood start," and said
his company was close to coming to
terms with Ibiquity.
IBOC vendors were pleased about
Ibiquity's waiver. Fees were prominent
among broadcaster concerns at the spring
NAB convention, along with possible
nighttime AM interference.
"The amount of money they can save
in royalties will help them pay for IBOC
within two years," said Harris Corp.'s
Geoff Mendenhall.
One vendor said, "The licensing issue
was more of an impediment than we
thought."
Harris, Nautel and Broadcast
Electronics representatives were upbeat
about the IBOC interest shown on the
exhibit floor. BE's Tim Bealor said the
company has definite conversion timeframes, including specific power levels,
from some customers.
Harris said it could build and ship 80
IBOC systems by the end of the year.
The company also introduced as IBOCready, low- power AM transmitter line
called DAX. This family of 1kW AM
transmitters joins the 3DX AM and

Z- HD FM lines. Harris also announced
an IBOC certification program. Training
programs, consisting of five days, are due
to begin in November.
Mendenhall said broadcasters don't
seem too worried that the FCC has not
yet set an IBOC standard. At a Harrissponsored IBOC implementation seminar
in Seattle two days before the show,
Harris staffers said, many attendees were
focused on the return on investment from
IBOC's data possibilities.
Ibiquity was low-key about a second
fee waiver it's offering. The company is
waiving its portion of the revenues stations would make off IBOC data services
until 2005.
"We re-thought that and will come up
with adifferent model," said Broadcast
Business Manager Scott Stull. He said
broadcasters do not want aformula based
on apercentage of revenue, and Ibiquity
doesn't think aflat fee would be fair.
Originally, the company planned to take
asmall portion of the revenue broadcasters
make from the data services. Language in
the agreement would have given Ibiquity
the right to inspect broadcasters' accounting books twice ayear to make sure they
were not hiding revenue. This aspect of the
original plan galled some groups who did
not plan to open their books to Ibiquity,
especially on along-term basis.
A Clear Channel executive, in aprevious interview, raised the possibility of not
doing data at all, to make its point.
Several engineering and business
sources said Ibiquity is charging the
licensing fees on its software only to
recover its research and development
costs; backing off on this aspect won't
hurt Ibiquity financially that much, they
said. Ibiquity has stated it expects to
make the bulk of its money on its portion
of receiver sales but wanted to recoup
some costs in the meantime.
While Ibiquity is talking to owners of
all sizes, it wants to get on 76 stations to
reach its goal of covering at least 50 percent of listeners in early rollout markets.
The goal is to make consumers aware of
HD Radio, the brand name they will
encounter for terrestrial digital radio, and
entice them to buy receivers.
Several small-market attendees at the
Radio Show expressed anxiety about this
aspect, fearing the waiver will expire
before they can afford to commit to HD
Radio. Some other attendees predicted the
fees eventually would go away altogether.
For example, three attendees approached
by Radio World during the show said digital
See DAB, page 7

NRSC to Begin

I
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Detroit and WHTA(FM) in Atlanta.
Mathews said the Los Angeles and
Detroit stations would be transmitting
analog and digital signals by the end of
the year and the remaining three markets
would be ready in January. He estimates

Photo

DAB

promise of a waiver is enough to spur
other groups into purchasing IBOC
equipment this year. One major radio
group owner said privately the waiver
was not enough; he only intends to convert one station this year.
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IBOC Standard-Setting
SEATTLE In the past, when questioned about standards- setting for IBOC, the
National Radio Systems Committee said it was soon to tell whether that would
happen. No more.
The NRSC has begun aformal standards-setting process for IBOC. At the NAB
Radio Show last month, the NRSC DAB Subcommittee formed aworking group
with the goal of drafting and adopting voluntary industry transmission standards for
AM and FM IBOC. Receiver manufacturers will be part of the group, but it's
unclear if there will be areceiver standard as well.
Ibiquity asked the NRSC to set atransmission standard for AM and FM IBOC,
stating in aletter that the NRSC has provided the IBOC developer "an invaluable
leadership role" for testing and evaluating its AM and FM IBOC systems, and that
setting aformal standard would be anatural extension of that effort.
DAB Subcommittee Chairman Milford Smith of Greater Media said the group
would likely begin with FM.
A leader of the working group was to be chosen in October. Ibiquity hopes the
NRSC can set astandard by January.
— Leslie Stimson

Radio World
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Continued from page 6

is not yet apriority for them. Based in
Montana and Colorado, they said their agriculturally based economies have seen a
tough year, with crop prices down and farm
operating prices up.
"Only one TV station in town is digital
and he's the only one who can receive the
signal," said one.
Yet others say beginning in the large
markets is anatural progression for intro-

Motorola Asks:
Why IBOC? Just
Make the Radio
Sound Better
AUSTIN, Texas Another type of
digital radio was alluded to at the NAB
Radio Show. Motorola didn't want to
discuss its new radio chipset publicly
and place a damper on its product
debut at AES, but the company did
share some specifics with reporters.
Motorola has designed aradio platform that it says will make aradio sound
better than analog and enlarge astation's
coverage area. The company is calling
its invention "adisruptive technology"
that "raises the bar as to whether IBOC
makes sense," said John Hansen,
Motorola's director of marketing for driver information systems.
The Motorola Symphony Digital
Radio uses achipset approach for an
Intermediate Frequency radio. It combines digital signal processors with an
RF front-end and intermediate frequency analog interface.
The radio uses software algorithms
to tune, filter and improve the signal in
place of analog circuits. Motorola says
the software helps the listener tune to
more stations than is possible with
analog receivers.
Symphony's Channel Effects
Equalizer allows listeners to "hold on"
to aclear signal longer, farther than
listeners now can hear analog stations,
said Hansen. How much farther was
difficult to quantify.
"The Variable IF Filter algorithm
used in Symphony automatically and
dynamically adjusts itself to both 100
kHz and 200 kHz band channel spacing, which allows it to react to any
changes," according to Motorola.
The FM demodulator algorithm used
in Symphony separates the FM signal
from the carrier. The company claims
this algorithm provides awider listening range and improved signal-to-noise
ratio under weak signal conditions.
Motorola is offering the platform to
its customers, particularly automobile
manufacturers, to get aftermarket
Symphony Digital Radios to consumers by late next year and in-dash
models ready for automakers in the
same time frame for 2005 car models.
Hansen estimated the retail cost of a
Symphony radio would be between $ 10
to $5more than current analog radios.
Several radio group engineers at the
Radio Show said the concept has been
tried, unsuccessfully. Ibiquity does not
see Symphony as acompetitor to HD
Radio.

duction of anew technology.
"Ibiquity's not wrong to target the big
guys," said Bud Walters, president of the
Cromwell Group. He believes IBOC will
succeed and the industry will embrace it,
because it meets radio's long-term needs.
Commission hints
Where does the FCC stand in radio's
digital transition?
FCC
Commissioner
Kathleen
Abernathy said she hoped colleagues soon
would approve an initial endorsement of
160C as the digital radio standard in the
United States. She told attendees aReport
and Order is likely to come out this fall.
The timing of the endorsement and a
mechanism for allowing early adopters to
go on the air may be approved in October
or November, with final rules in early
2003. Audio Division Chief Engineer

Keith Larson said the commission could
approve "interim permits" so transmissions could be on air for the introduction
of the first receivers by the 2003
Consumer Electronics Show in January.
Some engineers expected the commission would approve some form of blanket
Special Temporary Authorizations for
this purpose.
Audio Service Division Chief Peter
Doyle, however, cautioned that the commission would be hesitant to take any
shortcuts. "Technical waivers will face a
high hurdle:' he said.
While the FCC has data in hand from
the National Radio Systems Committee
on FM and daytime AM digital transmissions, work on nighttime AM still has to
be undertaken, Associate Chief Edward
De La Hunt said. Reports are expected
from Ibiquity this fall.

(Last-minute

"We're not going to do anything to
undermine the technical integrity of the
service," De La Hunt said.
Several regulatory sources told Radio
World before the convention that they
expect the IBOC proceeding to be handled publicly, rather than voted on privately by the commissioners. They hoped
IBOC could be voted on at the commission's Oct. 10 public meeting.
Before any stations begin broadcasting
digital signals, the FCC must decide how
to authorize AM. A dispute has emerged
between some owners of clear-channel
stations operating on skywaves at night
and those that don't.
The owners of clear-channel stations
fear that implementing AM IBOC at night
at full power may cause interference to
some stations; they have lobbied for AM to
See DAB, page 8

remotes?

No stress for John Kennedy of Entercom Boston.
The Patriots win the Superbowl! A major cause for celebration in Boston. And potentiall
major stress for John Kennedy, Engineering Director for Entercom Boston. With n
warning, John had less than 24 hours to orchestrate coverage of the festivities
on numerous stations — including live remotes along the Patriots' parade
route. Fortunately, John knew he could count on Comrellviatrix , L;i,t-r• —
even last-minute. With Comrex in your toolbox,
last-minute remotes are successful, not stressful.
"We delivered multiple high-quality live remotes
over ordinary phone lines and we didn't lose amin
John Kennedy,
Engineering Director,
Entercom Boston

Let us help with your last-minute remotes.
And we'll give you the shirt off our back.
Now you'll not only sound great, you'll look
great, too Mail us the warranty card
from the purchase of your next
BlueBox, Matrix, Vector or Nexus
Well send you ahandsome Comrex
shirt like the one John is wearing

••••••

(retail value 565) FREE. Plus, we'll
extend your warranty to two years.
How's that for coverage?
For adealer call 806.237-1776
dr visit www.comrex.com
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DRM Demos
Receiver at IBC
AMSTERDAM The Digital Radio
Mondiale Consortium has unveiled a
production- ready world- band digital
consumer receiver, developed by
Coding Technologies, the BBC and
German device manufacturer AFG.
The receiver is an original equipment receiver integrated in acommercially available multiband radio to
pick up DRM signals on shortwave,
medium- wave and long- wave used
overseas.
The digital radio technology developer also previewed its first publicly -

available receiver, the DRM Software
Radio, made by Fraunhofer IIS-A. The
radio is actually software for aconventional PC; it will pick up the DRM digital AM system for the broadcast bands
below 30 MHz.
The DRM Software Radio is designed
for consumer use. The unit is a downscaled version of an existing, professional Fraunhofer receiver. Coding
Technologies provided the radio's codec
using aacPlusT, acombination of MPEG
AAC with Coding Technologies'
Spectral Band Replication bandwidth
extension algorithm.
DRM is agroup of broadcasters, network operators, manufacturers and
researchers who have created a digital
AM system for shortwave, mediumwave and long- wave. DRM hopes to
launch the technology overseas in 2003.
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WorldDAB Forum
Seeks More L-Band
LONDON L-Band spectrum in Europe
should be earmarked for terrestrial digital
radio until satellite digital radio begins in
2005.
So says a report commissioned by
the WorldDAB Forum, an international
body promoting the Eureka- 147 DAB
technology.
"Perhaps the most significant conclusion the report reaches is that T-DAB and
SDR are both competitive as well as
complementary to each other," said
WorldDAB President Annika Nyberg.
Among the conclusions in the report:
"The marketing success of terrestrial
DAB in Europe will be decided in the
next few years and spectrum for satellite
DAB should not be given priority over
terrestrial DAB before satellite's expected launch in 2005;
"Terrestrial DAB is an improvement
on present analog radio and seems likely to provide mobile and substantially
free- to- air audio and data services,
while satellite DAB proposes a novel
type of content likely to offer personalized music and data subscription services. The two systems are therefore not
mutually exclusive;
"Satellite DAB should not he considered

•

Continued from page 2

530 Khz to 1700 Khz

Used World Wide

Height 49ft ( 15 mi) to

75ft ( 23m)

Less ground area need+d - Maintenance Free

Fifteen ( 15) Years Proven Experience

175 Southgate Drive,
Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1G 3M5
P.O. Box 603,
Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1H 6L3
Tel: ( 519) 824-3220 Fax: ( 519) 824-3411
Email: enquiries@valcom-guelph.com
Internet: www.valcom-guelph.com

DAB Around
the World
The WorldDAB Forum reports that
Australia plans DAB trials in Sydney
comparing Eureka- 147 on VHF Band HI
to L-band. Australia is still looking for
receiver manufacturers to develop radios
that can handle the data capabilities associated with DAB.
In Switzerland, Radio DAB Network
hopes to become that country's first commercial DAB multiplex operator. The
consortium intends to apply for ablock
of allocated frequencies in L- Band.
The BBC has launched its third new
digital station, 1Xtra. The format is urban
contemporary music.
— Leslie Stimson

NEWSWATCH•

Pennington is a member of the SBE
Certification Committee and member of
Chapter 68 in Birmingham, having twice
served as its chairman. He is co-chair of
the Alabama Emergency Communications
Committee and a member of the
President's National Advisory Council to
the National Emergency Alert System.

Free Standing AM Brctadcasting Antenna

areplacement transmission system for analog radio or terrestrial DAB broadcasting;
"Radio needs to go digital to for
broadcasters to retain audiences and
increase advertising revenue with
improved targeting."
The
report was conducted by
PrognosAG, an economic research firm
based in Switzerland. The report was to
be presented at the IBC.

Other officers elected to one-year terms
include: Vice President — Raymond
Benedict, director spectrum management of
Viacom, Inc.; Secretary — Sam Garfield,
vice president of Technical Broadcast
Consultants; Treasurer — John Batson,
regional engineering manager, of Sinclair
Broadcast Group, Birmingham, Ala.
These members were elected to two-year
terms on the national board: Ted Hand,
director of engineering for WTKR(TV);

Mark Humphrey, chief engineer of
WPLY(FM)/Radio One; Keith Kintner,
assistant director of technology for
WILL(AM-FM-TV); Vincent Lopez, systems technician for WSYT/WNYS(TV);
Thomas Ray III, corporate director of engineering for Buckley Broadcasting/WOR
Radio; and Barry Thomas, president of
Thomas Media Systems & Design.
Those elected will join six other members of the board who begin the second year
of their two-year terms. Ralph Beaver,
William Denne, Donald Driskell, Clay
Freinwald, Robert " R.J." Russell and
Conrad Trautmann III.
The newly elected officers and directors
will be inducted on Oct. 17 during the SBE
national meeting in Phoneix, held in conjunction with the SBE Chapter 9Regional
Convention.

DAB

could hear interference. Ibiquity plans to
reverse the test this fall and compare the
results to previous tests.
For the first time, Ibiquity showed an
Continued from page 7
in-dash HD Radio. Previously, it has disbe operated initially at lower power. Some
played prototype receivers and chipsets.
regulatory sources indicated this would be a
Meanwhile, Lincoln Mercury, Visteon
conservative approach for the agency to
Corp. and Ibiquity developed and
take, before all the AM nighttime test
equipped a2003 Lincoln Navigator with
results are evaluated.
aVisteon prototype HD Radio receiver in
Opponents fear that if AM IBOC
the dash for the convention. Visteon is
were implemented in this fashion, AM
developing HD Radio- capable OEM
stations would face resistance to returnreceivers for the 2004 model year.
ing to full power at night and may nevAt an HD Radio listening event at a
er get it back.
Good Guys retail store near Seattle, 75 to
Ibiquity has begun AM nighttime tests
100 people came to hear alive HD Radio
including subjective listening tests and a signal on Infinity station KBKS(FM).
comprehensive AM propagation study of
"People expect digital technology in
all AMs in the country.
this day and age," said Mark
Ibiquity conducted groundwave tests
McDougall of Good Guys. "HD Radio
on WOR in New York and skywave tests
will provide the listener with an
on WLW in Cincinnati. WLW is at 700
improved listening experience, just as
kHz and WOR is at 710. While WLW
XM and Sirius do, while keeping the
turned its digital signal on and off, testers
familiar station that the consumer is
listened to WOR to see if there was interattuned to."
ference. Ibiquity Vice President
Sandusky's KIXRAM) and Entercom's
Broadcast Engineering Glynn Walden
KISW(FM1 also aired digital signals during
said no one listening in the test group
the show.
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You're scanning the AM dial. Everything sounds harsh, bland, weak. Then
you find it: an amazing sounding AM station. Loud, smooth, dynamic, exciting. You glance at your radio to make sure you didn't switch bands. This is
AM?
Meet the first digital pocessor designed especially for AM stations who want to
breathe fire. Omnia 45AM. We held nothing back — this is the world's best
AM processor. Of course it has all the latest bells and whistles: advanced DSP
chips, bÉght color display, Ethernet and modem connections, PCMCIA expansion slots, and powerful remote control software. But the real breakthrough is
the sound.
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Our algorithm designers spent countless hours studying the great AM stations,
listening and learning. We found that the very best sounding stations were
using highly tuned, customized analog processors. Then we set out to reproduce the best analog had to offer. But because we were working in an all
digital environment, we had vastly improved precision and flexibility than could
ever be achieved in analog. The result is, well, breathtaking.
Talk is c:ean and clear. Bumpers and ID's have more definition. Callers punch
through with force. kid music jumps off the dial. Everything sparkles. The
stations who have tried the new Omnia won't give it back! Some have even
told us their coverage has improved.
Omnia lor AM.

Fire it up and you'll know why Omnia is the hottest selling

radio processor in the world today. Scorch the competition.
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child abductions. A $ 25 million bill
passed the U.S. Senate the day before the
show began.
The economy and media ownership were
foremost on attendees' minds, as radio
crawls out from the recession. Executives at
asession of radio group heads said consolidation has allowed radio to grow and offer
diversity of programming to consumers,
even in the face of less ad revenue.

drive up costs to consumers.
Fellow Commissioner Michael Copps
said media has consolidated "on a scale
unimaginable a few years ago." He
stressed the need for anational dialogue
on the topic.
Discussion of the "Opie & Anthony"
sex contest stunt in St. Patrick's
Cathedral was ahot topic in several regulatory panels.
Copps hopes the requirement that a
complainant in an indecency or obscenity
case has to provide the commission with a
tape or transcript of adisputed program is
changed. He reiterated his call for the
return of the old broadcast programming
code. "People are sick about this:' he said.

use their terrestrial repeaters as their real
delivery system.
When questioned, Copps said, "I'm all
for satellite radio. We're (the FCC) for new
technology!' Yet, when told XM patented a
way to insert program material to be transmitted via repeaters, he said he believes the
remaining questions about their specific
repeater use need to be resolved.
Rep. Walden agreed and added,
"Whether they have a good business
model, we'll see."
Fritts said, "You know, our satellite
friends, XM and Sirius, have been trying
to build their business by criticizing local
radio. They say they will do for radio what
cable did for television. Isay if you like

October 9, 2002

develop rules to govern new authorizations
for both commercial and public broadcasters. Doyle hopes those rules will be out by
the end of the year, but anticipates that the
issue will end up in court, with the result a
delay in finalizing the FM allotments.
Testing was to begin in late September
for new LPFMs.

Allow time
Audio Division Deputy Chief Nina
Shafran addressed concerns surrounding
the application change process regarding
cross-ownership rules and local ownership rules, among others.
She warned broadcasters not to put
Radio is big
strict drop- dead deadlines on station
Regent Chairman/CEO Terry Jacobs
transaction proposals, in case the applicacalled radio agrowth industry. Radio One
tion process takes longer because of furCOO Mary Catherine Sneed agreed.
ther scrutiny, or "red-flagging," due to
"Radio is big business now. It's imporadditional competition analysis.
tant now," she said. "Consolidation has
Rep. Walden raised the possibility of
helped make it more important."
studying the red-flagging process, saying
Several presenters said that, despite its
he thinks the oversight of business deals
critics, radio is not highly consolidated
for possible anti-competitive behavior is
compared to other industries. As an exammore the purview of the Federal Trade
ple, Clear Channel Radio President Mark
Commission than the FCC.
Mays said, in the recording industry, five
Of the free airtime proposal before
labels control 85 percent of the business.
Congress, Walden doesn't think it will
Rep. Greg Walden, R-Ore., new member
pass. Even if a mandate to give federal
of the House subcommittee on telecomcandidates airtime did pass, the result
munications, agreed. He said radio is "far
wouldn't be savings for candidates, he
less concentrated" than other media, but
said; they would simply shift money to
that the industry hears the concentration
other fundraising avenues.
argument alot because there's 25 percent
During asession on independent profewer owners since 1996.
motion, Rick Cummings, the president of
Back in Washington, as the show began
the
radio
division
of
Emmis
on Sept. 12, the FCC initiated the third
Communications, said, "What this is realbiennial regulatory review of broadcast
From left, FCC Commissioners Kathleen Abernathy and Michael
ly about is fear — fear on the part of the
ownership rules. Affected radio rules are
music industry, on the part of the record
Copps discuss ownership and indecency laws with moderator Steve
local radio ownership limits and the
Newberry of the NAB Radio Board and Commonwealth Broadcasting.
labels, who have ahistory of looking for a
radio/TV cross-ownership restriction.
scapegoat when they've had abad year.
Attendees at the convention said it was too
Yet attorneys in another panel said
cable radio, you'll love satellite radio."
They've had two bad years in arow, and
soon to tell if the local ownership limits,
they would be hard pressed to prove that
Later in the show, attendees heard the
they're headed for athird one."
allowing one company to own up to eight
the Opie & Anthony stunt was indecent.
FCC has stepped up its enforcement
Recording Industry Association of
stations in amarket, might change.
Abernathy said just because she finds
efforts in the areas of EAS, RF safety and
America spokesman Mitch Glazier said
The 1996 Telecom Act requires the
something offensive doesn't mean she "goes
unlicensed operators. FCC Enforcement
the RIAA would like the FCC to develop
agency to review the rules every two
to the next level and say it's indecent."
Bureau Assistant Bureau Chief Lisa
rules governing indy promotion, because
years and make changes where necessary.
Also pending before the commission
Fowlkes said making sure stations comply
consolidation has changed the game.
Commissioner Kathleen Abernathy
are rules governing the use of terrestrial
with main studio rules and maintain their
Rick Bernthal of Latham & Watkins
said, "We need to make sure the rules
repeaters for satellite digital radio.
public inspection files is vital as well.
said consolidation has given portions of
adequately represent the marketplace."
Broadcasters fear if business models for
Panelist David O'Neil, a partner at
the radio industry "equal bargaining powThe agency seeks comment on whether
Sirius Satellite Radio and XM Satellite
Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, told attendees
er with the record industry," and now the
the ownership rules still work or if they
Radio don't succeed, the satcasters may
always to cooperate with a surprise
labels are asking the government to interinspection by FCC personnel.
vene. He said the government has no role
"Do not lie to them. Just give them what
in deciding how stations decide to play
you have:' O'Neil said. He said one of his
music. See related story, page 32.
clients hid from an FCC field agent
Another issue affecting radio's pocketbecause the agent asked to see the station's
book in the months to come is Arbitron's
Remote Facilities Controller
public file and no one at the station at the
Portable People Meter. Broadcasters still
control transmitter from any telephone
time of the inspection knew where it was.
want to know how much more than the
8-64 channels of telemetry and control
Panelists suggested stations keep a diaries the PPM will cost, and Arbitron
programmable control by date and time
framed statement handy that explains
still has given no answer.
optional printer and modem adapters
where the public file is stored so that no
Owen Charlebois, Arbitron's president
programmable telemetry alarms
matter who has to find it, the file can be
of U.S. media services, said the PPM will
full-featured, affordable, reliable
easily located.
cost more than diaries, but how much more
integrated rack panel
The most common thing the
Arbitron couldn't say because the decision
Enforcement Bureau hears from stations
is not only under the rating company's
after being notified of a fine is: "We're
control. Arbitron and Nielsen Media
Intelligent Rack Adapter
such agood company. You should reduce
Research are still negotiating about possiparallel printer interface
this ( fine)." The No. 1way to get a ble future U.S. development of the PPM,
internal modem for data
license revoked? Lie to the commission,
and Arbitron doesn't know its portion of
front panel status indicators
Fowlkes said.
those costs, according to Charlebois.
battery backed power supply
John Garziglia, of Womble Carlyle
He said the radio industry will want a
rack mountable chassis ( 1U)
Sandridge & Rice, said to avoid fines for
high level of response, and that sample
RF radiation, owners must provide diasize will drive PPM costs to broadcasters.
grams
of problem spaces on their towers
Members of the Cascadia Media
Dual Channel Audio Failsafe
so that climbers can ensure their safety.
Alliance protested what they called the
provides contact closure on loss of audio
FCC Audio Division Chief Peter
FCC's slowness in allocating low-power
adjustable from 7seconds to 4.5 minutes
Doyle told another session there are
FM signals. Unlike the group's previous
monitors two audio channels
about 600 new FM allotments pending
appearance two years ago in San Francisco,
integrated rack panel
for processing but said the commission is
no sessions were disrupted in Seattle.
cast-effective, reliable
about 18 months away from turning those
A group of about 15 protesters waved
into construction permits.
placards and posed in front of the center
Because afederal court in Washington
Friday morning, watched by police.
innovative solutic:»T?
4IL"' Sine Systems
ruled that noncoms can't participate in aucNext year, the radio show will be held
nashville, tennessee • 615.228.3500 voice • 615.227.2393 tax- on- demand • www sinesystems corn
tions for new spectrum, the agency has to
in Philadelphia Oct. 1-3. e
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The Buck Stops in Engineering
by John Bisset
Budgeting; doing more with less; saving money.
These are the "new" rules of radio engineering, and they require afresh mindset.
I've spoken to anumber of engineers who
are thinking out the box when it comes to
their 2003 budget. If you've worn your
eraser to anub, figuring and re-figuring
your technical budget, here are some suggestions that will make you look great.
* * *
Do you have tenants renting space on
your tower? Depending on the number of
tenants and their power usage, you might
consider splitting their AC feed from yours.
Fig. 1shows a "kilowatt-hour meter" that

you can purchase from any electric supply.
Even if you don't have tower tenants,
this kind of meter can save you money.
In this station's case, the meter monitors
the tower light power usage. The station
is the only tenant at the site, but they
don't own the tower, and the tower owner
is responsible for keeping the tower lit.

$10,000 for the over-charges.
My only mistake was being stupid
enough to think I'd get some kind of
bonus for my efforts.

One station

* * *
Consider aphone audit. Especially in
the case of consolidated stations, you
may have no idea what the phone company is charging your stations each month.
In my own case, when Iwas a chief,
we had lines and loops that were supposed to have been disconnected 10 years
earlier but had not been. We pressed the
phone company, and got a cheek for

Fig. 1: A kilowatt-hour meter can save you money,
particularly if you have tenants on your tower.

e Le e

at www.rwonline.com/reference-room

Once you get the ground rules established, it's time to tackle the phone company.
Usually grudgingly, they will do a
complete billing audit, showing every
line, circuit and loop that makes up your
monthly bill. Remember, sometimes there
are several telephone bills: one for the
studios, another for the transmitter sites,

did an audit of its telco services

and discovered that it had also been paying the
phone bill of a Chinese restaurant.

Don't make my mistake; before you
even approach the research, talk with
your general manager. Explain that you'd
like abonus of 10 percent for the savings
you find. Get it in writing, and summarize it in abrief memo to him, outlining
the terms. If he balks, point out that he,
the program director and the sales manager get bonuses for hitting goals. If you
can provide the station with some savings, why shouldn't you share too?
If he still doesn't get it, maybe you ought
to look around for another gig. Plenty of
GMs do get it, and are realizing that their
engineers are aprecious commodity.
You can also point out that there are
companies that perform this service for
15 to 20 percent of the savings, so he's
getting a break if you do the work for
only 10 percent. It's time you put some
money in your pocket for all the extra
things you do for the station.
Remember my plight. Ididn't ask for
it, so Ididn't get it. Ten grand in the
1980s was a lot of money; it still is.
Consider it mining for gold.

maybe even permanent remote loops.
Buy the phone company person lunch
to review what they found. This is an
important step. These audits use alot of
telco lingo that you'll never figure out on
your own. Having the telco person go
over the bill with you will save you time.
If you find circuits that are no longer
in use, keep quiet, just review the entire
bill(s), jotting down any pertinent notes.
When you get back to the station, the fun
begins. In the case of POTS circuits
(Plain Old Telephone Service), start dialing unfamiliar numbers.
One engineer called this the "dialing
for dollars" phase. As he dialed, he found
anumber for aChinese restaurant. Yes,
the radio station was paying for the phone
at this Chinese restaurant. Ican he the
owner now: "Ain't America great? Igot a
phone, someone else gets the bill!"
In the case of consolidations, you'll be
amazed at what you find. Don't get overzealous, though. One engineer confided
that he mistakenly took down the entire
See WORKBENCH, page 16
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Instant gratification.
Immediacy is the nra:ure of radio. Remotes,-special broadcasts, breaking news... all must be delivered on time, on demand, with no excises — and no delay.

Pots only?

That's whew Low-DElay MPEG MC comes in. It is the absolute stateof-the-art icodirg technology, maintaining studio-quality audio
while shrinking delay by as much as 70% compared to Layer 3. And
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IT'S LIKE

right before your eyes."
If everyday traffic in Seattle is amess,
snow brings the hilly city to its knees.
During the city's last big snowstorm,
even Metro's traffic reporters were
trapped: at work. The company put them
from 1-5 eastbound out to the water. And
up at ahotel rather than having them try
northbound 5is not so great from Boeing
to get to and from home.
Field to downtown."
And then there was Seattle's 7.0 earthThat's the nuts and bolts of a traffic
quake, ayear February, experienced from
report, but there can be much more.
their 73rd-floor offices.
"I'm really lucky right now, because I
"It went back and forth for what
seemed like forever, but according to the
engineers, it wasn't that long," said
Kirby. "Ijust kind of stayed in the middle
of the room with my chair.

Congestion Is Their Business
by Craig Johnston
One in a series of occasional articles
on life in radio.
Angela Kirby could be compared to a
chef who rarely tastes the food she prepares.
Driving Seattle's freeways to arrive at
work by 4:30 a.m., the radio traffic
reporter sees few other cars on the road.
Kirby is one of 25 full- and part-time
Metro Networks traffic reporters serving
27 radio stations and the cable news
channel in the Seattle-Tacoma market. In
a recent report by the Texas Traffic
Institute, Seattle's rush hour traffic
ranked fourth-worst in the nation.
Though her drive to work may be
docile, making 13 to 15 traffic reports an
hour during abad traffic day can be hectic. Traffic reporters even use the lingo of
the commute to describe the hazards of
their own work, referring to one station's
delayed report running into another station's scheduled update as a "crash."
Up high
Radio personalities' legendary lack of
clock-discipline contributes heavily to
the problem.
"Nobody ever hits their break on
time," said Kirby. "Wait, Itake that back.
One of my stations is always two minutes
late, so Iguess they're always on time, in
their own way."
When two stations' reports are going to
"crash," she has to pre-record one of them.
"It's easy to decide which one. One of
them doesn't have arecorder, so Ihave to
record for one of the other two."
Metro brings anumber of resources to
bear to collect the latest information on
the commute: the Internet, police scanners, phones, a helicopter and small
plane, and tips from motorists. And then
there's Metro's perch: the 73rd floor of
Seattle's Bank of America Building, the
city's tallest.

Metro Source studios look down
Standing up from her microphone, she
can see Interstate Highway 5 stretching
south, a frequent morning problem-area
for northbound commuters. Walking
around the building's observation deck
that surrounds Metro's studios, she can
see most of the city's downtown streets.
Information Coordinator Chuck
Mefferd brings order to the avalanche of

traffic information available to Metro. By
inputting to the Metro Source computer
what he can glean from phone calls, scanners, the aircraft and what he sees out the
window, the latest information is available
on each traffic reporter's workstation.

Angela Kirby delivers 13 to 15 traffic reports
every hour, spread over three radio stations.

"We're really lucky here to have a have three live stations that want my
helpful State Patrol here," said Kirby,
input, that want me to participate," Kirby
"because some areas do not see the value
said. "I've had it where everything was
in the service we provide."
pretty straightforward, and it was so borBut even the State Patrol can get overing. Now it's alot more fun."
loaded. "If it's asnow day or something,
She tries to monitor the stations before
they might be too busy to talk with us."
her report so knows what topic they're on.
For aquick overview of the area's traf"If they're talking about something,
fic, the Department of Transportation's
I'll look it up on the Internet so Ihave
Web pages give a color-coded look at
whatever to add to the conversation." She
results from traffic flow monitors: green
says sometimes she fits in so well that the
for normal flow, yellow for building volaudience thinks she's actually in the radio
umes, red for stop and go. Often, the constation studio.
ditions change right up to ( and during)
Kirby has found radio personalities
the traffic report itself.
she doesn't like to work with; they're too
The DOT Web site also offers Kirby
demeaning. Of one in particular, she said:
her choice of traffic cameras along the
"(He) has made four or five traffic
region's freeways.
reporters here cry ... Iwon't work with
him." At present, a male Metro staffer
handles that program's reports.
She describes Ron Upshaw and Don
O'Neill, the morning drive hosts she
works with on KQBZ, as doing "boys
radio by boys."
"Ron and Don are racy, okay, but Ifeel
like Ican trust them."
"Angela provides acouple of things to
Ron and Don," said KQBZ General
Manager and Program Director Clark
Ryan. "Obviously she gives us valuable
traffic information. She's also abit of a
foil for them. She can interact and help
them get from one topic to another."
Kirby shifts gears quickly for
Christian contemporary KCMS.
"They know Ihave acat, so this morning
we talked about it getting its stitches out."
Kirby's boss Gina Tuttle, director of
operations at Metro Networks Seattle,
says staying interested and focused is
on the nation's fourth-worst traffic.
what makes agood traffic reporter.
Her three stations during morning drive
"They need to sound like they're interare talk station KOMO(AM); "hot" talker
ested, they're really there, in person. For
KQBZ(FM); and KCMS(FM), Christian
traffic in particular, it's very easy to
contemporary. At 10 a.m., she keeps
become kind of bored; you're saying the
KQBZ and does reports for KJR(AM),
same thing over and over, traffic backsports talk, and Northwest Cable News.
ups are all the same.
"There is an accident, it's northbound
"The other part is the ability to ad-lib,
5at 54th ... expect delays," Kirby reports
because there's no way to write it all out
on KOMO. "5-20 stinks now, everybody,
and be extremely prepared. It's changing

Keeping up
"We didn't lose any of our communications here during the earthquake.
Luckily, we weren't on the air at the
time. The phones went crazy. And then
after it was over we were on the air nonstop for the next hour or so."
Being in atall building was, of course,
aconcern on Sept. 11, 2001.
"We were watching everything on television. The second building gets hit, and
we're discussing in the studio, 'Are they
going to evacuate the building? What are
they going to do?' We called the building
people downstairs and they go, ' Oh no.'
"On TV they were talking about evacuating the Sears Tower in Chicago, so
we were kind of ants-in-our-pants over
here. It was weird. When they did evacuate the building, it was after one of the
(World Trade Center) buildings had collapsed, it was clear the planes were
hijacked. So when we finally got out of
the building, we grabbed our cell phones
and our copy books ... and some people
went to stations."
But traffic was asecondary matter that
day. Most stations stuck with national
feeds on the crisis.
When Kirby's quitting time hits at 12noon, she says she enjoys the finality it
brings.
"Some days it's really nutty, accident
after accident after accident. You can't
even keep up with them. But when you're
done, you're done! Ilike that alot."
Except she's not really done with traffic. She has to drive home through the
noon-hour rush.
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SCMS Adds
Field Offices
Broadcast equipment supplier
SCMS has added two field sales
offices.
Mary Schnelle is located in the
Cincinnati area, and Tyler Callis is
based in Ft. Worth, Texas.
Schnelle is aformer sales coordinator for Harris Broadcast who was
responsible for accounts such as
Infinity, ABC and NextMedia, specializing in studio projects.
Callis has worked for Richardson
Electronics, Continental Electronics
and Crouse-Kimzey in equipment and
software sales.
The company is based in North
Carolina; it also has field offices in
Tennessee, Maryland, New York,
Alabama and California.
For information contact SCMS in
North Carolina at (800) 438-6040 or
visit www.scmsinc.com.
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At IBC, New Directions for DAB
European Developments Address Slow Growth
Of Digital With New, Non-Audio Services
by Skip Pizzi
The United States isn't the only country in which digital radio has been struggling. Even though the Eureka- 147 DAB
system has been well-established in the
European market, and digital radio
broadcasts have been available for some
time in several countries, the service
largely has been considered adismal failure to date.
This assessment applies to other countries outside of Europe where DAB has
been deployed, such as Canada, Israel,
South Africa, Singapore, Taiwan, Turkey
and China. In fact, in Sweden, where the
world's largest single-frequency network
DAB system has been deployed for asixchannel national broadcast service,
Swedish Radio already has begun shutting down parts of the network due to
lack of consumer interest. Other countries also have scaled back or delayed
planned deployments.
Duplicate services
There are several reasons for this, one
of which is the lack of widely available
and affordable receivers. This issue
seems to be slowly dissipating, as an
increasingly broad range of DAB
receivers are being introduced in the
European market, both for home and car
use. There are even afew portables coming to market soon.
Cost and battery life still are likely to
limit the appeal of the latter, but afew of
the fixed units seem to be getting into
competitive price territory, including a
few tabletop, boombox and clock radio
designs, the cheapest of which is priced
at around $ 175.
Nevertheless, the bulk of the offerings
still fall in the $ 500 to $ 1,000 range,
which most analysts still consider prohibitive to mainstream acceptance. Many of
these receivers were on display at last
month's International Broadcasting
Convention in Amsterdam, and there was
particular attention paid to the new, lower-priced models. Also drawing notice
were some new form factors for DAB
radios, such as add-ons to the Compaq
iPAQ PocketPC.
But there is another, probably more
influential, factor to the lack of interest in
DAB to date. In almost all cases, the services offered on DAB also are available
via analog radio, often on the FM band.
This makes the primary differentiation for
the DAB service purely one of audio
fidelity, which apparently is not compelling enough to cause large appeal — at
least not with the current price differential
between analog and digital receivers.
Therefore it was with some interest to
broadcasters at IBC 2002 that a number
of new and highly differentiating services for DAB were demonstrated.
The data transmission elements of the
EU147 specification are now well-established, and afew broadcasters have initiated experimental services of this type.
The way the service works is elegant
and straightforward. Data services are
considered in two main categories:
Program-Associated Data ( PAD) and the
so-called Packet Mode. (The latter formerly was known as N-PAD, for Non-

Program Associated Data, but system
architects apparently didn't like the negative tone of this label.)
PAD can include a number of data
types. The two main formats are
Dynamic Label Segment (DLS), a textbased system used like RDS text, typically for artist and song-title information,
and the Multimedia Object Transport
(MOT), used for graphics and other
media transmission to DAB receivers, as
the title implies.
All PAD content is carried inside the
Main Service Channel frames of the
EU147 format, which includes all the
standard radio audio and data services of
the ensemble. These are standard MPEG1Audio Layer II frames that are extended in the EU147 format to carry DABspecific elements. (The audio in these
extended frames can still be recognized
and decoded by a standard Layer II
decoder, which will simply ignore the
DAB-specific bits.)
In terms of transport, PAD is subdivided in these MSC frames into Short PAD
(4 bytes per frame, used for the most critical information) and Extended PAD (XPAD, up to 44 bytes/frame, used for more

Workbench
Continued from page 12

key service at aremote location, thinking
the lines were no longer used. The lines
were used for a weekend call- in show.
The phones were unplugged during the
week, hence no answer when he called.
Tabulate your findings. Does the newsroom really need three fax lines? Ditto
for sales. The audit also should show you
the cost of "private" lines. It's amazing
how the GM will make these go away
when he sees the real cost and what it's
doing to his bottom line.
You'll find this adventure will really
bond you to the GM and business manager. You are seen as saving money, instead
of spending it all the tiem.
After you refine your list, it's time to
meet with the phone company. Be
advised, they'll try to get you to take
the over-payment in the form of "bill
credit." Press for acheck. Get your telco analyst or local supervisor to deliver
the check to the station, again, plan a
lunch with the GM and perhaps the
business manager.
Your last step is to guard against
"amnesia." Make acopy of the check,
attach the copy to your original memo to
the GM, outlining your "bonus." Also
include acalculation sheet, showing what
the total of your bonus check should be.
This ensures there will be no mistakes,
no "amnesia."

The Big Picture

in-depth information that only certain
receivers may be able to display, and
transmitted with less robustness than
Short PAD).
EU147's MSC frames are 24 ms in
length, meaning that the equivalent payload rate for Short PAD is 1.3 kilobits per
second (similar to RDS), while X-PAD
can provide up to an additional 14.4 kbps.
New directions
Meanwhile, Packet Mode data is transmitted on its own, independent of the
MPEG frames of the MSC. Packet Mode
data can be allocated however much of
the full EU147 ensemble ( 1.5 Mbps total)
that abroadcaster desires, but typically
64 to128 kbps is used. Of course, whatever bits are allocated to Packet Mode are
no longer available for MSC services, so
the number and quality of audio channels
in the MSC are traded off to accommodate Packet Mode data carriage.
There is no limitation to the data types
than can be carried via DAB Packet
Mode. At present, HTML is most commonly used, allowing broadcasters to
provide a Web- like service to widely
deployed browsers via the radio. A variant of the well- established European
Teletext format also is in use.
New developments shown along these
lines at IBC 2002 included a PC-based
World's home office mailed off the check.
The check arrived, and the station
cashed it. They wouldn't give it to the
engineer. We're talking about 25 bucks,
folks!
One of the things that makes this column so valuable are the contributions by
individual engineers. The submissions
are not part of anyone's job; they are
done on an engineer's own time, to help
his peers.
Except for pictures of towers about to
fall, the submissions reflect positively on
the station and the engineer. It's my
intention, and Radio World's, that this
honorarium be asmall token of appreciation to someone who desires to help others. It's certainly not intended as
"income" to aradio station.
*

*

They're running alot of "Miss Utility"
spots on the stations here in the
Washington area. We'll wrap up with

by Skip Pizzi
peripheral encoder card for Windows
platforms, which allows insertion of up to
four simultaneous data services, for a
total data rate of 256 kbps. Developed by
the well-known German R&D entity, the
Institut für Rundfunktechnik or IRT, the
device, called PacketMUX, also offers
monitoring of the received data services.
Another product making its debut was
the TMC-61 lDAB receiver from Taiwan
Microwave Communication. In a very
small form factor, about the same footprint as aPC mouse, this device provides
full Eureka- 147 receiving and decoding,
for both VHF and L-band applications,
with on-board digital and analog audio
outputs, and a USB 1.1 port for DAB
data display on aPC. ( It also supports the
Canadian channelization map for L-band
DAB, which differs from the European
See PIZZI, page 20

another reason why you want to supervise
any work done at the transmitter site.
Buried in the rubble of Fig. 2is aradial, a piece of coax and even part of a
"caution" ribbon that was buried right
above the cables.
If you're laying new line, consider the
few dollars' investment in covering the
line with about 6inches of dirt, then laying the "caution" ribbon and filling in the
rest of the trench.
One engineer posted a "no digging"
sign at the entrance to his property,
adding the station number for any
inquiries.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
than 30 years. He is adistrict sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach him at ( 703)
323-8011.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to
(703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to
jbisseteharris.com. te

* * *
Just in case you think I'm going alittle
overboard on all this documentation stuff,
here's an example of why you have to
watch out for yourself.
One engineer recently submitted an idea
to Workbench. Radio World pays amodest
honorarium for published submissions. I
used his topic in a column, so Radio

Fig. 2: Looks like a case for ' Radio Mss Utility.'

Experience. Stability. Vision.

And John Baylis.
Many business people talk about the importance of
"Customer Relationship Management. " With John,
it's more about managing " Listener" relationships.
Ask him how many ways he can reach an audience
beyond traditional on-air activity, and he'll rattle off a
list that includes website interaction, broadcast e- mails,
amonthly family magazine, and more! You see, John is
responsible for managing
and building profitability
into amulti-faceted
direct marketing program
for two Cincinnati
radio stations. It's a
job he loves. As John
says, "You have a
new challenge each
day, there's always a
hill to climb... and
Susquehanna Radio Corp.1
is the kind of company that gives
you the right tools, support, and local decision- making
authority that permits you to act quickly and outperform
the competition!"

Make aSound Career Choice!
With operations in major markets across the USA,
Susquehanna Radio Corp. offers anumber of radio
A

career opportunities. For more information call our
Human Resources Department at ( 717) 852-2132.

John Baylis
Director of Marketing
WRRM/WMOJ, Cincinnati

firar— SUSQLIEHANNA
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CORP

A subsidiary of Susquehanna Pfaltzgraff Co.

140 East Market Street II York, PA 1740 1
(717) 852-2132 • Fax ( 717) 771-1436
Susquehanna Radio Corp. is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer,
an ESOP Company, and maintains aDrug-Free Work Environment.
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SBE Looks to Expand Coordination
by Ralph Beaver
The author is chairman of the Society
of Broadcast Engineers Frequency
Coordination Committee. Radio World
provides this space to the SBE as a service to the industry.
The SBE, with more than 5,200 members worldwide, is the voice of broadcast
engineers on technical matters before the
FCC. SBE also sponsors continuing education, has acertification program benefiting members and managers alike,
spearheads frequency coordination
around the country and offers amultitude
of other services to its members.
Today's SBE focus is on frequency
coordination.
My personal frequency coordination
effort started in the summer of 1973 in
Tampa, Fla. While building Q105,
WRBQ(FM), the lack of information
held by the FCC on existing broadcast
auxiliary services ( BAS) channels
microwave paths was amazing.
Useful tool
It was necessary to contact each
broadcaster, ascertain the operating channel, azimuth, location, path and power
and make a list. Upon sharing this list
with fellow broadcasters in the Tampa
Bay market, frequency coordination in
our area was born.
In 1982, Richard Rudman, CPBE, who
had been working on frequency coordination in southern California for more than
five years, became the first SBE Frequency
Coordination Committee chairman. It was
Rudman's idea, in fact, to include frequency coordination under the SBE banner as a
"useful tool:' Since this time, thousands of
broadcasters have benefited from the coordination efforts of hundreds of dedicated
broadcast engineers.
In 1983, Gerry Dalton, CBRE, of Dallas,
began working on ideas for computer database administration of the program. The
official SBE coordination software written
by Dalton was distributed in 1990.
Today, almost 200 coordinators are
listed in the SBE database. They track the
frequency use of more than 18,000

broadcasters and countless film producers, Webcasters, commercial production
units, churches and performing groups.
Each coordinator uses the method appropriate for his or her area.
In arecent SBE survey, coordinators
responded to avariety of questions about
the software needed for frequency coordination. Almost half still use the DOSbased software issued in 1990. What an
excellent compliment to Gerry Dalton.
SBE is examining updating this software, not because of its features, but
because the DOS computer language is
becoming less available to many SBE
coordinators.
Over the years, the federal government
has grown to depend on SBE frequency

casters. Other channel re-use efforts (PL
tones, digital coding, shared channels) do
not offer an interference-free environment.
Today's SBE frequency coordinators are
people who use management skills to raise
awareness levels and remain impartial
while gathering asuitable group of decision-makers to solve problems. A variety
of tools including Web sites, e-mails and
even plain paper and pencil are used.
Outreach
SBE frequency coordinators, however,
are not the frequency police. SBE coordinators need to accommodate every qualified user. Every broadcaster now can operate in the limited bands available, and no
broadcaster is told the pool is already full.

A GDC frequency counter verifies proper wireless mic
operation on 658.7506. It pays to check; frequency-agile
units could be tuned to the wrong channel accidentally.
coordination to ease the pain of limited
BAS channels in crowded broadcast markets. It does not matter if the service area is
Harper, Kan., or Los Angeles. Exactly the
same number of BAS channels is shared
among broadcasters. All-encompassing
federal laws do not work in the BAS environment, where each case is special.
Frequency re-use is necessary to allow
the limited number of BAS channels to
function "interference-free" for all broad-

BAS channels include "unused TV
channels" that allow spectrum for wireless devices necessary for broadcasting
— but our "unused TV channels" keep
shrinking. The government has decided
to share these limited channels with other services.
Now SBE coordination efforts expand
outside the broadcast family. Each new
phone call is an educational effort extended
to users who do not understand the sharing

SBE Honors Keeler, Fitch;
Recognizes Chapters
Steve Keeler is SBE Educator of the Year. The Society of Broadcast Engineers
announced its National Awards for 2002; winners will be honored during anational meeting in October in Phoenix.
Keeler is a professor of telecommunications and broadcasting at Cayuga Community
College and coordinator of its telecommunications degree and distance learning programs.
Also honored was Charles "Buc" Fitch, recipient of the "Best Technical Article, Book
or Program by an SBE Member Award" for aseries of articles he wrote in Radio World
about the National Electrical Code.
The Broadcast Engineer of the Year is television's Joseph Snelson Jr.
Meanwhile, engineers in Madison, Wis., and Middle Tennessee must be doing something right. Those chapters took two honors each. The winners:
Best Regional Convention/Conference: Chapter 22, Central New York
Best Newsletter (Class B): Chapter 24, Madison, Wis.
Most Interactive Chapter: Chapter 59, Kansas City
Best Frequency Coordination Effort (Class B): Chapter 24, Madison, Wis.
Best Web site: Chapter 36, San Diego
Most Certified, Class A, Chapter 135, Middle Tennessee; Class B, Chapter 118,
Montgomery, Ala.
Highest Member Attendance at Meetings, Class A, Chapter 135, Middle Tennessee;
Steve Keeler
Class B, Chapter 113, Knoxville, Tenn.
Greatest Growth in New Members, Class A, Chapter 107, Charleston, S.C.; Class B, Chapter 131, Inland Empire, Calif.
Class A indicates chapters with membership less than the median; Class B chapters have more than the median membership.

concept of these slices of spectrum.
There was atime when it seemed there
were plenty of TV channels to go around
for everyone to grab aspot in an unused
channel for their wireless devices. But
the pool has been shrinking.
• Our channel count, once at 82
(Channels 2 through 83), was reduced
when the government reclaimed TV
Channels 70 through 83 to sell at federal
auction for non-broadcast uses. We now
call these frequencies "cell phones."
• We lost TV Channel 37 to
Astrological Satellite Service.
• BAS Channel 2.5 GHz 10 now
belongs to Radiodetermination Satellite
Service.
•BAS Channel 2.5 GHz 8 and 9 now
are shared with law enforcement, who put
up strange black and white signals from
cheap cameras with async pulse "this tall"
at unannounced times — and it is all
"secret." How is abroadcaster supposed to
cooperate with the police and share channels when the police can't tell them when
or where they plan to use the channels?
•During the transition to HDTV, each
analog channel user will be able to claim
an additional unused TV channel for several years.
•The most recent government reclaim
effort is the "700 MHz band" spanning
Channels 60-69.
To keep up with these ever-increasing
responsibilities and demands, SBE decided to reinforce its efforts in the frequency
coordination arena by developing a
national position.
Synergy
The frequency coordination director
post is held by David Otey, CSTE, of
Centennial, Colo. If local frequency
coordinators need immediate help, Otey
is there. If they need action by the board
of directors, they can contact me, the
Frequency Coordination Committee
chair. Otey and Icompare frequency
coordination issues around the nation
almost daily.
Beyond the day-to-day frequency
coordination issues, in recent years SBE
has found anew coordination arena, quite
literally. Football season is that time of
year when tons of visiting broadcasters
converge at a single site to share these
limited BAS channels with the locals.
How is this done?
The first NFL Super Bowl played in
Tampa was Jan. 22, 1984. Coordination
was very interesting. It was not the overwhelming collection of wireless devices
we track today, but enough.
Local TV stations searched me out to
complain about the interference they
were experiencing. Iwas so busy trying
to run this down that Inever saw the
game. ( It was a blowout: L.A. Raiders
38, Washington Redskins 9.)
See SBE, page 24
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Harris offers one of the world's first commercial IBOC DAS exciters, DEXSTAR.
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Steve Dahl works the mic at a booth
promoting the new Alan Freed Radio Studio
at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum.

Booth traffic was heavy on Thursday night and Friday
morning, then dropped off substantially for the second half
of the show. eline America was among the exhibitors.

i
ts DADPro 32
Manufactur ers

like ENCO , here showing
system, are touting the IBOC readiness of their products.

Pizzi
Continued from page 16

L-band standard used elsewhere.)
The unit is aplug-and-play PC device
and is supplied with aWindows API and
acontroller user-interface for applications
developers and broadcasters to use in creating and evaluating DAB data services.
Harris and Nagra Futuris premiered a
solution for managing new businesses
based on such DAB data delivery, via the
integration of Nagra's Digital Radio
Business Platform with Harris's DAISY
automated insertion system.
In perhaps the most interesting integration project, a Swedish company called
Etheractive Solutions showed aprototype
Compaq iPAC with asleeve incorporating
aDAB receiver and aGSM/GPRS phone,
including its own battery, whidi would
allow true interactive radio applications in
ahandheld device.
There were also several conference
sessions that highlighted various appli-

Bill O'Reilly, host of the new Westwood One radio program
The Radi o Factor With Bi ll O'Reilly' delivered the keynote ad dress.

cations for these new services and systems, ranging from enhanced commercial music programs incorporating
integrated e-commerce, to personalized
infotainment services, to distance
learning.
Interestingly, all of the stand-alone
DAB receivers shown included only
small, monochrome text displays, with
the advanced data services only showing
up on PC- or PocketPC-based systems. It
therefore seems likely that the personal
computer may figure significantly in the
consumer hardware and software landscape of radio's future, as the existing
installed base of such displays is exploited for new applications.
It appears that the industry has begun
to recognize the need for development of
interesting new services provided by
DAB. Without providing such unique
value, DAB may be destined to languish
as an unfulfilled promise across the
world.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor to
Radio World. RW welcomes other points
of view

lb

Impulse Radio promoted the promised data benefits of HD
Radio/IBOC DAB, including a rear-seat visual display for vehicles.
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4- Faders, Unlimited Inputs...
Combined with KLOTZ DIGITAL's revolutionary VADIS
AudioMedia Platform, the DC II minimizes space while
maximizing functionality, making it the most powerful
digital broaddcast console in the world. It's easily
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Bonneville International St. Louis'
"News 2" has become the airstaff's
favorite for production while
doubling as on-air news.
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Understanding FM Systems
We Begin a Series That Looks in Depth at
FM Radio Transmission Systems
by W.C. Alexander
With this article, we begin an in-depth
look at FM transmission systems.
As we were wrapping up aprevious
series on the shared use of AM sites, we
asked engineers to list RFrelated topics
they would like to see covered at length
in a technical series. The answer overwhelmingly was FM transmission systems.
In this series, we will cover everything
from the transmitter to the receive antenna. As we progress, we welcome reader
input; there is little reason why we could
not dwell on or revisit certain areas of
high interest.
As we begin, we will focus first on
antenna site considerations. While few of
us have much control over the location of
our antenna sites, perhaps there is room
for change in some situations. For the
rest, the information that we present here
will help us evaluate the performance of
our radio stations as a function of site
location and antenna height.
Sufficient amplitude
Location, location, location. Those are
the three most important factors in real
estate, and they are equally important for
radio transmission systems. This applies to
AM, FM, TV, MMDS, cellular, PCS, twoway, paging and other RFbased services.
Ideally, the antenna for an FM broadcast
station would be situated at alocation that
presents aclear line of sight to the entire
desired service area. The antenna would
have uniform horizontal- and verticalplane radiation patterns, with no reflections
from natural or manmade objects.
Unfortunately, the real world is different, full of obstructions, manmade and
natural, that partially or fully obstruct the
path from the transmitting to receiving
antenna.
Real- world transmitting antennas
exhibit some non-uniformity in the horizontal plane, and in the vertical plane,
half of the energy is radiated above the
horizon into space, wasted. Reflections
from objects produce amplitude variations in the received signal that cause
noise and signal dropouts.
The variables that go into the performance of a particular antenna site are
numerous, and many of these factors are
beyond the broadcaster's control. Many
can be mitigated, however, with good site
selection, and it is on those that we must
focus when searching for an antenna site.
The goal of the brbadcaster is to produce a signal of sufficient amplitude to
overcome noise and provide at least 20
dB of signal-to-noise ratio, at as many of
the receiver locations within the desired
service area as possible.
How much signal is sufficient to meet
this goal depends largely upon the receiver
and its antenna. In the absence of interference, a signal level of as low as 2 uV/m
may be sufficient for many of today's
automobile receivers. Portables may
require as much as 500 uV/m. Interference
from co- and adjacent-channel stations
usually increases the amount of signal
required for acceptable reception.
There is no substitute for aclear line

of sight between the transmit and receive
antennas. This is one of the first rules in
VHF transmission.
A transmitter site with aclear line of
sight to virtually all the target service area
thus is superior in most cases to one that is
blocked by terrain or manmade obstructions to parts of the area. In some cases,
simply having line of sight is not enough.
In engineering our microwave and UHF
STL paths, we always consider Fresnel
zone clearance, knowing that apath with
less than 60 percent first Fresnel zone
clearance will be marginal. We often
neglect this consideration in engineering
our FM transmitting antenna locations.
Fresnel zone clearances are circular
areas surrounding the direct line-of-sight
path that vary with frequency and path
length. The longer the path and lower the
frequency, the larger the mid-path clearance required for clear-path reception. As
mentioned, 60 percent first Fresnel zone
clearance is all that is required to meet
the clear- path reception objective; but
that can be quite large at FM frequencies.

signal) in the worst situations.
To make matters worse, sometimes complete cancellation can occur on frequencies
close to carrier while less-than-complete
cancellation takes place on sideband frequencies. In many cases, this results in a
demodulated sound much more offensive
to the listener than the quiet hiss of no signal. Motion in an automobile produces a
constantly varying multipath situation,
often causing picket-fencing (the effect of
the slats in apicket fence alternately permitting and then blocking the signal),
which is objectionable to the listener.
The worst- case multipath scenario
occurs when the transmitting site is on
one side of the service area and arange
of mountains or high hills is located on
the other. Receivers within the service
area get the direct line- of- sight signal
from the transmitting antenna, but they
also get areflected signal from the mountains or hills. In such acase, few locations within the service area are free of
multipath effects.
Perhaps the best location for atransmitting antenna in such ageographic scenario, assuming that amountaintop location is out of the question, is on a hill
near the mountain range. A directional

We asked engineers

to list RF topics

they would like covered. The answer overwhelmingly was FM transmission systems.

The first Fresnel zone radius can be
computed
using
the
formula
R=1140\1(d/f), where R is the radius in
feet, dis the path length in miles and fis
the frequency in MHz.
A quick example of 60 percent first
Fresnel zone radius for typical broadcast
situations are 267 feet for aClass A, 378
feet for aClass B and 463 feet for aClass
Cl. Keep in mind that we're talking about
terrain clearance at the mid-point between
the transmitting and receiving antennas
required to produce clear-path reception.
These translate to antenna heights above
ground of 534 feet, 756 feet and 925 feet
respectively. With the exception of the
Class C, the antenna heights are well above
the maximum height above average terrain
(HAAT) values for the classes.
This brings us to the conclusion that
height is a significant factor in most
antenna site situations. As arule, greater
height is more useful than higher power
in producing higher receive signal
strength, all other factors being equal.
Multipath is a nasty word in the
vocabulary of most radio engineers and
station managers.
It is agood descriptor of the destructive effect that occurs when the same
radio signal arrives at areceive point by
multiple paths.
When these signals arrive in phase, for
the most part all is well and the incident
field strength is greater than it would be in
the case of asingle signal path. When they
arrive out of phase, however, at least some
degree of cancellation takes place, resulting in areduced incident field strength,
with complete cancellation (zero incident

W.C. Alexander
If atransmitting antenna is at aconsiderable height above the target service
area, the main elevation plane lobe may
overshoot the target service area, with the
energy being radiated out into space. The
more bays an antenna has, the narrower
the main elevation plane lobe will be.
Antennas with a small number of bays
(less than four) exhibit abroad elevation
plane lobe, making such overshoot of the
target service area less likely.
In those situations where alarge number of bays is used and the antenna is
high above the target service area, it
may be desirable to employ beam tilt to
lower the beam angle slightly. Typically,
just enough beam tilt is used to center
the main elevation plane lobe on the distant edge of the target service area or on
the horizon, whichever is closer. We will
discuss beam tilt in more detail, but we
mention it here because it does affect
site selection.

antenna would be used to reduce radiation toward the mountains and maximize
it toward the service area.
This will result in greatly reduced
reflections. While it would be impossible
to eliminate reflections completely, they
could be reduced so that the ratio of
direct-to-reflected signal at most locations
throughout the service area is sufficiently
high to nullify the effects of multipath.

Null fill
Antennas with many bays exhibit elevation plane nulls. The more bays, the farther away from the antenna site that these
elevation plane nulls hit the ground. If the
area within afew miles of the antenna site
is populated and you wish to provide service to this area, it may be desirable to
employ null fill. A very small amount of
null fill is all that is necessary to provide
Grazing and tilting
adequate service in these close-M areas.
Ground reflections play apart in the
We will discuss null fill later as well.
overall propagation of FM signals, particWhen searching for anew antenna site
ularly the vertically-polarized component.
location, consider these factors in addiAlmost all FM signal coverage lies
tion to the permissible area to locate
between the horizon and 10 degrees
determined by the allocation. In areas
below the horizon. This is called the
where the allocation picture is tight, you
grazing angle, and it lies between the
may have few choices for an antenna
horizontal plane from the transmitting
location and you may have to comproantenna and the earth's surface.
mise on one or more of these criteria. In
Vertically-polarized energy is attenuated
areas where you have some breathing
considerably more than horizontallyroom, you may well have several choices.
polarized energy at angles greater than
In nearly every situation, some comproabout 2 degrees. As aresult, circularlymise is necessary; trade-offs are inherent
polarized signals tend to be reflected
in site selection.
more as elliptical rather than circular. It is
If you are evaluating your existing site,
important in site selection to avoid grazchances are that you are well acquainted
ing angles that are greater than about 2 with existing signal problems. Perhaps
degrees ( the Brewster angle). Simple
looking at your site in light of these site
geometry would suggest that sites close
selection factors will help you understand
in to the service area would be more
the site's shortcomings.
prone to produce such high grazing
In the next installment, we will deal
angles, indicating that amore-distant site
with the question of transmitter power vs.
may be preferable.
antenna gain.
We mentioned the vertical-plane radiaCris Alexander is director of engineertion characteristics of real-world transing for Crawford Broadcasting. Contact
mitting antennas. Some of these charachim via e-mail to crisa@crawfordbroadteristics come into play when selecting a casting.com. He welcomes suggestions
transmitting antenna site.
for topics in this series.
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What?

Charles Swindoll is using Neumann
microphones to air sermons for the radio
ministry Insight for Living. Swindoll is
senior pastor at Stonebriar Community
Church in Frisco, Texas.
Two Neumann KM150 microphones
are used for sermons. KM 184s, 185s and
105s are for miking instruments and
choir. The broadcast goes to 13 continents in eight languages....
A consortium of news agencies and
network news bureaus in the Washington
area chose Multidyne as prime vendor
for acollective purchase of 80 fiber-optic
transport systems. The equipment is to be
used to connect electronic news media
and ENO vehicles to the local telco fiberoptic network.
The upgrade is part of a renovation
and addition of the Visitors Center at the
United States Capitol. The new center is
to open in 2005....

LifeNet.FM, an online contemporary
Christian music service of the
Northwestern Media Group, now is
available via radio in eastern and southeastern Minnesota.
It began broadcasting 12 hours per day on
"Spirit FM" stations VVLKX(FM) in Forest
Lake, Minn., and KBGY(FM) in Faribault
"We're thrilled for the opportunity to
have a radio outlet in and around the
Twin Cities," said Kerry Liebelt, LifeNet
operations director.
"Who's Buying What" is printed as a
service to our readers who are interested in
how their peers choose equipment and services. Information is provided by suppliers.
Companies with news of unusual or
prominent sales should e-mail information and photos to radioworld@
imaspub.com.
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KSJS(FM) has a new Wheatstone D-5000 audio
digital console and Wiremax Studio Interface System.

Susquehanna Radio will use
MatrixPlus in its radio stations, Matrix
Solutions said. MatrixPlus enables
broadcast sales organizations to develop
structured sales strategies through forecasting, project analysis, salesperson
review and account list management....

111111111.116

1

Sierra Automated Systems shipped two
64000 router switcher systems to Clear
Channel clusters in Tulsa and Oklahoma
City, serving atotal of 14 stations.
The routers will provide distribution of
audio sources and control- line routing.
The engineers involved in those projects
are Clark Dixon in Tulsa and Brett
Gilbert in Oklahoma City. ...
KSJS(FM), astudent-run, noncommercial station at San Jose State University,
has gone on the air with VVheatstone's D5000 audio digital console and Wiremax
Studio Interface System. John Duncan is
chief engineer at KSJS, which celebrates
its 40th anniversary in February.
Separately, Wheatstone said Yfm Radio.
the fastest-growing station in South Africa.
has relocated to new digital studios in the
Rosebank section of greater Johannesburg
and installed Audioarts Engineering RD-20
digital audio consoles and SDA-8400 stereo
distribution amplifiers.
Yfm was one of the first stations to be
granted acommercial license when South
Africa opened the airwaves five years ago.
Telemedia, a South African systems
integrator, supplied and installed the
broadcast equipment in the new studio
complex, which includes two air studios,
a news-booth, two production studios, a
news office and main control room. Yfm
also is using Broadcast Electronics
AudioVault workstations....
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40,000 Watts
Solid State FM Power.
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The Nautel Q20/20 comprises two
20 kW stand-alone FM transmitters
fully integrated to operate as a40 kW
active reserve transmitter system.
For more than 30 years Nautel has
built the best radio transmitters by
blending solid state technology and
innovative engineering design.
The Q20/20 provides reliability and
peace of mind through built-in
redundancies — in all the world you
won't find its equal.
Each Q20 features:
•redundant Power Amplifiers
•redundant Power Supplies
•dual Digital Exciters

Also in Africa, Broadcast Electronics is
asupplier in the expansion of the Federal
Radio Corp. of Nigeria radio network, a
project involving 32 new FM stations.
The first half-dozen or so of the new
stations are up. Additional installations of
BE FM-20S transmitters are continuing,
with most stations to be on the air by the
end of the year. The sites are intended to
extend the coverage of FRCN beyond the
two largest cities in the south, eventually
to the northern sections of the country....

•dual IPA & Power Supply
•dual Low Voltage Power Supplies
•68% overall efficiency

Contact Nautel for more information about the benefits of our full range of solid state FM and AM transmitters.
N.
,iiite/ Iinutc,l, Hackett's Cove, RR # 1Tantallon, Nova Scotia Canada BOJ 3J0 Phone: [902) 823 2233 Fax: (902) 823 3183 Certified ISO 9001
.\' titi

\ Lint, loi , 201 Target Industrial Circlr, Bangor, Maine USA 04401 Phone: (207) 947 8200 Fax: (207) 947 3693 Certified ISO 9002

E-mail: info@nautel.com or visit us on the Web at www.nautel.com
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Strickland Establishes

Continued from page 18

RF Safety Consultancy
Richard Strickland, aformer radio frequency safety expert with Narda, has established a
consulting firm for organizations concerned with human exposure to radio frequency radiation. The company is called RF Safety Solutions.
He said the firm will provide training, tools and procedures to help companies minimize
RF exposure risks, bring RF exposure levels into regulatory compliance and reduce corporate
liability and risk.
According to the announcement, Strickland played akey role in developing the Nardalert
XT RF personal monitor, recently named by aresmarch magazine as one of the top 100 new
scientific products in the world.
He has advised the FCC and scientific standards organizations on matters involving RF
safety and has spoken at events held by the NAB, Radio Club of America and International
Wireless Conference and Exposition.
For information contact the company in New York at (631) 698-6765 or visit www.
rfsafetysolutions.com.

Richard Strickland

PaRTAIDISC

THE POWER PORTABLE
Only PORTADISC has the strength, sound quality and features necessary for the most demanding portable recording applications.

USB Connectivity
PORTADISC is the only
MD portable with aUSB
interface for transferring
audio to and from
computers. So a
PORTADISC
and alaptop
with the
appropriate
software is all
you need to record
and edit finished pieces
in the field.

Flexible Powering Options

PORTADISC Reporter's Kit
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Three separate powering options are all
supplied as standard: Rechargeable Nickel
Metal Hydride batteries, an AC mains
adaptor/charger (that connects to the 12-15V
DC input) and aspare caddy for 8standard
AA alkaline batteries.

Thi.; unbeatable
package includes a
PORTADISC, a
Sennheiser MD46
interviewers mic and
afull range of
accessories in a
rugged, waterproof
Pelican case.

non

The PORTADISC
portable MiniDisc
recorder combines
exceptional sound
quality, arugged,
dependable MD drive and
afull complement of
professional features
including a6second pre- record
buffer, 40 second memory buffer
and lockable controls.
Comprehensive connectivity includes balanced

XLR Mic/Line inputs,
RCA/phono line outputs and
coaxial and optical digital I/0s. An On- board
sample rate converter is included and Mic
inputs feature switchable attenuation, bass
roll-off, limiter and 48V phantom power.

Comprehensive Connectivity

An intuitive menu
structure makes it easy
to configure the PORTADISC
for your precise requirements. There
are five user programmable set ups so you
can switch quickly for different recoiding
appications. The large illuminated display
also provides clear metering, margin
indication and track, time and battery
information whne working in the field.
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FIRST WE L.STEN

The second Tampa Super Bowl was
held Jan. 27, 1991, just 11 days into the
Gulf War. The presence of security was
obvious, as were the FBI sharpshooters.
(My car was checked with mirrors, dogs
and apersonal search.)
Local broadcasters again were hit by
non-coordinated users camping on "their"
channels. The single highest number of
mics-per-entity was Disney, for the halftime show. When Icontacted them, Iwas
informed they had already coordinated the
wireless microphone system with Disney
staff and all was "OK." Their concern was
to avoid putting their own mics on channels too close to each other. It simply had
not occurred to them that they would have
to consider the rest of the world.
The Disney on-site people were very
courteous and very busy. After the event,
they were surprised to learn there was an
SBE coordinator for BAS channels.
The NFL has recognized the need to coordinate frequencies during their Super Bowl
games and has had aspecial coordination
effort for those games since 1996. However,
as times changed, demand for coordination at
the regular season level increased.
Game Day
At the 1999 NAB convention, Rick
Edwards, CPBE, then an SBE board member and the chair of the Frequency
Coordination Committee, introduced Jay
Gerber, CBT, from the NFL to the SBE
group. They proposed an SBE/NFL joint
program to coordinate the entire season of
NFL games in each city. This program
would be supported by the NFL with the
necessary tools and operating space in the
NFL press boxes.
The concept was endorsed enthusiastically by the assembled SBE board of
directors. In four short months, the
SBE/NFL Game Day Coordinator program was in operation.
The GDC program includes many
channels not considered BAS. Food
vendors, police, fire, team, league,
security, stadium, cleaning company,
music groups, parking and others share
the frequency pool. This extra load
required new custom software and systems. The NFL has supported the GDC
program as promised, and more. The
program now is legendary. It is a success beyond success.
Network producers depend on the coordination program to protect their wireless
channels. Radio rights holders depend on
the GDC for their sideline and interview
mic systems. Local broadcasters depend on
the GDC to protect the normal channels
they need to conduct daily business. The
NFL depends on us to protect their twoway communications channels, including
the radio the quarterback wears. Equipment
suppliers report more satisfaction with their
rental products because they now have a
"clear" channel in which to operate.
The NFL taught SBE how to "play ball,"
and SBE helped the NFL "clear the air."
With the success of the NFL/GDC
program, SBE is looking at ways to
expand its event coordination to help
other venues. As the pool of frequencies
shrinks and demand for them grows,
SBE is ready and already on the move to
help navigate the deep waters of frequency coordination.
Ralph Beaver CBT, is SBE Frequency
Coordination Committee chairman and
president and CEO of Media Alert Inc.

Bob Bruno, VP and General Manager of WOR Radio
8c WOR Radio Network is passionate about his city.
New York is the greatest city on earth, and WOR has been
avital part cf it for 80 years. New Yorkers don't settle for
second best in anything. So when we got our new
digital audic delivery system, we chose the best—
DADPRo32 from ENCO Systems. It's powerful, easy to use
and it works great. So do yourself a favor, call ENCO Systems.
Then come visit New York City!,,

c

Smarter. Faster. Better.

ENCO

SYSTEMS, INC.

www.enco.com
I - 800-ENCO-SYS
I - 248-827-4440
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Services Remains Uncertain

Radio Hears
Good News
At Show

by Steve Sullivan

by Craig Johnston

One afternoon afew years ago when Ilived in Texas, the sky
became an ominous shade of yellow. Istepped out on my front
porch to watch as afunnel cloud developed. Instead of running
for shelter, tstood there, mesmerized, and watched until afew
minutes later the funnel dissipated.
I'm sharing that story because in many ways it reminds me of
what's going on with the debut of the XM and Sirius satellite
radio services.

Predictions of radio's business for the
rest of the year were upbeat at the 2002
NAB Radio Show in Seattle.
During his State of the Industry
speech at the convention, Radio
Advertising Bureau President and CEO
Gary Fries told the audience he foresees
a5 to 6 percent overall growth in radio
sales for 2002.

CZEMLAILALYSIS

Keeping an Eye on the Sky
For Radio Station Managers, the
Impact of XM and Sirius Satellite

Damage control
Conceptually, satellite radio has the potential to do great
damage to the businesses of terrestrial radio broadcasters.
But in its current state, it looks like the storm may blow
over without doing any damage.

Production Studio or XM's
USA Today Channel

Sirius "Rhythm of the Road' Promotional Truck and Trailer
From an innovative standpoint, satellite radio is a good
idea, perhaps even agreat one. It offers hundreds of formatspecific channels, with little or no commercial interruption.
and it's available without pause from sea to shining sea.
I'm not alone in my enthusiasm about the concept. Clear
Channel thought highly enough of XM Satellite Radio that it
became amajor investor.
However, these are not the blue-sky ' 90s we're operating in
anymore. There are afew hard lessons we've learned over the
past two or three years: Diversify your portfolio. Get to the airport early. Curb your enthusiasm about great ideas.
The question right now is not whether XM Satellite Radio
or Sirius Satellite Radio will wind up pirating off listeners
and advertisers from terrestrial broadcasters. The more relevant question at this stage is, will they be around long enough
to have the opportunity?
Skip Weller is president and chief operating officer for
NextMedia Group, which owns 56 stations in 14 mostly midsized markets. He is not overly concerned about XM or Sirius
until they prove they can remain viable, and even if they do, he
doesn't see them as amajor competitive factor.
"I think that if they survive — and that's ahuge question
because of the amount of money they've already put into it —

Radio is
alive and well.
— Eddie Fritts,
NAB

That would mean amuch stronger second half ahead, given that radio revenue
was up only 2 percent in the first seven
months of this year compared to the same
period last year.
"Our industry is good, stable and
strong, but my fear is that you will relax,"
Fries said. He recommended managers
take advantage of the upward momentum
to continue the gains.
The forecast uptick in radio business
was in stark contrast to the outlook at the
convention a year earlier. At that time,
predictions were for radio sales to be flat
to down, with no rebound in site.

See SATELLITE, page 35

See RADIO SHOW, page 27
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NAB President and CEO Eddie Fritts
echoed Fries' outlook, calling radio
"alive and well - largely due to its greatest strength, localism."
Calling lack of localism aweakness of
satellite radio, he vowed that the NAB
will continue to watch XM and Sirius to
make sure they are not allowed to use terrestrial repeaters for locally originated
programming or advertising.
Fritts couldn't resist taking apotshot
at satellite radio.
"The other day, someone told me he
can drive all the way from New York to
Los Angeles listening to satellite radio
and never turn the dial. My response was,
'How many times have you done that?"
Industry execs
At a super session with radio group
executives, ownership consolidation generally was defended.
Entercom Communications Corp.
President David Field said consolidation was "acompletely false issue." He
said other business and media are far
more uniform and concentrated and
less local than radio.
"We're the guys getting bashed for
having cookie-cutter ' formats."
Clear Channel Communications CEO
Mark Mays said consolidation has been
"absolutely good for the listener." He
said "there are more formats than there
would be without consolidation."
Asked by moderator Sam Donaldson
whether voicetracking from outside a
market was "slightly dishonest," Mays
said there is no intent to deceive. He said
voicetracking gives listeners an opportunity to hear talent they otherwise could
not. He said giving information about
local issues and events is not deceptive as
long as the talent does not actually claim
to be someplace he or she is not.
The group heads took issue with charges
that consolidation has led to a "homogenization" of radio across the country.
"There's more diversity now than
there's ever been," said Mary Catherine
Sneed, COO of Radio One Inc.
Ed Christian,
CEO of Saga
Communications, termed himself perhaps
old-fashioned when he lamented what
consolidation was doing to radio's jobs.
In addition to reducing employment overall, he said he was worried about the disappearance of entry-level jobs to bring
employees into the business.
A new entrant to the radio arena, talk
show host Bill O'Reilly, gave radio an
analysis of what works.
He said talk radio audiences "want the
politics out of it," and promised his show
will deal with matters of right and wrong.
"It will be more of amorality play."
He mentioned his radio and television competitors by name, predicting
that CNBC host Phil Donahue would
soon be gone. O'Reilly also predicted
that if any of the television network
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anchors, Tom Brokaw, Dan Rather or
to one boss, Fox News Chairman and
Peter Jennings, were put on aradio talk
CEO Roger Ailes. His said his radio
show opposite him, "Iguarantee you I show has over 300 station owners and
will kick them all day long."
managers giving him advice. ( See relat-

Our industry

Internet radio products, and there was
but asingle session devoted to the subject. It was, however, the dominant topic at the Congressional Breakfast meeting featuring Rep. Greg Walden,
R-Ore., and Rep. Jay Inslee, D- Wash.
Walden is aradio station owner.
A noticeable police presence was
maintained in.the convention center
throughout the Radio Show. Protesters
outside were fewer than at the 2000 convention in San Francisco. In Seattle they
demonstrated against industry consolidation, cross-ownership and, in particular,
Clear Channel Communications.
"We don't want Clear Channel to own
newspapers and we don't want Clear
Channel to own more stations," said a
protester from the Philadelphia- based
Prometheus Radio Project. •

is good, stable and strong,

but my fear is that you will relax.

— Gary Fries, RAB

O'Reilly said his accountability for
his radio show is quite a change from
his successful TV show on Fox News
Channel. On the TV show, he answers

Network
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ed facility profile, page 41.)
Notable by its general absence from
the 2002 Radio Show was Internet radio.
Only a few exhibitors showed
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Free v,, ear shirts, hats, etc.) with select Shure products.
Don't wait Now is the best time to buy all those Shure mics
and mixer. you need. Go online at www.bswusa.com to see
more Shure products.

specially tailored for vocal tracking and instrument
recording. Features: carioid polar pEttern; Class A, discrete,
transformerless preamplifier for transparency; subsonic

$399900

filter eliminates rumble from mec hanical vibration below
17 Hz; switchable 15 dB pad for handling extreme'y high
sound pressure levels ( SPLs);3-position switchable low frequency filter; integrated three- stage pop protection grill;

An all-time best-seller, the Shure SM7B dynamic
cardiaid microphone is known for its warm sound and

internal shock mount.

unpronounced proximity effect. Features: classic cardioid
polar pattern, uniform with frequency and symmetrical
about axis, to provide maximum rejection and minimum
coloration of off- axis sound; flat, wide- range frequency
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The Shure VP64A dynamic omnidirectional interview
mic sounds great and is extremely rugged. Its neodymium
magnet provides increased output and improved clarity. A
windscreen and stand clamp are • ncludec.

boost) controls with graphic display of response setting;
improved rejection of electromagnetic hum, optimized
for shielding against broadband interference emitted by
computer monitors; internal "air suspension" snock ; solation.
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Super Affordable Tuner
The Tascam TU690 is an affordable, quality AM/FM rack mountable
tuner. Features: quartz PLL synthesized tuning system; manual/
auto/preset tuning; 30 FM and 30 AM station presets; multi- function
florescent dsplay; preset memory back-up; imer on ' off and clock
function; remote control..
TU690

List $ 235.00

World- Class
Aphex Compellor
Compressor

SONY
Check Out These
New Headphones
The new Sony MDR-V700DJ head hones
are designed specifically for DJs. Features:
closed type headphones for monitoring;

Intelligent Compressor
The renowned dual- channel 320A deliver.. intelligent compression,
levelling anc peak limiting simultaneously for automatic gain riding that

resists high power audio input up to 3000
mW; 50 mm driver uni; and nigh power
neodymium magnet for powerful ard
accurate sound reproduction; coiled, single sided cord with mini- plug ( 1/4" adaptor

is artifact-free. Features: dynamic silence gate and quick compression

included); swivel mechanism for easy single -

recovery; 3 modes of stereo/dual mono operation; comprehensive

sided monitoring. lmpedence:24 ohms at 1

metering; balanced or unbalanced I/0 via XL? connectors.

kHz. Frequency response:5 Hz to 30,000 kHz.

320A

List $ 1,350.00

MDRV700DJ
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5- Pack Headphones!
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TD61 PKG
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'
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tape remote.
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AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
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Af.bswusa.com

Fack 'en up people.This heavy-duty 2-ipace rack shelf is
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More Growth Ahead for Spanish Radio
by Frank Montero
The Hispanic media market is hot, hot,
hot! Muy caliente! In just the last few
months, while other market segments
have struggled, the Hispanic market has
been humming along with some very
high-profile transactions, and now Wall
Street and the general market are taking
notice.
A flurry of activity started late last
year when NBC announced that it would
purchase the No. 2Spanish TV network,
Telemundo, for awhopping $ 1.98 billion
in cash and stock, and the assumption by
NBC of $700 million in debt. But that
was only the beginning.
In June, the radio group Spanish
Broadcasting Systems announced that it
was buying aLos Angeles FM for $250
million. Then, that same month,
Univision, the No. 1Spanish television
network, announced that it would be
acquiring Hispanic Broadcasting Corp., a
radio group, in astock transaction valued
at roughly $3.5 billion.
Now there is speculation of more
Spanish media mergers on the horizon.
Likewise, Wall Street investment banking
powerhouse Morgan Stanley announced
in June that they would begin separately
tracking the Spanish-language broadcasting industry for investors.

There are six major publicly traded
Spanish broadcasting groups, including
Univision and Telemundo in television,
HBC, Spanish Broadcasting Systems and
Radio Unica in radio, and Entravision,
which owns both TV and radio stations,
as well as billboards and print.
Shift to Spanish
Moreover, Big City Radio, which is
traded on the New York Stock Exchange,
has begun shifting the format of radio
properties in New York, Chicago and Los
Angeles to Spanish. Beyond that, there
are several regional Spanish-language
radio groups that have been looking to
enter rapidly growing Hispanic markets
such as Boston; Detroit; Charlotte, N.C.;
Seattle and Portland, Ore.

kets in order to keep up with demand.
Over the past year, Arbitron has introduced anewly expanded Spanish version
of its Web site and has revised and
improved the methods it uses to track
Hispanic listeners.
Moreover, Arbitron has hosted summit
meetings of Hispanic broadcasters, attended by the senior management of the leading Hispanic radio groups. The purpose of
the meetings has been to discuss ways in
which the ratings company could improve
its coverage of the Hispanic radio market.
Arbitron currently includes Mexico and
Puerto Rico in its coverage areas.
Felipe Korzenny, aconsultant who studies the Hispanic and multicultural market
for the research and consulting company
Cheskin, said, "The most popular radio
station in many of the largest metropolitan
areas in the United States is aSpanish-language radio station. That includes markets
like Los Angeles, New York and Miami.
With approximately 40 million Hispanics
in the U.S. who love listening to music.
talk shows and news on the radio, the
Hispanic radio industry is booming?'
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WSJ: Battle
Heats Up
In asign of the increasing awareness and competitiveness of the
Hispanic media market, the Wall
Street Journal ran an article in
September titled "For Hispanic Radio,
aFeud Boils Over in Market on Fire."
It described a long-standing competitive battle between Spanish radio
giants Spanish Broadcasting System
and Hispanic Broadcasting Corp. and
the differing management styles of
each company.
The Journal reported that that as
recently as last spring, the companies
were discussing a merger, which
would have ended the feuding and created a Spanish radio powerhouse.
However, according to the Journal
piece, the feud heated up in light of
the proposed HBC-Univision merger
and has led to litigation.
The paper observed that "with the
surging U.S. Hispanic population and
the boom in Spanish-language media,
what had been a noisy sideshow has
moved to the industry's center ring. At
atime when growth in the radio audience generally is stagnant, media
giants are circling the two leaders of
this lucrative, fast-growing market.
"Of the 369 radio stations started
between 1998 and 2001," it continued,
"141, or 38 percent, were in Spanish.
It's atestimony to the market's attractiveness that the rivalry between HBC
and SBS, which already has affected a
proposed merger and an acquisition,
hasn't turned off suitors."

More $ 5
This boom in listenership has translated into increased advertising dollars.
"The advertising pie in the Hispanic
market has grown exponentially over the
years," stated Gene Bryan, aSpanish radio
Changing demo
veteran and CEO of HispanicAd.com, a
All this activity reflects rapid changes
trade journal for Hispanic advertising and
media professionals.
in the demographics of the United States.
Ingrid Otero-Smart
The Hispanic population is growing
"The 2000 Census has yet to kick in
fully, but it helped thwart the advertising
faster than the total U.S. population.
These smaller groups include Amigo
Broadcasting
in
Texas,
Moon
attrition that most mainstream broadcastIndeed, some have referred to the United
— Frank Montero
States as the fastest-growing country in
Broadcasting on the west coast and Mega
ers suffered this year and deliver doubleLatin America.
Communications on the east.
digit growth in 2002."
The rapid growth of the Hispanic popIt is estimated that, by the latter half of
Bryan also said, "The Hispanic market
ing budgets in that market.
this decade, the general Hispanic populaulation here and the increasing market
advertising pie is worth over $2.8 billion
Horacio Gomes, a member and past
tion will grow to become the largest ethshare of Spanish media companies have
— ±80 percent going to broadcasting —
president of the AHAA, said, "This study
nic minority in this country.
attracted the attention of foreign interests
and is expected to reach $5 billion by
reveals that corporations that are serious
Hispanic Americans tend to be
that are eager to enter the U.S. market
2005, offering new opportunities for ad
about reaching Hispanic consumers must
younger than the general population and
and get apiece of this market.
agencies, broadcasters and other media
do more."
are beginning to form new buying habits.
In fact, for the past several years, the
companies."
AHAA President Ingrid Otero-Smart
Currently, the U.S. Hispanic population
NAB has held a specialty conference in
However, even with all this growth,
said, " In order to be successful in this
is estimated to be a $458 billion conMiami, "NAB Americas," which brings
the Hispanic advertising market may not
market, corporate marketing managers
sumer market. This makes the Hispanic
together broadcast groups from the
be reaching its potential. According to a need to turn to Hispanic market experts
audience very attractive.
United States and Latin America to disrecent
study
titled " Missed
for creative and strategic consultation and
With so much activity, there has been
cuss cross-border investment and expanOpportunities:
Vast
Corporate
execution ... Hispanic advertising is not
much speculation about Spanish broadsion opportunities. Likewise, there has
Underinvesting in the U.S. Hispanic
just about marketing in Spanish, it's
casting and media. Over the past 10
been increased interest in crossover marMarket," released by the Association of
about getting the right message out to the
years, Spanish media has grown from a kets such as Puerto Rico, which has nearHispanic Advertising Agencies, over the
right audience, in the right language and
sleepy back road of the industry into a ly 120 radio stations.
past three years nearly two-thirds ( 64
with the right cultural insights."
major national player. What was once a
Also, ratings organizations such as
percent) of top companies targeting
The AHAA study, which can be
mom-and-pop business has turned into
Arbitron and Neilson have upgraded their
Hispanic consumers have invested less
viewed at www.ahaa.org, does note an
big business.
tracking of the Hispanic broadcast marthan 3.2 percent of their overall advertisupward trend.
"With heightened awareness on the
value of the U.S. Hispanic market," the
study states, "since 1999 leading adverRAB, Ad Industry
tisers have almost doubled their allocation of advertising resources to Hispanics
Develops EDI
from 1.8 percent of total advertising dolRAB has cracked the standard file format barrier. An RAB task force dedicated to establishing astandard file format so that
lars in 1999."
members can exchange electronic data easier says it now has such aformat ready. Members can gain access to the file format,
Growth in Hispanic media and adverknown as EDI, on the RAB Web site: www.rab.com.
tising may not be over and, as the U.S.
The industry-wide ED! Task Force agreed on astandard file format to allow the electronic exchange of data between advertisHispanic population and its buying power
ers, advertising agencies, national representatives and radio stations. The format will allow electronic exchange of avail requests,
continue to grow, increased market activavail submissions, orders, offers, invoicing, discrepancy reports and broadcast instructions.
ity may lie ahead.
The File Format evolved from discussions with the American Association of Advertising Agencies and with input from the folFrank Montero is a communications
lowing radio industry vendors: Adware, Arbitron/Tapscan, Audio Audit, BuyMedia/Marketron, Cam Systems, Datatech, Donovan
attorney with the Washington office of
Data Systems/Media Ocean, Mediaport, MSA/@media, ODAC/Encoda, SQAD, Strata, Verance, and Wicks Broadcast Solutions.
Shaw Pittman, LLP. He was director of
The File Formats were developed using the XML language, which is an open, Internet-based standard. This is intended to
the FCC's Office of Communications
facilitate their general adoption by the industry system providers. Implications to business processes caused by the widespread
Business Opportunities and co-chair of
t.ie of electronic communication have been discussed with across section of trading partners, including broadcasters, rep firms
the Federal Communications Bar
and agencies.
Association's Transactional Practice
Standards for the underlying technology infrastructure needed to support these standards are being developed in conjunction
Committee. Contact him at (202) 663with the TVB ED! Taskforce, in order to ensure that there is conformity across different media platforms.
8936 or e-mail to frank.montero@
shawpittman.com.
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Indie Promotion Defends Itself
by Craig Johnston
The practices of indic promotion —
"legal payola" — continue to be a hot
topic in radio.
At last month's NAB Radio Show, an
independent record promoter and a station group faced off against the
Recording Industry of America
Association and astaff member from the
House Judiciary Committee over whether
new regulation of radio's pay- for- play
practices is necessary.
Radio's representatives said Congress
is misguided in targeting independent
promoters, calling it an attempt to reduce
the newfound bargaining strength of one
group
owner:
Clear
Channel
Communications.
Pay for play
Panelist Rick Bernthal, managing partner of law firm Latham & Watkins, took
pains to explain the difference between
payola and paying for play, amainstay of
independent promotion.
"There's nothing illegal about paying
for play; there's nothing illegal about a
record manufacturer wanting to bring his
product to market," said Bernthal,
reminding the audience of the requirement for sponsorship identification when
music is played for pay.
"Payola is illegal:' he said. "Payola is
actually asurreptitious payment made to
an employee of aradio company."
An independent promoter's "payment"
to aradio station primarily is in the form
of promotional support, said Tom
Barsanti, senior vice president and general manager of Jeff McClusky and
Associates.
"Everything from helping stations create and execute exciting on-air promotions,
supporting them with ... giveaway items,
various contests, all the sort of things and
promotional support astation might need.
"In exchange for the promotional support that we provide aradio station, we
ask for acouple of things in return," said
Barsanti. "One of those things, and to me
the most important thing, is that we have
really good access to the music decisionmakers at the radio station."

do business differently, we did not grow
horns, nothing really changed in terms of
the way we did business."
Cummings said it's the duty of management to keep acareful eye and set
boundaries on these relationships.

lo implored

the radio industry to clean

up independent promotion problems rather
than waiting for Congress to get involved.

Record companies have been the ones
turning up the heat on the independent
promotion relationship with stations.
"The problem is when you have control, though exclusive relationships, of
over 60 percent of rock stations all
around the country, with very restrictive
playlists," said Mitch Glazier, senior vice
president of government relations and
legislative counsel for the RIAA.
"The power that you have to maybe
not get a song added on aquid-pro-quo
basis — (it can) prevent anew artist from
being broken, if that exclusive relationship isn't honest."
Cummings said Emmis does not use
national playlists. Both he and Barsanti
said they had never seen a national
playlist and don't think any exist.
Rep. John Conyers, D.-Mich., has been
leading acharge in Congress to examine
the independent promotion situation in the
radio industry. Representing Conyers, Ted
Kalo, minority deputy chief general counsel of the House Judiciary Committee, cited newspaper accounts that reported hundreds of millions of dollars being paid for
radio record play without proper sponsorship identification.
"This pay for play disadvantages upand-coming artists," said Kalo.
Barsanti defended the practice.
"Without independent promotion,
without amajor record company backing

You're 'extracting'

(
payments) from an

industry that has been paying willingly, voluntarily, happily, almost maniacally for 60 years.
— Rick Bernthal

Barsanti was quick to object to use of
the word "payola" in connection with independent promotion during the panel. He
emphasized that the activities of independent promoters are legal and above board.
Emmis Communications, which is in
the top 10 groups as measured by revenue, barred its stations from working
with independent promoters for the first
17 years of the company's existence.
Rick Cummings, president of Emmis'
Radio Division, said nothing much
changed when the company finally
allowed its stations to work with independent promoters.
"What Ifound out is that we did not

independent promotion industry being
cleaner than it ever has been," said
Bernthal, " because large companies,
like Emmis, aren't going to put up
with it."
Cummings said interest in independent

that artist, how in the world would they
ever get that on the radio? If we didn't
exist, what would they do with athousand stations, call them all?"
One questioner from the audience said
rap was born when its pioneer artists took
their records to radio stations and asked
them to play them. "Now, with play for
pay, new artists in the streets are not
being heard:' he said.
While ownership consolidation took
its body blows in other sessions at this
convention, large group owners were
described here as part of the solution to
keep pay for play honest.
"Consolidation has resulted in ( the)

promotion boils down to fear over the
bargaining strength of Clear Channel.
"It's the music industry being fearful
that one giant company, many many
times bigger than any other radio compa-

ny, can dictate terms like they've never
been dictated before."
Glazier said the problem with independent promotion is in its exclusive relationships. Those deals require the record companies to deal with stations through the
independent promoter the station specifies.
He said the financial terms of the relationship become more important than
showcasing the music to the station.
"In other words, the pitch of certain
records isn't really part of the transaction
anymore."
Bernthal earned laughter and applause
when he asked how the record industry
could use the word " extracting" in
describing radio stations' requirements of
payments for record play.
"It's an interesting word, because
you're extracting it from an industry that
has been paying willingly, voluntarily,
happily, almost maniacally for 60 years."
Kalo implored the radio industry to
clean up independent promotion problems rather than waiting for Congress to
get involved.
"Do it for us, so we don't have to do it
for you. You will do it better than we will
do it. Iconcede that."

e

RAB: 'Forward Pacing'
Through 2002
Using the NAB Radio Show as abackdrop, Radio Advertising Bureau President
and CEO Gary Fries announced the latest radio revenue figures.
Local and national combined sales figures for July were up 9percent compared to a
year earlier; local jumped by 7percent for the month while national leapt 16 percent.
Total radio revenue was up 2 percent for the first seven months of this year.
National figures were up 6percent; local up 1percent.
"We are noticing steady growth across all categories:' Fries stated. "A large number
of categories are showing healthy increases, particularly concerts/tickets, financial services, appliances/electronics, automotive and restaurants.
"All indicators point to continued recovery as radio continues to deliver results for
its advertisers. Form ard pacing is very encouraging through the end of the year."

WSB(AM) Tops Marconi Winners List
WSB(AM) in Atlanta is the NAB
Marconi Radio Award Legendary
Station of the Year.
The station went on the air in 1922
and remains atop ratings winner. It is
owned by Cox Radio.
Marconi winners were announced in
Seattle at the end of the NAB Radio
Show. Paul Harvey was voted Network
Syndicated Personality. KPWR in Los
Angeles won two honors: CHR Station of
the Year, and Major-Market Personality
Award for Big Boy.
The honors recognize radio's outstanding stations and personalities in 20
categories. The list of winners:
Legendary Station of the Year
WSB(AM), Atlanta

Large-Market Personality of the Year
Jim Scott, WLW
Medium-Market Personality of the Year
Cathy Blythe, KFOR, Lincoln, Neb.
Small-Market Personality of the Year
Al Caldwell, KLVI, Beaumont, Texas
AC Station of the Year
WLTW, New York
Adult Standards Station of the Year
KABL(AM), San Francisco
CHR Station of the Year
KPWR, Los Angeles
Country Station of the Year
WFMS, Indianapolis

Vetwork Syndicated Personality ofthe Year
Paul Harvey, "Paul Harvey News and
Comment:' ABC Radio Networks

News/Talk/Sports Station of the Year
KGO, San Francisco

Major-Market Station of the Year
WGN, Chicago

Oldies Station of the Year
WMJI, Cleveland

Large-Market Station of the Year
KIRO, Seattle

Religious Station of the Year
KFSH(FM), Los Angeles

Medium-Market Station of the Year
WFMS, Indianapolis

Rock Station of the Year
KOZT, Fort Bragg, CA

Small-Market Station of the Year
WKDZ, Cadiz, Ky.

Spanish Station of the Year
KGBT(FM), McAllen, TX

Major-Market Personality of the Year
Big Boy, KPWR

Urban Station of the Year
WAMO(FM), Pittsburgh
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Jennifer Thalhuber and Joan
Gerberding pitched attendees
on the NTR opportunities of
Nassau Media Partners'
dynamic digital displays at

October 9,

Big Boy Won the Marconi Major-Marker
Personality Avvard. Hes' based at Ernmis
station KPWR(FM) in Los Angeles.
.
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down from about 160 last year.
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Sierra Automated Systems was among the exhibitors.
Here, it demonstrates the 32KD Digital Audio Network.
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Satellite
Continued from page 26

they'll have some impact. But it will be
minimal:' he said.
Gregg Skall, an attorney with Womble,
Carlyle, Sandridge &
Rice
PLLC
in
Washington
has
worked with many
clients in the broadcasting business and
keeps his eye on
emerging technologies. He points out
that if the satellite
services take hold,
they will enjoy cerGregg Skall
tain advantages that
their terrestrial counterparts aren't allowed.
"Among the things that terrestrial
broadcasters might say is that ( satellite
companies) have the ability to program a
hundred- plus channels into any local
community from a satellite, where the
terrestrial broadcasters are limited to
eight in any given community." he said.

Conceptually,

year that satellite radio would follow an
eight-year growth path in excess of what
was seen with direct broadcast satellite. It
predicts that satellite will have more than
24 million subscribers by year eight.
That's 10 million more subscribers than
DBS had in its first eight years.
On track
While XM maintains that it is on track
to hit 350,000 subscribers by year's end.
analysts recently reduced subscriber forecasts for Sirius
from 100,000 to
78,000 for the year.
Both companies
have already issued
warnings, which
further crippled
their already limping stocks.
XM
Satellite
Radio Holdings
Inc. closed above
Skip Weller
$19 a share last
December, hit a low for this year of
below $3 in early August, and was trading around the $ 5 mark in midSeptember. Sirius Satellite Radio was

satellite radio has

the potential to do great damage to the
businesses of terrestrial radio broadcasters.

Yes, that's possible. But again, traditional radio programmers aren't losing
any sleep over it. That's primarily
because there's very little audience out
there to date for these hundreds of channels to influence.
The initial projections for adoption of
digital satellite radio are optimistic.
Satellite Radio Investor, a publication of
the Carmel Group, projected earlier this

above $ 11 per share last December, but it
closed as low at 76 cents in mid-August
and was at $ 1.28 in mid-September. Both
trade on NASDAQ.
In August, the companies filed warnings about low-cash positions with the
Securities Exchange Commission. XM
alerted investors that unless new funding
comes in, it would run out of cash in the
first quarter of next year and have to

_
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cease operations.
Sirius reported that
it needs to come up
with $ 300 million
by the middle of
next year.
Gerry Boehme,
senior vice president for strategic
planning for Katz
Media Group, said
Gerry Boehme
the low subscriber
count could be devastating to the fundraising efforts.
"A considerable obstacle to raising the
money is the slow adoption rates," he
said. "There's no good track record to go
back to see how acceptable this will be in
the marketplace."
Among the considerable obstacles to
signing up subscribers is that it's not just
the service they have to sell to the marketplace — it's the entire concept. Not
only do they have to entice people to listen to what they offer, but even before
they can do that, they have to convince
them to spend between $ 300 and $400
for the equipment needed to listen.
"I know the satellite folks are concerned about adoption coming quick
enough," said Skall. "They're trying to
find ways to get the cost of the aftermarket receiver acquisition down. The
receiver market is heavily focused on
automobiles and they have to quickly
get into the portable market. The receiver used for that is less- desirable and
pretty expensive."

Ultimate impact
Right now, traditional broadcasters are
looking at the satellite services in much
the same way Iwatched the Texas funnel
cloud. They're intrigued, but not intimidated. Even as they struggle, XM will
still be vying for advertising dollars and
both services will be competing for the
ears of listeners.
NextMedia's Weller said, "To the
people who like to experiment; to the
people who really like certain genres
of music that you can't get everyday
on aradio station, Ithink they're going
to like this. But that's asmall group of
people. Can they support the capitalization of acompany that's over a bil-

anammigaigarmillatiallaggigai
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Unlike terrestrial radio, the costs don't
stop with buying the listening equipment.
Both services require subscriptions that
add up to more than $ 100 a year — a
minimal expense, but an expense
nonetheless to anyone watching his or
her budget.
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KEN WOOD

particular business model.
"In radio and in most media in general, the real money has been in advertisersupported models instead of subscriptionbased models. We ran into this when we
were talking to Internet broadcasters.
«Originally everybody was talking about
targeted marketing and advertising. Then
people started getting into subscription
models," Boehme said.
"There isn't a track record of subscriber-based models in audio, so there
isn't anything to compare it to. XM is
certainly a more well-rounded model
because it has both."
Boehme concedes the irony of having
advertising on asubscription service.
"The argument would be ' why pay for
XM and hear commercials when you can
get that from local-market radio?" he said.

Curious business
Unlike XM, which depends on advertising for aconsiderable part of its overall
revenue, Sirius runs commercials on very
few of its channels, depending on subscriber fees for the bulk of its revenue.
Katz' Boehme said Sirius clearly is
swimming against the current with this

lion dollars? Idon't think they can."
So, will satellite radio have an impact on
terrestrial radio? Probably. Eventually. But
it's difficult to say if it will be either of the
two current companies making the impact.
At this point, the only impact terrestrials are likely to feel could be apositive
one as XM and Sirius spend money to
advertise their services in an attempt to
lure subscribers.
Steve Sullivan is executive news editor
for multimedia at the Baltimore Sun and
a co-founder of the Advanced Interactive
Media Group LLC. Reach him at (410)
332-6503 or via e-mail to steve.
sullivan@baltsun.com. •
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Countdown to Due Date for Fees Radio, It's
Time to Pay
The Piper

by Craig Johnston

Tick-tick-tick-tick. The Internet radio
clock counts down to the due date for the
first copyright royalty payments from
those who streamed sound recordings over
the Internet during the past four years.
At press time, the date stood at Oct. 20
but was being appealed by broadcasters,
and there was movement on Capitol Hill
toward asix-month postponement.
Indeed there has been alot of activity
among the parties concerned aimed at
avoiding or reducing those fees.
One such tactic: playing dead.
John Simson, executive director of
SoundExchange, the non-profit organization designated to collect the fees and distribute them to copyright holders and
recording artists, told Web Watcher he
expects anumber of Webcasters to cease
operation and declare bankruptcy in order
to escape the fees. (See story at right.)
Companies deciding to cease opera-

tion and duck the fees might perhaps
reappear as new operations if and when
copyright rates are reduced or the advertising market regains its health.
In the meantime, they would lose
whatever shelf-space they had gained in
listener loyalty.
Regardless, the bankruptcy option
presumably is not open to traditional
radio stations that had streamed their programming over the Internet — not unless
they want to fold their whole operation.
However, traditional radio has its own
ace up its sleeve: the old unplug- theclock trick.
On the eve of the NAB Radio Show in
mid-September, the organization and several
large broadcast groups asked the Librarian
of Congress for astay in the implementation
of copyright fees for traditional broadcasters
sirmilcasting their programming over the
Internet, pending acourt appeal.
NAB said the Librarian was wrong to
include traditional radio streamers in the

Bill Gates and James Cameron unveil Windows Media 9.
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Who Is SoundExchange
group of Internet streamers subject to fees.
The NAB argues that there are no provisions for refunding copyright fees should
the organization's appeal be successful,
and asks the Librarian to imagine stations
trying to track down thousands of musical
artists to recover fees paid to them.
Still other Webcasters were holding
out hope that Congress would pass the
Internet Radio Fairness Act before
recessing for the year later this month.
Web Watcher caught up with prime sponsor Rep. Jay Inslee, D-Wash., campaigning outside afootball game in Seattle.
"I think we may still get ahearing on
this bill:' Inslee said. Failing action on the
bill by Oct. 20, Inslee said Congress could
pass amoratorium on the copyright fees
until it did have achance to pass his bill.
Define small'
One facet of the Internet Radio
Fairness bill would exempt small businesses (those with annual revenues under
$6 million) from the present fee structure, waiting for a lower copyright fee
structure to be worked out.
The Recording Industry of America
Association, representing copyright holders, has been working on its own small
business license, though its definition of
"small business" is at aconsiderably lower
annual revenue level. Radio and Internet
News publisher Kurt Hanson has solomonically editorialized for $ 1million per year
as the definition of small business.
Then late in September, the Copyright
Office, noting that there was no agreement on aformat for submitting sound

And Why Do We Have to
Write Them a Check?
by Craig Johnston
Even if the Oct. 20 fee deadline is
postponed, as was being discussed at
press time, many broadcasters that have
streamed their programming over the
Internet may eventually have to write
checks to SoundExchange.
Sound who?

John Simson
Non-profit SoundExchange was formed
in the fall of 2000 by the Recording
Industry of America Association to collect
and distribute copyright and artist royalties
for sound recordings.
Such royalty payments were never
See SOUNDEXCHANGE, page 39

See WEB WATCH, page 38
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Web Watch
Continued from page 37

performance reports to SoundExchange,
asked for comments and set astatus conference for Oct. 8. So how can stations
get their reports together in 12 days, by
the Oct. 20 deadline? And if they can't
file the reports, they don't know how
much to pay.
Web Watcher's prediction: The Oct. 20
deadline will be delayed.
One entity that won't be around to see
what happens is the Local Market
Internet Venture, an Internet services
provider for traditional broadcasters,
which is closing up shop.
LMiV, a partnership between radio
groups Emmis Communications Corp.,
Bonneville International Corp., Corus
Entertainment
Inc.,
Entercom
Communications Corp. and Jefferson
Pilot Communications, announced in late
August that it would "wind down operations" by the end of September.
"The two things that were of critical
importance to the mission of LMiV —
the production of standard- setting Web
sites for radio stations and the creation of
arevolutionary model for cooperative initiatives among media companies — will
continue," stated Jack Swarbrick, LMiV
president and CEO. "They just will no
longer be done by LMiV."

efforts."
LMiV's bet had been on an Internet
portal approach to station Web sites,
which looked like the model for success
back in mid-2000 when the venture was
being organized. That model has since
fallen out of favor.
interactive

Rep. Jay Inslee, D-Wash.
The LMiV demise is only the latest bit
of carnage among Internet radio operations,. This next item seems all the more
amazing to Web Watcher. Regular readers will think they're hearing an echo,
because Web Watcher reports this same

Some Webcasters

were holding out hope

that Congress would pass the Internet Radio
Fairness Act before recessing for the year.

Swarbrick said that a "fundamental
change in the economic viability of
streaming and the recession in the broadcast advertising market have conspired to
cause many radio stations to reduce the
resources they are allocating to their

amazing trend month after month.
Once again, in spite of hundreds of
traditional and Internet-only radio stations ceasing their streaming operations,
MeasureCast Inc. reports that the total
time spent listening to Internet radio has

increased 3.3 percent August over July.
Web Watcher wanted to know if this
was some statistical-trick: Are the
MeasureCast numbers only indicative of
the ratings service's clients, skewed by an
increasing number of clients when the
rest of the industry is in decline? Nope.
The total time spent listening made that
climb in August despite adecline of 11 in
the number of stations measured by the
ratings company. Fewer stations are garnering more listeners, pure and simple.
Wends
Sven Haarhoff, MeasureCast corporate
communications director, thinks he knows
one of the reasons for increased listening.
"The recent controversy over royalty
rates has received considerable attention
from mainstream news organizations,
which means more people are learning
about Internet radio, and many of those
people are tuning in:' he said.
Included in stations disappearing from
Internet radio is MediAmazing, the toprated channel in 2001 in the MeasureCast
rankings.
The service switched to asubscription
model in February after the Copyright
Arbitration Royalty Panel had made its
recommendations.
In March, MediAmazing President
Henry Callie said that the move to subscriptions was not purely because of the
copyright royalty situation.
"I think that anybody that's doing
what we're doing is paying close attention to what's going on in Washington:'
he said then. "It generally has an effect
on anything anybody's going to do. But it
wasn't driven purely off of that; it was
also driven off an extremely soft ad market, especially for streaming media."
Apparently, people weren't willing to
pay $ 3.95
a month for what
MediAmazing used to give them for free.
Subscriptions peaked at just over 1,000.
MediAmazing's last MeasureCast ranking, for August, was No. 11.
Among those filling the void in
MeasureCast's August rankings were two
contemporary Christian music Internet
stations from Sacramento, Calif., K-
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International
Webcasters
Eclipse Those in U.S.
The economics of Internet radio in
the United States may have decimated
the ranks of U.S. Webcasters over the
past year, through Aug. 31, but overseas Webcasters have flourished.
BRS Media Inc., which has tracked
Webcasting since 1995, reported a31percent decrease in Webcasters worldwide, thanks to 42 percent of U.S.
operators dropping by the wayside.
The number of radio stations broadcasting on the Net is 3,940, down from
ahigh of 5,710 stations last year.
Against more than 1,000 U.S.
Internet radio stations ceasing their
streams, BRS found more than 300
new international Webcasters over the
year's time. For the first time since
BRS began its studies, there are more
international than U.S. stations.
BRS President George Bundy
blames the copyright issues with U.S.
Internet radio's problems.
"On the international side steady
growth continues, as many of these
markets will likely benefit from the
current turmoil plaguing the U.S.
market," Bundy stated.
Another sign of the strength of
overseas Webcasters is reflected in the
MeasureCast Inc. Top 50 list of
Internet radio stations ( see page 40).
London's JazzFM and Virgin Radio
have been trading the top two spots on
the list over the past few months.
— Craig Johnston

LOVE, the Internet station of KOVE(FM),
and Air 1, both owned by the Educational
Media Foundation, have risen to
MeasureCases top 25 station rankings, in
third and 18th place respectively.
And finally, I'm sorry to bury this at
the end of Web Watch, but it didn't fit
into any of the cute segues that Iwas
making from one thing to another above:
Microsoft Corp. has finally released its
new streaming codec, which had been
code-named Corona.
In early September, Microsoft's
Chairman and Chief Software Architect
Bill Gates took the stage in Los Angeles
to announce the immediate public beta
release of Windows Media 9.
Though many of the features of version 9 are video-related, the new codec
includes a20-percent increase in its ability to compress audio files. This can be
used by aWebcaster for either a20-percent savings in the bandwidth costs to
deliver the same quality of audio, or a
20-percent increase in audio quality at
the same price being paid for bandwidth.
While increased compression will be
to Internet radio's advantage, Version 9
also contains software to help PC users
organize music files stored on their hard
drives and to cross-fade between music
cuts. Such features may encourage
those users to create their own personal
music channels instead of tuning in to
Internet channels.
Gates said the company had spent
$500 million to develop version 9.
Craig Johnston is a Seattle- based
Internet and multimedia developer and a
frequent contributor to RW. Reach him via
e-mail to craig@craigjohnston.com.
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SoundExchange
Continued from page 37

required for terrestrial broadcast play,
but were stipulated to be paid for
Webcasting in the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act.
The alternative to a collection society like SoundExchange would have
been for Webcasters to identify and
seek out copyright holders and individual performing artists, then pay
them directly.
As the Librarian of Congress notes
in his filing on sound recording copyright fees in the Federal Register, "It
would be impractical for a (Webcaster)
to identify, locate and pay each individual copyright owner whose works it
performed."
NET RADIO

Radio World

INTERNET RADIO
Judging by the effort SoundExchange
has gone through building adatabase for
this purpose, the Librarian's use of the
word "impractical" seems insufficient.

Fifty percent

Though
the
RIAA
founded
SoundExchange, its collection and distribution duties extend beyond the major
record labels.

of the fees collected go to

the copyright owner, which is not always the
record company. The artists performing the
music split the other 50 percent.
"We had this massive exercise, looking for all of these hundreds and hundreds and thousands and thousands of
people," said SoundExchange Executive
Director John Simson.

Fifty percent of the fees collected go
to the copyright owner, which is not
always the record company.
"There are significant artists who own
their own masters, so they're the copy-

SERVICES

right owners," said Simson.
The artists performing the music split
the other 50 percent.
"The featured artists get 45 percent,
and then the background musicians and
vocalists get 5percent."
Two major unions, the American
Federation of Musicians and the
American Federation of Television and
Radio Artists, represent the background
vocalists and background musicians
respectively, and have built their own
comprehensive databases in order to distribute to their members fairly.
While the Oct. 20 payments will be
the first for Webcasters, covering sound
recordings streamed between Oct. 28,
1998 and Aug. 31, 2002, they are not
the first such copyright fees collected
and distributed by SoundExchange.
See SOUNDEXCHANGE, page 40

TWIN STREAMS

New Web Radio
Deal Eliminates
Need for PC
Hookup

OF SPARKLING DIGITAL

AUDIO BOTTLED AT

THE SOURCE DELIVERED

DigMedia Inc. and MSN Music have
joined forces in aWeb radio deal.
DigMedia's Windows CEbased digital audio receiver and automated
deployment platform, called IRIS, lets
consumers access MSN Music services
through a home stereo system, with no
need for aPC hookup.
MSN Music services include 60 preprogrammed radio stations. Additional
content is in the hopper. According to the
company, the offering is a consumerfriendly, broadband-ready client device.
For more information visit www.
digmedia.cc.

CRYSTAL CLEAR

Survey Says ...
Rockers Lead
Exciting Lives
New research from Scarborough reveals
that fans of rock music lead active lives.
Adult rock listeners are 84 percent more
likely to participate in extreme sports —
such as bungee jumping or sky surfing —
than the average Joe. Rockers also are 53
percent more likely than average to play a
team sport, 47 percent more likely to own a
motorcycle and 12 percent more likely to
own apersonal watercraft of powerboat.
Minneapolis and Syracuse, N.Y., boast
the highest concentration of rock fans.
Boston and Denver follow closely.
Among the lowest penetration of rock
listeners: Honolulu; Charleston, W.Va.
Raleigh, N.C.; San Antonio and Miami.
Nationally, a quarter of American
adults 18-plus have listened to rock radio
in the past week.
Rock listeners are 25 percent more
likely to have a household income of
$75,000-plus; they rank above the national average with just over half investing in
stocks, mutual funds or both. Two thirds
of rock listeners are male, and they are 58
percent more likely to fall into the Gen X
age group ( 18-34).
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SoundExchange
Continued from page 39

An earlier piece of legislation, the
1995 Digital Performance Right in Sound
Recordings Act, subjected music channel
services such as DirecTV and premium
cable to copyright payments.
Simson said the hundreds of niche
channels on those music services were
similar to channels offered by
Webcasters.
"(For) our first distribution of those
satellite services, which went out last
October, there were thousands and thousands of artists - Ithink over 20,000
individual artists with performances, and
there were actually several thousand
labels with performances."

SoundExchange
membership has grown
to nearly 400 labels.

SoundExchange originally faced criticism that the five major record labels
would dominate it. However the organization has board representation from
smaller, independent labels as well as
performing artists.
SoundExchange membership has
grown to nearly 400 labels, including
many of the smaller independents. The
organization is required to make distributions to all copyright holders, whether
they're members or not.
How much money will be collected in
the first Webcaster payment is anybody's
guess, Simson said.
"We heard from alot of services that
they may just go out of business and
not pay royalties. So we don't know
what percentage of people are going to
pay us, so it's hard to get areally good,

solid number."
Simson's best guess is a range
between $5million and $ 10 million.
"If we get surprised and it's more
than that, fabulous. If not, again, it's
kind of like, my interest is much more
on moving forward with the services
that want to move forward into the
future, and help them so that we have a
really thriving new industry of
Webcasters who are paying royalties in.
Revenue stream
"This is agreat new stream of revenue
for artists and copyright owners. And it's
agreat way for consumers to have away
to listen to music."
Setting up SoundExchange hasn't been
cheap, but Simson said the organization
will amortize some of the start-up costs.
"Rather than unduly burden people
in the first year with distributions,
they'll be spread out over five years of
distributions."
He contrasts that to the beginning of
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers in the 1920s.
"They had a $600,000 year in Ithink
'23 or ' 24, of which they distributed
$80,000:'
Simson aims to hold SoundExchange's
administrative fees in the same range as
other collection societies of the same
size, between 15 and 25 percent.
•"The reason it's that large arange is,
again, the more money that goes through
the system, the lower your administrative
fee is going to be:'
He predicts administrative fees will
run 20 percent in the beginning.
"We see ourselves at around 16 percent by 2005 in our projections, and
there's only reason to think that it will
keep going south from there because
revenue should be increasing and
we've built ( our operation) very technology-based and very lean and very
efficient."
Once the Oct. 20 retroactive payments are made to SoundExchange,
Webcasters are required to pay monthly
on or before the 45th day following the
end of each month. 111

Arbitron: Virgin Radio Tops Webcast Ratings Again
For the ninth consecutive month, Virgin Radio took the No. 1spot among individual Webcast channels in the August Arbitron Webcast Ratings. JazzFM pulled in the No. 2 spot while the New York
limes' WQXR(FM) was third.
Among Webcast networks ( not shown), Live365 dominated the No. 1spot, Clear Channel Worldwide
ranked No. 2 and ChainCast/StreamAudio came in at No. 3. Guardian Media Group moved into the top
10 network ranking at No. 5.

ARBITRON WEBC_AST CHANNEL TOP 25 RATINGS REPORT
AUGUST 2002

Channel
IVirgin Radio

URL (Corporate Affiliate)
www.virginradio.co.uk (SM(; plc)

2JazzFM UK
3WQ_XR(FM)
4Radioio

www.jazzfin.com (Guardian Media Group)
www.wqxr.com (New York Times)
www.radioio.com ( Radioio.com)

5KING(FM)
6KNAC.COM
7Radio Margaritaville

www.king.org (Classic Radio, Inc.)
www.knac.com (KNAC.COM)
wsvw.radiomargaritaville.com ( Radio
Margaritaville, LLC)
www.kplu.org (Pacific Lutheran
University)
www.ministryofsound.com ( Ministry of
Sound)
www.mediaamazing.com (MEDIAmazing)
wwwjazzradio.net (JazzRadio Berlin)
www.wgms.com ( Bonneville International
Corp.)
wvnv.937thebone.com (Sea-Comm Media)
vnvw.killeroldies.com (Royal Programs,
Inc.)
www.wfuv.org (Fordham University)
www.tomjoyner.c,om (ABC Radio
Networks)
www.ksbj.org (KSBJ Radio)

8KPLU-Jazz
9Ministry of Sound
10 MEDIAmazing
IIJazzRadio Berlin
12 WGMS(FM)
13 WFXZ(FM)
14 Killer Oldies
15 WFUV(FM)
16 Tom Joyner Morning Show
17 KSBJ(FM)
18 WHTZ(FM)

www.z100.com (Clear Channel
Worldwide)
www.wtopnews.com ( Bonneville
International Corp.)

19 WTOP News
20 WOXY(FM)
21 WBUR
22 Virgin Radio Classic Rock
23 Live365 - victorsdivas
24 KFI(AM)
25 WLTW(FM)

A

www.woxy.com (Balogh Broadcasting
Company, Inc.)
www.wbur.com (WBUR Group and
Boston University)
www.virginradio.co.uk (SMG plc)
www.live365.com (Live365)
www.kfi640.com (Clear Channel
Worldwide)
www.10671itefin.com (Clear Channel
Worldwide)

Format
Hot Adult
Contemporary
Jazz
Classical
Album Adult
Alternative
Classical
Album Oriented Rock
Adult Contemporary

ATH
1,263,000
1,110,600
780,600
601,300
569,700
378,000
364,900

jazz

363,200

Electronica

260,000

Variety
Jazz
Classical

252,200
242,600
232,900

Classic Rock
Oldies

224,200
216,800

Variety
Talk/Personality

185,100
183,500

Contemporary
Christian
Contemporary Hit
Radio
News Talk Information

180,400

Alternative

144,300

News Talk Information

143,800

Classic Rock
Rhythm & Blues
News Talk Information

142,900
141,600
134,500

Adult Contemporary

134,200

168,100
145,500

ARBITRON

MeasureCast: Webcasters Still Struggling
Despite some statistics pointing to an optimistic future for the Internet radio industry, MeasureCast's
August Web Radio Report shows fewer online stations.
August MeasureCast data measured 11 fewer stations in August than in July, and 37 fewer than it
measured in June. However the stations measured in August streamed nearly 1.3 million hours more
than measured stations delivered in July.
The August report also shows that 5.1 million people listened to Web radio stations in August, compared to 4.6 million in July and 4.3 million in June.

The Wizard

JazzFM, owned by Clear Channel Worldwide, secured the No. 1spot in the MeasureCast Top 50 ( not
liown). Internet radio stations ranking. The U.K.-based station streamed 1.44 million hours of program-

has gone

ming to 243,687 listeners. Hot AC Virgin Radio was No. 2; contemporary Christian formatted K-Love
was No. 3.

STEREO!
The new DirilTAL FMSA- 1
gives The Wizard System
unmatched stereo
monitoring capabilities. . .

MEASURECAST TOP 10 INTERNET RADIO NETWORKS
AUGUST 2002

Rank

E
1121

BELAR

Gm DIGITAL STEREO MONITOR

THE
WIZARD
AM DIGITAL MOD ANALYZER

Superlative stereo performance.
Linear- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And
with the RS- 232 port
operation on site or off.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Network

URI.

Clear Channel
Worldwide
Radio Free Virgin
MusicMatch

www.clearchannel.com

Warp Radio
StreamAudio
Internet Radio Inc.
Virgin Radio
SurferNETWORK
JazzFM
ABC Radio Network

www.radiofreevirgin.com
www.musicmatch.com
www.warpradio.com
www.streamaudio.com
www.intemetradioinc.com
www.virginradio.co.uk
svww.surfemetwork.com
www.jazzfrn.com
www.abcradio.com

Total TSL I
(in hours)
5,128,672

(unie
Persons'
703.515

3,699,585
3,591,573

496,544
446,599

3,217,516
2,864,160
2,080,605
1,893,950

320,708
272,167
638,350
282.797

1,532,757
1,445,730
1,294,781

243,687
200,324

77,799

Notes:
1. Total TSL (Total Time Spent Listening) is the total number of hours streamed by the broadcaster in the reported time period.
2. Cume Persons is an estimate of the total number of unique listeners who had one or more listening sessions lasting five minutes or
longer during the reported time period. This estimate is derived using an algorithm that takes into account unique media player GUIDs,

Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor

A.1

BELAR

ELJECTFtONICEi LABORATORY. INC.
11 9 LANCASTER AVENUE • P.O. BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19333-0076 USA

[610) 687-5550 • FAX [610] 687-2686
Cd, write cr FAX for more nfcernaturn on &Aar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA, and TV monitors.
www. be I
ar. corn

unique IP addresses, and other variables during the reported time period.

About MeasureCast, Inc.

rnebastaxecast

MeasureCast, Inc. is the first company to provide Internet broadcasters, advertisers, and media buyers with true third- party audience
size and demographic information with the MeasureCast Streaming Audience Measurement Service -.MeasureCast employs patent-pending Active Event Monitoring -,aunique server- side technology, to record the exact number of streams requested from Internet broadcasters' streaming servers. Accurate, secure reports are available to customers within 24 hours of awebcast via apassword protected web
site. MeasureCast supports Microsoft Windows Media Technologies, RealNehvorks RealSystem servers and other proprietary streaming
technologies. MeasureCast products and services are available through its direct sales force, and through Nielsen Media Research as part
of astrategic partnership with Nielsen Media Research and NetRatings. MeasureCast issues aweekly MeasureCast Top 2F ranking of
Internet radio broadcasters, aweekly MeasureCast Internet Radio loden", which tracks the growth of on-line radio listening, and amonthly Top 50 ranking of Internet radio broadcasters. For additional Mformation and ademonstration, visit wwwmeasurecastcorn. Corporate
headquarters is located at 921 SW Washington St., Suite 800, Portland, Oregon 97205.
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O'Reilly Factors Views Into Show
by Ken R.
His comments are pithy, he brooks no
spin from liberals or conservatives, and
he is trying to move his TV success to
another arena.
Of course, he needed a studio from
which to do it.
Bill O'Reilly, host of Fox News
Channel's "The O'Reilly Factor" weeknights on cable TV, has added an additional program to his busy schedule,
"The Radio Factor," ajoint venture
between Westwood One and Fox News.
Heralded by Westwood One as one of
the largest radio launches in history with
205 stations, including 19 of the top 20
markets, the show is broadcast live from
New York weekdays from noon to 2p.m.
When one considers that his weekly

column is carried by 200 newspapers,
O'Reilly seems avery busy man.
As press releases flew and station
clearance forms went back and forth this
spring, someone had to create astudio in
the previously all-TV Fox facility in New
York, and quickly.
That job went to Fox News director of
engineering Chris Bauer who worked
with Chris Tobin, vice president of operations and engineering for Westwood One.
Studio install
"We didn't have any radio studios here
in the building, so we found an old conference room that was large enough to
accommodate acontrol room and studio,"
Bauer said.
"Fox is a tenant with six floors of a
48-story building, so we had to meet with

the architects and the technical people at
Harris (Corp. Broadcast Communications
Division) and complete everything in
under six weeks."
After determining his needs for space
and equipment, Bauer drove to
Cincinnati to meet with Mark Colacito,
systems engineer at Harris.
"We had to overestimate the amount of
space for the studio because we didn't
know how many guests O'Reilly might
have at any one time," said Bauer.
Bauer selected the digital Pacific

Legacy 30, which Harris manufactures.
"It's agreat little mixer and simple to
operate because we really needed ashort
learning curve," Bauer said.
The studio uses two Denon C630 CD
players, aTeac 122 cassette deck and a
Sony PCMR500 DAT machine. Two additional devices — the 360 Systems
Digi/Cart and Instant Replay systems —
are used extensively on-air. These are digital playback/record devices that allow quick
access to hundreds of pieces of audio.
A large part of the radio show comprises phone calls from listeners and
guests; for that, Bauer selected the Telos
TWOx12 talk show system. Of the 12
See O'REILLY, page 48

by Alan R. Peterson
Behringer has an interesting way of taking nifty technology and making it affordable. The German audio manufacturer has
proven this several times over with minimixers, microphone preamps and audio
processors, and most recently, condenser
capsule microphones for about $ 100.
With the DDX3216 Automated Digital
Mixing Console, the company now treads
in waters dominated by the Yamaha 02R
and 03D boards, and coexisting with other affordable digital mixers from Tascam,
Panasonic and Fostex.
The steely appearance of the
DDX3216 conceals apowerful brain and
heart, capable of mixing up to 32 inputs
onto 16 busses and 32 outputs, with DSP
effects, dynamics control, lots of routing
and motorized ALPS faders.
Both static and dynamic automation

are included, which means the console
can snap to new settings from onboard or
flash PCM RAM memory, or record and
recreate gradual fades for artistic work.
Part of the affordability comes from
the design and components of the
DDX3216. The A/D and D/A converters
are manufactured by AICM and Crystal,
with DSP handled by Analog Devices
SHARC processors.
Sonically speaking, and from a
dependability standpoint, the choice of
using these components is valid. The
DDX3216 is an exceptional and wellmade digital mixer, with the features and
versatility an audio producer is going to
want right at his or her fingertips.
Do not expect to use this as an on-air
board. This one was made for music
recording, sound reinforcement and
broadcast audio production all the way.

Photo courtesy of Christopher J. Tobin

Behringer DDX
Does It Digitally

The Radio Factor Control Room

Get IFOClis* /
4
1
d
24- bit Analog I/O • 24/96 Digital I/O
Balanced XLR Connections

-Pro Audio Review
April 2000

See BEHRINGER, page 47
"It's extremely
clean, very clear,
and amazingly
accurate.
Rock solid with a
wide range of
programs."

,11177:77771;7;777111£41M-

-Recording Magazine
February 2000
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"Sonically, the Lynx0NE is
top quality. Easy install
and crash free operation...
offers I/O and sync options
professionals expect.
One could use this card
for a big- buck master
session or block- buster
movie without any
reservations."

"The Lynx0NE is an
excellent mastering
card in terms of sound
quality and flexibility.
Suitable for today's
professional studio."

•

AUDIO QUALITY: 5 [ out of 5!]
-Electronic Musician
.
, ilgust 1999

I
b.

The DDX 3216

Lynx Studio Technology, Inc.
1048 IRVINE AVE. 4
,468, NEWPORT BEACH. CA 92660 ph.949.515.8265 • www.lynxstudlo.com/rw
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PRODUCT GUID

LPB Creates 'Low- Power
Systems' Position

Drawmer DF330 Removes Unwanted Noise in One Pass
A two-channel noise filter from Drawmer, the DF330,
requires no encode/decode process. The single-ended DF330
was designed to be alow-cost solution that allows studios to
work with inconsistent audio material; the unit can be inserted at any point in the signal chain to address noise.
The unit reduces high-frequency noise, low-frequency
nimble and background noise during momentary silences.

gram. When the program ends, the downward expander
reduces gain by up to 40 dB, maintaining silence.
The attack time of the expander is self-setting and the
release times are variable with afive-segment LED gain
reduction meter.
A custom rumble filter centered at 50 Hz with an 18dB/octave slope eliminates low-frequency noise, such as

Frequency-controlled low-pass filter circuitry sets
itself to open and close bandwidth to the highest frequency of input audio.
The company says the variable filter process tracks
properly regardless of fade ins/outs or changes in program dynamics. The process is automated and requires
no user interactions.
A new downward expander section reduces up to 40 dB
of broadband noise during momentary silences in the pro-

that from outside traffic and HVAC systems.
The DF330 has an overall bypass switch, rumble filter bypass switch and separate expander bypass and
variable filter bypass, as well as a stereo link switch.
Price: $ 1,099.
For more information, contact Brad Lunde at
Transamerica Audio Group in Nevada at ( 702) 3655155, fax ( 702) 365-5145, e-mail brad@transaudiogroup.com or visit www.transaudiogroup.com.
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Products & Services
FOR AM DIGITALLY COMPATIBLE

LPB Communications recently created anew position, director of low- power systems, and appointed
Enrique Lanz to the job.
The company said the move is in response to the
surge of activity in the low-power market and increased
awareness of the LPFM movement.
Lanz previously was manager of Latin American Sales
for LPB; he opened new markets and reestablished the LPB
brand in Latin American broadcast equipment purchases.
The company made the move after the departure of
sales executive John Devecka; he left the company once
owned by his father to become operations manager for
WLOY at Loyola College in Baltimore. The online and
low-power AM station goes on the air in October.
Devecka's father bought LPB from founder Dick
Crompton in 1987. The younger Devecka took asales
job there in 1990. His father sold the company in 1998
but the son stayed on for four more years.
For more information from LPB, contact the company
in Pennsylvania at ( 610) 825-4100 or visit
www.lpbinc.com.

600kW Quasi-Coaxial
Transmission Line

ANTENNA SYSTEMS.

A

ern

*,) L.

Embedded Control Over Audio
Easily control
network local

•-freafir %Vtx•ce. C:

\

inserts
or Internet

Kintronic Labs Will Supply

streaming!

What You Need

The SEN6 is a single channel Subaudible
tone encoder with integral audio filtering
that can produce 25Hz. 35Hz and
combination tones from external closures.

When You Need It
With Top Quality
At A Competitive Price

Three - Tower 600kW DA-1
Central Tuning House
Phone: (423) 878-3141

Fax: (423)878-4224

Product Brochures Available At vervw.kintronic.corn
We Design And Build For DAM Or IBOC Digital Audio
Broadcasting

Encodes 25, 35 & 25/35 combination tones
(can also generate 50 & 75Hz or 19 & 27Hz).
Tunable notch filters remove subaudible content
from program material prior to tone insertion.
/-• Jumper-set precise tone duration.
Model SEN 6List Price only $ 399.00
•50 & 75 Hz tones may require external input tittering to avoid false tripping.

(352 335-6555 htte:/lwww.circúitwerkes. com
1990

CIRCUITWERKES, INC. - SERVING BROADCASTING SINCE

Affordable,Tlexible,
and Dependable???

"You 'Bet!
PACEMAKER
11K
Shown

PM- 218

DIGITAL AUDIO
SWITCHING
THE LOGIAL WAY
3-DRX
Switches between TWO AES-3 Digital Audio sources and atertiary stereo analog source
Operates in an AUTOMATIC MODE to correct for loss at Digital Audio Signal
Transparent Repeater operation • NOT ASOUARE WAVE SENSOR - Analyzes digital signal
CRC error bit errors training errors etc
and AUTOMATICALLY switches to alternate
source with error detection user programmed time delays and source sequencing
Remote and local control manual and automatic operation
AES-3 ( UR type' and AES-310 IBNC type) inputs and outputs Termination 75 110 huh

AI1'1

GRAM

800.327.6901

www.autogramcorp.com

lc

TITUS

TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES
kr.roP' L
Glastonbury . CT

800.806.8851

WWVV.TITUSLABS.COM

Efficient
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Products and Sers ices Showcase
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Products for Radio Air & Production Studios
Mail info and photos to:

RW Product Guide, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

UB Series Consoles

Amek Touts Trigger

Are New From Behringer
The Trigger Audio Replay System
from Amek allows sound effects, music
segments and voiceovers to be managed
from a single system. Applications
include radio, live theater, television productions and visitor attractions.
Trigger handles recording, editing,
and assigning and replaying audio segments in a single-screen display. Mono
and stereo audio segments can be
assigned across four stereo outputs, with
segments sequenced as four separate
playlists or triggered individually by 32
instant-play keys.
For use during a live broadcast,
Trigger is set up prior to the performance
using a keyboard and méuse to name,
edit and assign segments. During the
broadcast, the operator uses the display
monitor and Trigger Controller remote to
control segment playout.
The system is disk-based and comes
with an internal hard drive that can store
58 track/hours of audio, as well as a
choice of removable media drives,
including DVD-RAM, MO and Zip.
Editing functions allow the user to finetune audio segments, trim start and end
points, adjust fade-in and fade-out slopes,
set gain levels and adjust EQ levels.

Behringer says its new UB line of mixing consoles use ultra-low-noise, low-impedance circuitry design and high-quality op amps for maximum headroom, minimal
noise and transparent audio. Internal autorange switch-mode power supply automatically adjusts to voltages from 80 to 240 V.
The 10 Eurorack UB mixers range from the smallest, the UB502, to the largest, the
UB2442FX-Pro. In addition to the internal autorange switch-mode power supply, UB
Pro models feature Virtualizer technology with 99 stereo effects.
"Invisible" microphone preamps are anew approach developed by the company;
they provide 130 dB dynamic range for 24-bit, 192 kHz sampling rate inputs, 60 dB
gain range and +30 dBu line input capacity. The IMPs claim bandwidth of 5 Hz to
100 kHz.
For more information from Behringer USA, contact the company in Washington
state at (425) 672-0816, fax (425) 673-7647 or visit www.behringer.com.

For more information from Amek, contact the company in Tennessee at (888)
286-9358, fax (615) 360-0273, e-mail
amekusa@Harman.com
or
visit
ww.amek.com or www.purepath.co.uk.

The Behringer UB802 is part of the UB series of mixers.

BroadcastMate Helps With Remotes
The BroadcastMate is an all-in-one system for radio remotes. It lets the user set things up ahead of time and be
up and running on location easily.
The unit rolls on four or six wheels (depending on the model) when closed for travel. Handles are provided to
facilitate transport. Sliding rails on the rear of the chassis along with handles permit acrew to tilt the unit at afulcrum point into the rear deck of avan or pickup truck, face up.
The unit is ready for ashipping truck or airfreight as is, without further packaging.
A basic BroadcastMate system includes abacklit sign (22 by 28 inches with the BroadcastMate Sr. and 16 by 22
inches on the Jr. version); two 100-watt RMS nearfield prewired and fused speaker systems, hook-and-loop fastenerready front for posting promotions or show times or other signs; generous rack space with easy access to the rear; 4inch, rackmounted locking utility drawer; and stowage compartments for promo items and giveaways.
Available options include adirectional high-gain AM/FM antenna and custom-built speaker systems (far-field
for DJ service).
Units are available in various external and internal colors. Prices: BroadcastMate Sr.: $3,295; BroadcastMate Jr.:
$2,695.
For more information contact BroadcastMate in Arizona at (800)775-3660 or visit www.boradcastmate.com.

Digitally Different
•-
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0
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emega_FM - $ 5880

OUR GOAL WAS TO DEVELOP A DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR FM THAT
WOULD RIVAL ANYTHING ON THE MARKET WE MET THAT GOAL...AND THEN SOME.
FM is a100%-digital, software- based design. It doesn't use DSP
Chips or other application-specific parts that rapidly become obsolete.
Upgrades don't plug into ' expansion slots,' they're simply uploaded.

Omega

Omega FM is straightforward and uncomplicated. Hardware
simplicity keeps the signal path short and your audio clean.
Low latency lets you monitor off-air.
Omega FM is loud, clean and versatile. We don't expect you to
take our word for this, and you shouldn't. Schedule ademo at
your station through an equipment supplier of your choice.
1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552 • FAX: ( 831) 458-0554
wwwinovon.com • e-mail : info@inovon.com

‘. ..Processing
doesn't get any better than this.

rtSoftware, Inc.

racluga.automation

communications solutions
352-33E_, 723
www.rfsoftwer

Automate your station in minutes

Ser

cur website for a complete
list cf products and features.

...No Degree Required

Visit

•Great for Music Formats
•LPFM, NCE, Small Et Medium Comms
•Live Assist or Full Blown Automation
•Schedule Spots, IDs, Build Rotations
•Plays mp3, way, wma

Did we mention— Free

Support

Recover your software
VAVW.radusa.netirw.htm

Download your FREE Demo
(513) U7-0714

investment quickly.

$649 Buyout

AUDIO ROUTING SWITCHERS

RAMSEY

The Complete Radio Station...

IN A BOX!
Everything You Need

5396 00
1
1
1R 10M

5799 00

Eliminate
Lightning
with the

SR 210

The Gila-Stat
is designed to
reduce lightning
damage by
lowering the
likelihood of a
direct lightning
strike to:
Buildings
Communication Towers
Electric Utility Substations
Industrial Facilities

$499 00
SR 201

edbeetearee

51380 00

aree

'
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Everything you need to get on the air FAST!
se

35

watt FM stereo

transmitter

A
, Integrated CD player
SR 64

Iv' Integrated cassette player

5695 00
SR-61M

*Wan

=Ma

S1.79900

Van»

6X4SI EFttU SVv1 I
0H26

MI WM

V Integrated audic mixer
V Professional microphone
V Omnidirectional antenna

and cables
and coax

re Installed and prrwired in a high impact road case!

n7,1 bfLI<LJ5Yvtl•
METERING AND MON

One of the most requested FM broadcast products over the past year has been a
-,adio station in abox" Overseas customers, as well as some of the new LPFM
licensees have aneed to quickly "get on the air' at temporary locations or in the interim to their installed studiodransmrtter setup A number of overseas customers also
had to originate short tern programming from various remote origination sites for dis-

RALIK
USA
847 487 7575

BROADCAST MANUFACTURING. INC.

aster preparedness broadcasts , Well, here you go aradio station in abox ,

3801 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, NM 87401

iteMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC.
www.ramsyscom. corn

CANADA
705 722 4425

793 Canning Parkway • Victor, NY 14564
(8(0) 446-2295 • ( 585) 924-4560
www.highpowedfm.com
fmsales@ramseyelectronlcs.com

•

phone 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142
800-443-0966

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture
Designed.
Constructed.
Delivered and
Installed by

ECIII1OLOGI,
TEL: 610-640-1229
FAX: 610-296-3402
32 Pennsylvania Avenue. Malvern, PA 19355

email: sales studiotechnology.com
web: w ww.st udiotec hnology.corn
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Those Freebies Pay Off in the End
by Alan R. Peterson
Now that my latest fling with cheap
detective novels is behind me ( RW, Sept.
11), time to get back to what is really
important: real radio in the real world.
One aspect Ihave loved about writing
this column is that Ihave been able to
share my travels and journeys through
several cities and many stations for the
last 13 or so years with you.
While some folks get a simple press
release in a trade paper somewhere
("Johnny Gherkin exits Memphis,
assumes morning duties at Lumpy 108 in
Providence"), Iget to tell my story one
coffee stain at atime ... one busted lamp
from each move, one nutty boss in each
city ... each and every filthy wrinkle in
excruciating detail.
No simple sterile press release from
me. When Itake on a new gig, Itell it
warts and all. Except this time, Ican't
find much in the way of wattage.
Plain and simple, I'm back with the
Greaseman. And getting paid for it this
time.
Dropped from the sky
While handling my daily duties at
Christian- formatted WAVA(FM) in
Washington several weeks ago, Igot a
phone call from Doug "Greaseman"
Tracht. It seems he was about to be
picked up by WG0P(AM), based in outer suburban Washington, with studios in
the heart of the city.
Iwas half- hoping he'd ask me to
rejoin the show.
Ihad the time of my life in the spring
of 2001 when Iworked and wrote for
him during his comeback; but working
for him for free was a strain on my
already thready freelance income.
WAVA provided me with the means to

spring for a mortgage, but the sort of
jokes and bits that ran through my mind
would have cast me into the seventh ring
of you-know-where had Iactually voiced
one aloud in the studio.
Working with Tracht would have been
acomic's dream come-true, but my family and Iwould starve had Ientered into
the same deal as before. Iwould have had
to tell him no if he asked.
Instead, Iwas surprised to find out that
he put my name out to his new station
owner as apossible candidate for operations manager of WGOP.
A little history
Some months earlier, the station had
undergone amajor metamorphosis, going
from brokered programming to straightahead conservative talk (
G-0-P, get it?).

er, and there was some familiarity in the
market. But it just wasn't jelling effectively and worked against the talk titans
in the other dayparts.
Right around this time, Tracht had put
apackage together to send to the station
owners and began barraging them with
phone calls.
It took some persuasion, but management, almost on adare, dumped the syndicated show and tapped onto the ISDN
feed Tracht sent to his affiliates from his
home broadcast studio.
With trepidation and ageneral feeling
of "What on earth have Ijust done?" station owner Sima Birach Jr. ran the board
himself on the first morning of the broadcast. For the first time in quite nearly a
year, The Greaseman was back on
Washington radio.

I'm doing my best

to move Grease over

to the OMT iMediaTouch system ... maybe the
moon will fall from the sky and flatten my car.

It had already begun airing Mike
Gallagher and Michael Medved from the
Salem network, and had taken achance
on the syndicated team of "Steve and
DC."
Management sat back and waited for
the Steve and DC show to pick up steam
in Washington. After all, it had been airing in Manassas. Va.. some months earli-

PRODUCT GUIDE,

Live Broadcast Warning Light System
The Kontrollex A- Ispeaker muting and studio warning light controller from
Jasoni Electronics is for use with audio mixers that do not automatically mute
speakers when live mics are in use in the same studio.
The A-1 can be programmed to display its light in steady or flashing modes.
There are several ways to incorporate the system into astudio, any of which will
mute the speakers. If astudio warning light is connected to the A-1 via the panelmounted AC socket, it will light.
Price: $ 195.
For more information contact Jasoni Electronics in Nevada at ( 702)791-3394.

To make along story short, the show
is on for keeps. Birach took Tracht out
to the NAB Radio Show in Seattle,
announcing apartnership to form anetwork and carry the show as asyndicated effort, and launched him in Chicago
and Detroit in early September. And
they needed an ops dude.
What was it Captain Kirk said to
Picard in that Star Trek movie?
Ithink it was, "Sounds like fun."
Well, get busy!
As Iwas about to find out, this was
going to be a more energetic position
than just sitting around and flipping
though computer magazines to find a
good deal on aserver.
This is fine by me. Ihave never been
able to sit in astarched white shirt with a
pinned- down tie and just poke at my
computer ... not when there is some real
work down the hall waiting for me to
dirty myself in.
Birach Broadcasting has had longrange plans for awhile now to take the 5
kW signal up to 25 kW, beaming a
cookin' contour well up into Harrisburg
(where Ionce worked) down well into
Richmond ( where Ionce wanted to
work). This means construction of anew
RF plant and tower site.
It also means a new studio location.
Right now, WGOP occupies studio space
near D.C.'s Fox TV affiliate and a little
down the road from an ABC radio cluster. We are in decent company here.
But better space has come available
in the form of a downtown D.C. location right in the heart of all the fun, and
in the very offices once occupied by
Vice President Dick Cheney in his preVP days.
One fact not lost on Tracht is that
our new digs are just one block from
his old home, WWDC(FM) "DC- 101,"
immortalized in Howard Stern's movie

"Private Parts," where Tracht enjoyed
earlier successes. DC- 101 has since
moved from downtown, but the memory remains.
We have our sights set on constructing a dedicated Greaseman studio (
we
were thinking wet bar and masseuse,
but that's alittle over the top), with the
latest in digital goodies, and asatellite
uplink right from our own rooftop.
For the time being, and as long as
we are waiting for the new buildout,
this humble "operations manager" is
taking care of imaging, production,
compliance with FCC regs and building an automation computer to run the
BSI Simian program.
While Grease is still fond of using cart
machines to play back effects and music
drops, Iam doing my best to move him
over to the OMT iMediaTouch system for
realtime playback and mixing of his
show material. Maybe I'll win ( and
maybe the moon will fall from the sky
and flatten my car).
And while I once found myself
snorting and turning up my nose at
any sound card carrying the " Sound
Blaster" label, Iconfess acertain preference to the new Audigy unit. It is
clearly not in the same league as a
Digigram or AudioScience interface
card for handling on- air automation
duties, but it's a gas in the production
room.
It comes bundled with some fun software, especially a self-contained
synth/sequencer
program
called
"Fruityloops," which Ihope to review
someday in this section. Just when Irun
out of creative steam for production
music, Ican fire up Fruityloops and slam
together an interesting bed to get me
through the session.
Hey, me!
Ieven got a congratulatory e-mail
from Al Peterson, the news/talk editor for
Radio & Records. Would you believe the
two of us have yet to actually meet faceto-face?
There is much to do. And Iam looking
forward to every minute of it. It is not
often you find acompany ready to make
this kind of investment in AM stations, so
Iam livin' large right now.
You know, Igot chided alot last year
for giving six months of my life to "The
Greaseman Show" without a nickel to
show for it. Doug never forgot that, and
now the payoff has finally come.
So to my pals at WAVA, thanks for the
opportunity. I'd have never gotten on the
air in atop- 10 market ( much less paid for
groceries) without your help.
To WGOP, let's put on a show this
town won't soon forget.
And to you, my longtime readers, it is
time again to do what this column has
always done best since 1989: Look at the
wacky side of radio from my end of the
hall. •
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Control your world with CircuitWerkes
DTMF Tone decoders and controls

The SEN6Subaudible Tone Encoder
The SEN6 is a single channel Subaudible tone

The DTMF-16 and DS-8DTMF tone decoders provide
economical remote control over audio lines. The
DTMF-16 decodes single or dual codes while the
programmable DS-8accepts up to 8four- digit sequences.
Silencer option removes DTMF tones from audio.

encoder with integral audio filtering that can
produce 25Hz, 35Hz and combination tones
from external closures.
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The SUb-03 is a single channel subaudible
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and ccmbination tones on audio channels.
Each tone gives a distinct relay closure.
Integrated filters strip each tone from the
SUB- 03's audio output so no one hears it.

Dial-up remote control with audio interface lets you
control anything over regular phone lines. Interfaces
with most studio automation systems.
Control
it from a dial- up line or external audio path. The
DR- 10's active, balanced, telco audio output lets
you do live remotes. remote announcement
recording
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AM Antenna Solutions

RF Components
LBA Tunipole "
Folded Unipole Systems
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"

The NEW SUPERELAY controls
"On The Air" warning lights & gives
you six relays for utility switching.
Diplever

•New compact design mourts in
one-third rack space

Tnplexer arid

Phase, Systems
Antenna Tuning Units

•Plug-in Eurostyle connect3rs
for quick and easy installation

LBA

Since 1983

•Flasher for warning lights and
AC power supply built in

HENRY

LBA Technology Inc is your proven supplier of innovative digital-ready AM
antenna systems Our products include tuning units phasing systems
multiplexers AM/wireless isolation systems and components for every power
level We help hundreds of broadcasters in the USA and worldwide to --
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Reach further - sound better!

Henry Engineering

LBA Technology, Inc.

Rack Mountable

Plug-in Installation

No Wall-Warts! (626)355-3656

In stock, only $ 285 list. Full specs
and dealer list at wwvv.henryeng.com

3400 Tupper Crrir
i
r Greenville NC 27834
800.522-44U 1252-757-0279 , Fax 252-752.9155 1 Email LbatechSLbagroup com
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Still. lo tools
ICM-16 - 16 Station Intercom System
Each workstation has unique features. Visit our web site for complete details.

PSC-II - Programmable Schedule Controller
With 512 events intend,' tirr soot nali reg up to two RS-232/RS-.122 serial devices; 16 5l'lrr,'.auTiIary serial ports and relays all in asing,leradcspace.Thel'SC II controls
finictions by either schedukid t
ime and date,timeand day of week.serial port commands
and remote input colmad closures.
SSM — Smart Silence Monitor
Islonitors any stereo or two independent monaural sources and generates alarms
indicatMg loss ut -carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected.

BROADCAST,
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C.)

Innovative Problem Solving Tools for Broadcast

CC-II Console Controller
The CC IIA provides a ( Nlackid non- broadcast mixer with three channels of
microphone switdring.Additional features include; monitor level cont
monitts
muting; warning light relay; remote control of channel switches and status relays.
Works with most ( NII Imixers and/or DAVCs with microphone channel inserts.

-1800-baud.RS-2.12 serial pin pnwiding UTC time in 1111:MM: format.The final
feature is the "SIG" led and PDT relay, furnished as fad-safe for either loss of satellite
ac power and imalid time. The Tinte Sync 11 is supplied M asmall profile duels.
along with aCarmin 12 - Channel CPS receiver with embedded antenna.

Time Sync II
The Tinte Sync II provides four separate CiPS time referenced outputs. The first ir
SPDT relay winch pulses once every IS minutes.These times are programmed fo.
13:00,28:U0,43M and 58:00 akez each hour.The second SPI)] relay pulses at the
"Top (tithe Hour" (00A0).This time may be user program med. The third outptn
is an open collector with aIle ins pulse every second while the forth output is ar
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ICM-161DT-2

NOMMIM11110
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PSC-I1

ABM&
ICM-161Tool-Box 2

Time Sync II

SSM

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locations!

CC- II

dio tools give you the functionality you need for your facility.
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Behnnger
Continued from page 41

Right out of the box, that "new mixer
smell" is going to stay with you for several days. When powered up, the
DDX3216 generates ahot-circuit-board
scent you cannot ignore, helped around
the room by acooling fan mounted on
the right side panel.
Once fired up, analog input connections
are made to Input jacks 1through 16
mounted along the top panel. Phantom
power is activated separately for mic/line
channels 1to 6 and 7 to 12 ( 13 through
16 are line-level only). Each microphone
channel includes a20 dB pad, Signal and
Clip LEDs, a 1/4-inch Insert jack and a
gain trimmer.
Control Room audio outputs, Multi
(bus) jacks and a +4pair of Main Output
XLRs are on the rear panel. Also found
here are jacks for S/PDIF I/O, wordclock ports for synching the DDX3216
to other digital studio gear, a SMPTE
input and an RS-232 port for computer
communication.
Two option slots are on the rear for
AES/EBU, ADAT and TDIF digital I/O.
You may notice that the optional modules
are the only way to add in Inputs 17 to
32. Up on the top deck, you run out of
inputs after No. 16.
Each channel strip is fitted with amotorized fader, aparallel LED level meter, a
continuously variable rotary Channel
Control knob ringed with LEDs, the
stock Solo and Mute buttons and apair of
buttons — Auto/Rec and Select — that
talk to the onboard processor for the
automation process.

Radio World
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Also to the left is ablock of switches
controlling processing, grouping,
automation recording and more. One line
of buttons marked " Fader" instantly
reconfigures the 17 faders ( 16 inputs and
one Master) to reflect settings for the
audio inputs, the Aux and Effect sends
and returns, and Bus Levels.
As long as you are here, you can set
up EQ and compressor settings for each
input: All come with afour-band equalizer and dynamics processor. You may
write your preferences to memory for later use, so your microphone input can
jump right from a heavily compressed
"liner-guy" sound to bandpass filtering
with a button.

The four- section Effect processor is a
lot of fun. Here you will find alineup of
useful effects that go beyond basic delay
and reverb, although those too are handy.
The reverb programs place one's
source audio into cathedrals, halls, small
rooms and concert stages. There is extensive control over diffusion, damping, predelay (up to 500 ms in some cases), densities and more. This certainly is no
three-pot musician's toy.
Effects
Classic flanging and phasing fall under
the Delay effects. There is a fairly
respectable pitch shifter, which performs
the basics ( no formant shifting as in vocal
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Product Capsule:
Behringer DDX3216
Automated Uigitalt
Mixing Consola

Tiumbs Up
-à

-/A

lot of features in an
affordable package

/Good complement 01 effects
/Motorized faders
/Extensive automation

Thumbs Down
=

/No known analog I/0 option
/Jacks along top could
invite trouble
Price: $ 1,999.99

For more information contact
Behnnger in Ohio at ; 425)-672-0816
e-mail support@behringe-.corn
visit www.behringeccoi

different about the DDX3216.
For one thing, Iwould prefer seeing
optional analog I/O for the expansion
slots and not just digital. Certainly the
digital aspect is more appealing, but given the number of source devices that
still exist in the analog world, this would
not be a bad thing; perhaps a module
with a " D" connector and an analog
XLR breakout cable if back panel space
is aconsideration.

Jack worries
Any mixer with jacks on the top panel
makes me wary. It's just too easy for
dust, crud and an inadvertent fizzy drink
to enter the guts of the mixer in this fashion, thanks to mean old Mr. Gravity.
Irealize this has been the norm for
years, and even the venerable Yamaha
Navigation
digital mixers are built this way. It doesAs on many adigital mixer today, the
n't mean Iam overjoyed about it.
center of the DDX is reserved for the
A Closeup of the Fader Panel
The buffed- steel look carries on the
main display. Here is where parameters,
traditional appearance of Behringer prodprocessors), and an HF enhancer to
The Dynamics page on the display
routing and controlling are visualized
ucts, but this mixer almost comes across
brighten up the mix.
shows rotary " controls" on screen
and fine-tuned. Six "soft" rotary conOf special note are the Lo -Fi and
as amedical device. Rather than an invitalong with a graphic representation of
trollers below the screen alter the seting centerpiece to astud5o, it seenis sort
ring modulator processors. The former
the compressor's response. It becomes
tings shown above them, and by clicking
of sterile and clinical. Some will like
takes your beautiful digital audio and
easy to see and hear your curve as you
the rotary control like a button, new
that, Iunderstand, but apair of optional
recreates the quality of an 8-bit lowdial it in.
functions may be selected. Four navigawood or melamine wings might soften its
fidelity soundcard, adding some grit
To get audio from one end of the DDX
tion buttons move you through pages of
perceived harshness.
and noise to the track. The ring moduto the other, you must get to the Channel
aspecific menu.
Finally — and Irealize this is minor
lator is a well-known science fiction
On many nonbroadcast analog mixers
Routing section where any one of the
effect
that
creates
"robot
voices"
by
—
the sound of the tiny cooling fan just
inputs
are
patched
to
a
desired
bus
and
to
often found in smaller production rooms,
adds to the low-key drone of disk drives
multiplying subject audio with acarrithe Main Output. Likewise, routing for
it takes two faders turned up in balance to
and power supply fans already prevalent
monitor functions must also be done to
er frequency.
accommodate a stereo input. This is not
in many recording rooms and producThe automation features of the
hear what you are doing.
always easily remembered. Using the
DDX3216
mixer
are
what
make
it
an
tion
studios. It is relatively quiet on its
This
may
sound
like
a
lot
of
work,
Select keys and the Group button found
own, but you become aware of its whirr
affordable standout. Anyone wondering
especially on an unfamiliar console; but
on the front left side, the DDX can gang
after a few minutes. especially if you
what good it is for aconsole to memoas with most mixers, analog or digital,
several motorized faders together, so
cover it for a moment and note the
rize its own settings has obviously nevonce you understand the signal flow and
moving one will move two, three or all of
silence. But then, that is what noise
er had to perform seriously repetitive
the patching, it's abreeze.
them.
gates are for, right?
production.
In the end when you stack up the
Imagine the same old gang coming
PRODUCT GUIDE
$1,999.99 DDX3216 against a $ 3,700
over each week to record that publicYamaha 03D, you might be tempted to
affairs show, each one preferring aspecifAll-In-One CD Copying, Printing
look the other way, too.
ic microphone sound and setting. Set it
Privately run project studios and proonce, write it to memory and it is the
duction houses that need to gear up
same every time.
The Bravo Disc Publisher from Primera Technology copies and prints CDs and
quickly with several good- sounding and
How about when different talent use
DVDs. It can produce 25 CDs or DVDs per job.
the same production room and prefer a versatile digital consoles need to check
•
A robotic mechanism transports discs into the 40X CD-R recorder or optional
this mixer out.
certain EQ curve for their voices, or have
Pioneer combo DVD-R/CD-R recorder. After recording, the discs are moved to the
If you are doing radio production and
to cut an over-the-top "drag-race" spot
integrated printer, where they are printed in color at up to 2,400 dpi resolution.
you wish anonbroadcast type console to
that would be apain to set every time on
FireWire and USB interfaces permit the Bravo to attach to a PC running
mix an, the DDX3216 may also be for
discrete rack gear? Take asnapshot with
Windows 2000/XP. Ventas professional recording software is included, as is
the DDX3216, label it and store it. It will
you. With its compressor/limiters and
SureThing CD Labeler labeling software.
internal effects, that -outboard processing
be ready to go next week for the update.
In addition to the Pioneer DVD-R-capable option, a business card adapter is
Snapshot automation shows up on a rack can be clipped away and moved into
available to copy and print 80 mm MiniDiscs and business card-shaped CDs.
the storage room.
red LED display. There are 128 memory
Price $ 1,995; with DVD-R/CD-R recorder, $2,495; adapter kit $ 199.
Alan Peterson is the operations direclocations, more if they are saved to a
For more information from Primera Technology contact the company in
tor and imaging producer for talker
PCM RAM card or offloaded to aPC via
Minnesota at ( 763) 475-6676, e-mail: sales@primeratechnology.com or visit
WG0P(AM), Washington, and alongtime
the RS-232 port.
wwwprimeratechology.com.
contributor to RW.
There are several things Iwish were
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O'Reilly
Continued from page 41

incoming phone lines, 10 lines are designated for listeners; the others are for
VIPs and other guests.
For postproduction Fox added a
Digidesign Pro Tools system, used for taking sound bites from the previous evening's
"O'Reilly Factor" TV show, which arrive
on DAT or CD from the studio upstairs.
"The first set of show promos was
done by Westwood, but we'll probably be
doing that here soon," said Bauer.
"When Bill ( O'Reilly) takes to the
road for remote broadcasts, we use the
Telos Xstream, which allows us to connect via ISDN for higher audio quality,"
said Bauer. "We also have areturn chan-

nel back to his headphone."
The program uses Telos software for
screening calls, which is on an LAN so
that the host can work from a laptop
wherever he happens to be.
"He'll see the caller's name, where
they're from and what they're going to
talk about," said Bauer. "O'Reilly has a
monitor but no keyboard."
It has not happened yet on "Radio
Factor," but sooner or later he's likely to
get an unexpected and unwelcome surprise from acaller, as all talk hosts do.
For this studio, Bauer bought an
Eventide EVTBD500. This digital device
allows the instant dumping of an offending phrase, it then automatically ramps
up without any dead air and is ready to
use again quickly.
Because commercials are inserted into
the show via Westwood One in New York,

Guests sit in awraparound configuration.
the clocks are set eight seconds fast in the
New York studio to allow for the delay.
"We just hit a 25- Hz tone and the
Westwood One automation system triggers the commercials," said Bauer. "We
have two digital loops between Fox and
Westwood so we can verify that we're
really on the air," said Bauer.
Whether O'Reilly is on the road or in the
New York studio, his call screener/producer
is Ron Mitchell, who has the duty of making those split-second censoring decisions.

Enter to win one of 26 great
prizes in Radio World's reader
appreciation contest giveaway!
Dear Radio World Reader: Last year, many of the greatest names
in our industry teamed up with Radio World for a year- long sweepstakes .4-

r

D

extravaganza that resulted in almost S50,000 in prizes given away.

odd.

Due to the overwhelming response from you, we've decided to do
it all again in 2002 as a way of showing our appreciation to our
loyal readers.
Throughout 2002, Radio World will conduct 26 random drawing
Prizes and winners will be announced in every issue of Radio

pee

ré

World. That's 26 chances to win!
To enter the contest you need to complete these three easy steps:
1. Go to our Web site: www.rwonline.com
2. Click the Readers' Choice icon on our home page.

W

3. Follow the instructions and fill out the electronic entry
form — that's it, you're done!
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This is your chance to participate in our Readers' Choice program and win great prizes from these fine Radio World supporters
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

luesticslairstZ°. 8118-785-29118

DigiLink DL-2. Updated extra hard
drive & memory CD multi-play
controller, (2) additional 6-channel
snitchers, in top condition, $2500. Malt<
Ter, KNFO, 10827 Hwy 86 East,
Neosho MO 64850. 417-451-5636.

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
MISCELLANEOUS

Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

www.acousticsfirst.com
Want to Buy
Monitor amp, consumer type,
irtegreed, 100W. Ed Davison,
WNNS, 1129 Willowbrook Dr,
Springfield IL 62707. 217-793-0400
or imed@insightbb.com.

Want to Buy
BE AV100 cards with P/Play
daughter card. Jon Hosford, WNCS,
169 River St, Montpelier VT 05602
802-223-2396.
Format Sentry FS 12C automation
system in good working condition.
Steve Schoon, KUNI/KHKE, 3rd FL
CAC Bldg, Univ of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls IA 50614. 319-273-6400.

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
ERI EHP-6AC center fed 6- bay
tuned c, 94.7 in good condition, you
snip. Jim Lotspeich, KOFX/KHRO,
5426 NMesa St, El Paso TX 79912.
915-581-1126.

COMPLETE

For mike flags
It's
www.mikeflags.com

AM Ground Systems

Want to Sell

Reliable, On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment

STUDIO/STL/TRANSMITTER/ANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

wwwramgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
ERI SHP-4AC, 39 kW, 4-bay tuned
to 99.1, 200' of 3-1/8" line included,
$60001130. Ron Habegger, WAWZ,
14 Chapel Dr, Zarephath NJ 08890.
732-469-0991.
Jampro 8 bay, 97.3, $2000. Ken
Lane. KVRP, Box 1118, Haskell TX
79521 940-864-8505.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Arrakis DLitt, 37 GB SCSI, network
cards., Cybex extenders, full
documentation, BO. Ron Habegger,
WAWZ, 14 Chapel Dr, Zarephath
NJ 08890. 732-469-0991.

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio"

View The Latest List On Line At:
http://www.baycountry.com Or
Call And We Will Fax It To You.

CONSOLES

7117 Olivia Rd., Battimore MD 21220

Broadcast Audio Series 4 power
supply for B.A. Series 4board, good
condition, $50/B0 + shpg. Bob
Rivkin, KPLM, 442 S. Calle Encilia
#8, Palm Springs CA 92262. 760320-4550.
Mackie CR1604 16 channel mixer,
like new, $450. Danny Brou, KJMJ,
212 Wainwright Rd, Pineville LA
71360. 318-445-4843.
LIMITERS/
AUDIO PROCESSING
Want to Sell
Optimod 8100A in good condition,
$3000. Ken Lane, KVRP, Box 1118,
Haskell TX 79521. 940-864-8505.
Ultra-Dyne Pro DSP9024, 6-band
multiband processor/limiter. Like
new, works great w/manual, $300
+shpg.
Gene
Whittenberger,
Whittenberger Studio, POB 396,
Mexico IN 46958. 765-985-2224.

Space is available!
Advertise in
Radio World's
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange
For more information, call
Simone Fewell
703-998-7600, ext. 154
or e-mail:
dewell@imaspub.com

Toll Free: 877-722-1031
FM 786-513-0812
E-mail: infotebaycountry.corn
Member of BBB

Want to Sell

$250/80 +shpg. Bob Rivkin, KPLM,
442 S. Calle Encilia #8, Palm
Springs CA 92262. 760-320-4550.

Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
MICROPHONES
Want to Buy
RCA 77-DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's, On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-3523456, FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billbryantmgmt@yahoo.com..

Want to Sell

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL

BE FM-30-B 30KW FM. Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm @ fiasttnet.

Want to Purchase
or Lease
Small Market
Radio Stations
1-800-330-7292

Continental 814-R1 2.5 KW FM.
Continental Communications, 314-664,
1497. Enlall: contcomm@fastnet.
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

Silver Lake Audio
(516) 763-1776

TAPES/CARTS/

silverlakeaudio.com

REELS/CD's

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

RODION 1110AIRS AND PLAN DIDOCEPS,
new 8. rebuilt for Elcom, Hanis, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

BAY COUNTRY

Broadcast Audio Series 4 12
channel stereo on-air board with
power supply, misc spare parts,
bulbs & manual. Working, fair
Condition ;approx 12 yr$ in service,

MICROWAVE

Want to Buy

FM Exciters - STL s FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

Want to Buy

-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

Andrew type 75-AR- R-7/8", (2) R
conntors for Andrew HJ5-50
heliax. new in box, $50/B0 +shpg.
Bob Rivkin, KPLM, 442 S. Calle
Encilia #8, Palm Springs CA 92262.
760-320-4550.

&

Radio World's

FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

REMOTE

Want to Buy
Audio/Audio Engineering
magazines prior to 1949. Mike
Stosich, Esoteric Sound, 4813
Wallbank Ave, Downers Grove IL
60515. 630-960-9137.
Olri

AILABLE!
oadvertise, call
703-998-7
520A
ext 1

To advertise, tan Simone 0

703-671-7409
APT-XWorld Net Milano codec. New
in box. Top of the line. Won in Radio
World contest, must sell! Retails at
$6300, will sacrifice for $4,500/130.
Mike Hays, 540-672-4090 or email:
mike @ TwangCast.com.
Moseley PCL 505 composite STL
system, TXR needs repair, $800. Damy
Brou KJMJ, 212 Wainwright Rd,
Pineville LA 71360. 318-445-4843.

WE RENT FOR LESS
Hotlines
Zephyrs
Nexus
Audio

FM Wert
ST1's

NI Pm Amps
Mt MINN«

If we don't have i we w
get
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040

Seeking compact discs. some LPs
of various instrumentals, orchestras,
coral groups, vocalists, 505-70s, also,
obscure cd's of all easy listening
areas, 80s to now, variety, plus 45s,
also needed for low budget noncommercial radio program. Airable
condition. Low cost appreciated. Elks,
7202 Leonard St, Philadelphia PA
19149, 215-338-0546.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT

Want to Buy
Dolby DP 5500, need 3 sets. Jon
Hosford, WNCS, 169 River St,
Montpelier VT 05602. 802-223-2396.

Harris-Gates FM-5G 5KW FM &
Harris-Gates BC-5-H 5KW AM.
Continental Communications, 314-6644497. Email: contcornm@fiastinet.
McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested & tuned
on your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc, 402-4931886,

Need donation of radio towers for
construction of shortware antenna
system. We are non-profit and can
give tax receipt. Charlie Riddle, 703561-8001 or WRCRadio@yahoo.com.
TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell
McMartin BF- 25K, well maintained,
worked as main until removal from
service, you ship. Jim Lotspeich,
KOFX/KHRO. 5496 1
,
1MP
St, F!
Paso TX 79912. 915-581-1126.
en

TFT 9100A/9107A composite STL
system, like new, 3' dish & 200' 1/2"
Andrew coax, $4200. Danny Brou,
KJMJ, 212 Wainwright Rd, Pineville
LA 71360. 318-445-4843.

SCMS Inc ( 8001 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

RCA BTF-20-E1 20KW FM. Continental
Ccarnunications, 314-664-4497. Email:
^rn

Buying Or Selling
Used Equipment?
YOU'RE IN THE RIGHT PLACE!

REPAIR SERVICES
'Oulu

Broadcast Equipment Repair
•AM Antenna Monitors

•HPU hansmitters/Receivers

•AM/FM Modulation Monitors

•STL Transmitter/Receivers
•Test Equipment
• Transmitter Field Repair

•Audio Processing
•Exciters

111...11/ •••••

••••S

••••

Radia
'NPR West'
Moves Ahead
In Catania

Rapid Turnaround - Professional Service

D

elome 11..1

DIVERSIFIED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

1

S

(
814) 756-3053
E-mail: rpogson@aol.com

MONITORS

STATIONS

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Used Mod Monitors, McMartin &
Belar. Many to choose from, tuned &
calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 402-4931886.

broadcaststations4side.com
Visit our web sle & view our
listings of stations for sale &
stations wanted to buy. Now you
can list free on our site. Let us
help you sell or buy. Call Ted Gray
at 336-570-9133. We'll work for
you on aconfidential basis.

HollyAnne KV961 EAS encoderdecoder with all accessories, $700.
Kent Smith, WMJZ, POB 1766,
Gaylord MI 49734. 989-732-2341.

Radio World.

WIN G ,

For more information, call
Simone Fewell at ,
703-998-7600, ext. 154 or
email:

sfewell@imaspub: om.

BEE

SO

TRANSMITTERS WTS (cont.)
CSI FM-12,000E, 12KW 89.9Mhz, 3
phase
208/230.
76"x39"x34".
Harmonic filter. Good condition, spare
parts & manual, doesn't include
exciter, $1899 +shpg. David Green,
KCRW, 1900 Pico Blvd, Santa Monica
CA 90405. 310-314-4651.

McPherson
Radio Corporation

TRANSCOM CORP.

Specializing in pre- owned 0E1 FM
transmitter products. All tuned and tested on
your frequency. 6month warranty included!

Bob Brown
Phone: 856-232-1625 • Fax: 856-232-2075
Email: rjbeme@aol.com.

SERVICES
RADIO
EXECUTIVE NOW
AVAILABLE ON
CONSULTING
BASIS!
Background includes: Management,
Salt,. Promotion & On- Air expertise.

Contractual Basis ONLY!

For more details,

For information & fee schedule contact

call Simone Fewell at

M Campagnone

703-998-7600, ext. 154 or

410-524-6278

e-mail:

email:

stewell@imaspu.com

camp1260@msn.com

Fine Used AM

& FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

300W

FM

1988 Harris FM 300K Solid State Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1984 Hams FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1980 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

5KW

FM

1992 Continental 815A

10KW

FM

1974 Harris FM1OH/K

15KW

FM

1980 McMartin BF15.000

20KW

FM

1981

AM

190,

Hdrns i,W,A

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

1978
1982
1982
1986
1982

Horns MW5
Continental 311,1
Harris MW1OA
Continental 316F
Continental 317C2

50KW

AM

1986

Nautel Ample! 50- Solid Stale

••6

s

oc

*

ate

s

25KW

FM

1980 CSI T-25-F

M i
scellaneous Equipment:

FM

1987 Harris FM 25K-1

Potomac Ins. 8.651 Audio Anyl Mewl
Moseley TRC- 15 Remote wi Hallikamen

25KW

FM

1992 Continental 816 R3B

50KW

FM

1982 Harris Combiner w/auto exciter- transmitter sviitcher

Philmont Ave

# 200,

Huntingdon Valley,

VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com

tra nscom @ fmamtv.com

T L. Sawyer
6échnical Consultants
sels,w.sawychcotie

ExCACCAST
Full Service From Allocatkm to
Operation AM/FM/IV/At !
X Services:

•FCC Applitattn, ft blob«,
•Experintentil Aulhontanof.,
•AM Direchimal Antenna,
•High Power Antfniti Anat.
•Ete.1.-et,, Sial,,,

Field Work:Antenna and
Facilities Design
Over 35 years engineering
and consulting experience

•sll
•',Lop, 1,,,tion.

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.com

If 1-301-913-9287
,‘,11
1
.
,9I3-5799mD
n72 Rien, Rit *414 IIdImI

Radiotechniques
402 Tenth Avenue - PO Box 367
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
856-546-8008 - Fax 858-546-1841
E-mail: ted@rachotechniques.corn

Consulting Engineers
AM - FM - TV
FCC Applications
Directional Antennas
Transmitter & Studio Design
Edward A. Selmber. PE
Member AFCCE

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.

M Celenza
Communications Consultants
TV-$550; LPTV-$550; FM-$250;
AM Freq Searches-Call for quote
Applications, Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration,
Field Work Avail
631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-1905

Harris MW-1A transmitter, $2500. Gil
Kelley Jr, WGMK, POB 236,
Dcnalsonville GA 3174S 229-524-5123
or email: gkelley@surfsouth.com

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LIITV

with any of your requirements.

•EMC Test Lab-FCC and Eon scan ilFCI

EXPERTS IN

Member AFCCE

Gates 10H3, 10KW FM, 99.1 mHz,
excellent cond, new plate transformer,
S10,000/Bo. Ron Habegger, WAWZ,
14 Chapel Dr, Zarephath NJ 08890.
732-469-0991.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

•FCC Appli(ations and Field Engineering

Tbiensvilse, WI 53092.12621 242-6000, FAX (2621 242-6045

PA 19006

800-441-8454
• 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
2655
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

W transmitters

64-5000
www.cometn
om

SCA Generator ( MO- 15 module)
Optimod 81000 ( cards 3. 4. and 500101
Dummy Load 80 KW air cooled
Technics SH9010 Equalizer

TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • FIF Exposure

hteitemes evansassoc.00m

and

25KW

FCC Appeecanons • Design • Field Engineereng • Tower Detuning
Upgrade .5 Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

210 S. Main St

in all major AM

Hams Mn 15
BE FX30
Hams MS- 15
'New' 30 wt synthesized

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

& teem

Standard equipment

EXCITERS

Harris FM2OK

I

Vacuum and
Gas Capacitors

,.‘'..:
5KW
10KW
10KW
10KW
50KW

CONSULTANTS
EVANS c-sugeg
Communications

gOM)E

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

MRC has afacility to meet your broadcast
needs for repair and complete overhaul of
0E1 exciters and low power transmitters.
Other broadcast manufacturer products
are also welcome.

Harris 3.5KW FM transmitter tuned
to 105.5, $ 10,000/130. Cale Tharp
270-766-1035.

October 9, 2002

E-rnaikininetoseleng.ioni

1-800-797-1338

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapokis, MN 55449

Doug Vernier

'Ft lecommunicatIon Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Coneuning
AM/FWTV/LPTV/DTV

Vr

oft

111:112.MCMOMMUZIMII

ftware for your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

Far

i3l

785-4631

T.:sas

1111111425-56.11
31.. AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
lo• Complete Tower Sen ice
)0. Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM sTrInK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
link(4`
,
4treimn.cont

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

FASTER__

-Design 8i Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Fielocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPN
Wireless Cable
(MDS/NIMDS/ITES/OFS)
«Environmental Radiation Analysis
«Field Work
*Expert Testimony

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

FROM STOCK

785-4115

Spilimulsellinumnications
(

Custom mapping service

Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

mai

CORNE LL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

web: v,ww.stin -otit.com

...Some people get hooked on

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference ca Ovulations
•Cost effective mapping

time...they think about it...dream

•Fully integratea databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built- In

time...for example...us...

P__4\
e,

---

Visit us on the the web at www...adiosett.com
109 West Knapp Ave • Edgewater • FL • (
M6)426-2521

broadcast equipment big

about it...talk about it all the

RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

FM RREQUENCY SEARCH • $ 250

Market Analysis

de
ilJtr
.
1114,Engineering Software
dotraweealt Ethnic/Demographic Data

fiF

Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

FCC 0M APPLICATIONS • $ 1350

Amendments 6t Upgrades
Field Work « Site Construction
New Allotments • Petitions
Duopoloy Studies ir Maps

WW.d a
tam' orld.com

800-368-5754

intoner dataworld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

MBC Consulting
800-219-7461
imwmturadio org • engineergmbcradio org

_mrnunications

Technologies. Inc.

Broadcast Engineering Consultants
AM

FM

TV

LPTV

PROMOTE

1- 800 - 955 -6800

YOUR
BUSINESS!!

kkannapoliseworldnetattnet

To advertise, call
703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

•

Marlton, NJ 08053
Phone: ( 856)985-0077

To advertise in
Radio World

PRE -BUILT COMPONENTS!
FAST

& EASY ASSEMBLY!

WE CUSTOMIZE!
VERY AFFORDABLE SHIPPING!

well@ imasnun.com

Fax: ( 856) 985-8124
Internet: commtechecom

•
Clarence M. Beverage
Laura M. Mizrahi

STUDIO
FURNITURE?
Durable - Attractive - Quality
Room systems starting at $2695!

Cellular/PCS Site Analysis
RO. Box 1130,

ask for Kathleen

•

October 9,

BEE
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TRA%'SMITTERS WTS front.)
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POWER TUBES
REBUILT

1/2 THE COST
OF NEW!

ECONCO
PCS Max Pro I-SE-1, hobby transmitter,
PLL, 0-5 Watt, stereo encoders & power
supply w/manual, like new, $450 +shpg.
Gene Whittenberger, VVhittenberger
Studio, POB 396, Mexico IN 46958.76598524.
QB FMO20000B, 20kW grounded grid,
695 exciter, excellent cm', 99.1 mH,
$25,0. Ron Habegger, WAVVZ, 14
Chapel Dr, Zarephath KU 08890. 732-

TUBES
Want to Sell
FOR THE BEST PRICE
&24 1-r service on transmittin9 tubes
& sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or n ght, FAX 402-493-6821.

EIMAC,
AMPEREX,
ED-COM,
3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7, 4CX250B,
4CX300A, 4CX1000A, 4CX1500B,
4CX.5.7
300A, 4-400C, 811, 833C, ETC.
WESTGATE 800-213-4563.
C Electronics Co.

NEW

TUBES

HELP WANTED
Regional Engineer
Waitt Radio, an equal opportunity
employer, seeks talented Engineer based
in Kansas. Ensure integrity of broadcast
signal & technical equipment & build &
maintain technical systems to meet longterm objectives. 3 years broadcast
engineering experience, FCC General
Radiotelephone &/or SBE certification
preferred, previous electronics training,
ability to travel throughout region,
understanding of computer network
operations. Competitive salary & excellent
benefits. For more details or to apply, see
www.waittmedia.com. On me response
preferred. Watt Media, Mike Hendrickson,
1125 South 103rd St., Ste 200, Omaha NE
68124, Fax: 402-330-2445.

Affiliate Engineer
Waitt Radio Networks. an equal opponunity
based in new state-of-the-art facility M
Omaha. Nebraska. Support the technical
operation of the Network I. plink facility.

We rave the att.emauves

including satellite equipment. computer
broadcast automation systems. local area

for at your needs, at the

networks. &

lows

DUR STOCK ,'

EIMAC. SVETLANA. PROTEK(.).
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
:=AX: ( 352) 683- 9595
HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT

studio

iacilities. 3 years

broadcast engineering experience. Electrical

pnces, direct from

I@

JISA, ,MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

INTL:+ 1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760
vNAv.econco.com
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

ECONCO

Engineering or Computer Science degree
desired. SHE certification & Satellite uplink
experience desired. strong computer &
internet skills, effective communication
skills, ability to work varied hours & provide

POSITIONS WANTED
Brand new "
baby broadcaster"
need "gig"! Will travel for enough
money! Prefer OK, KS, AR, MO, OR
AZ. Want to stay west of the
Mississippi river. Roger 405-2827397.

Small town girl with a BIG TIME
VOICE ready to go on air! Extensive
training in voice, board ops,
production & news. Killer personality
is abonus! Misty, 918-341-8042 or
mistykay23@hotmail.com.

Recent graduate of the American
Broadcasting School. Reliable,
creative, hard-working, works well in
fast- paced environment. Looking for
position in Lubbock, TX region.
Daniel 806-747-2782.

I'm your Huckleberry, Nascar
lovin, Dixie whistling, son-of-thesouth ABS graduate who looks
forward to bringing southern spirit to
your station. Shelby 405-789-7712
or simpleman0977@cs.com.

Friendly,
industrious,
FCC
commercial- 1st class, w/Radaramateur-extra radio licensed, CE,
asst CE, seeking FT. PT, contract
work, AM/Fm, cable, TV, within 75
mile radius or metro NYC area.
Mitchell Rakoff, 81-12 Roosevelt
Ave # 702, Jackson Heights NY
11372-6726. 718-969-5224
or
email: MitchellRakoff @ Yahoo.com.

Strong voice, team player, positive,
technically trained, imaginative,
strong voice, hungry, " Rookie", will
travel, great smile, community
driven, athletic & drug free. Saltman
405-816-4411.

Looking to boost ratings? ABS
graduate, 4.0 GPA, 1.5 years on-air
experience.
Excellent
digital
production
skills.
Will
work
anywhere & a variety of formats.
Matt 405-924-2943.
Rookie DJ on the hunt for on-air
job. Ican produce, write news &
copy & do sports & newscasts.
Willing to do anything required for
the job. Ken 405-273-5359.

liutug

Young, fresh & exciting. I'm going
to put my stamp on the industry.
Ready & willing to relocate & make
abig splash in any market. Antonio
405-598-0420.

Check out the web site!

Highly eclectic American Broadcasting
School graduate in bye with production &
on-air amouncing! Ready to work &
have fun!. Jessica 405-387-5750.

A

r

n

111R I
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apply. see www.waittmedia.com. Online
response preferred. Waitt Radio Networks.

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service tor radio stabons oak Ad other end users will be charged
This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on a paid basis only

eutlfug mud

on-call support. Competitive salary
excellent benefits. For more details or to

Ken Fearnow. 82 E Beaver Creek Blvd.,
Avon CO 81620. Fax: 970-849-0266.

Young but not dumb! Full of talent
& the charisma of Elvis, Michael
Jackson & the Beatles. Looking for
radio position on-air or in sales. Will
relocate. Justin 918-299-8645.

EQUIPMENT USTINGS
Send your listings to us by titling out the form below. Please be aware that dtakes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Please print and include
all

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?

information:

J Yes

•We_r14

»Mast Memnon Encumeue

J Ni'

Signature
Contact Name

. Date

i

Title

TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana
Phone: 905-844-5772
Fax: 905-844-6263
ams@hard-to-find.net
www hard-to-find.net

Company/Station

DJ\J
DJJ

•Broadcast • Industrial

TEL:800-532-6626

EMPLOYMENT

employer. seeks talented Affiliate Engineer

D:

51

Li iJL _itD2

:
)
12 2.12 1/.922A

Address
City / State
tip Code
leleplii me
Brokers. dealers. manufacturers and oilier tag:mu:minis u Ito
Ille Broadcast lintuptnent Exchange on a paid
per %% oat or

Communications

per

basis. Line

:
Ire

not legitimate end

users can pariicipate in

ad lisunp X: display' ads ertising are Amiable on a

inch basis.

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!

Category:
Make:
Brief Description: __

Model:

WTS J WT1 3 J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

WTS J Wilt J

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
•EIMAC • TAYLOR
•ECONCO • SVETLANA

RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER

Also

EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY

Motorola - Toshiba • SGS-Thomson
8 Mitsubishi Semiconductors

COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY

Catalog: www.rfparts . co m

AND THEN SOME!

Se Habla Español • We Export
760-744-0700 • 800-737-2787
Fax 760-744-1943
E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

www.RIll Cnline.com

Want to Buy
WE 274B & 350B & others. Ed
Davison, WNNS, 1129 Willowbrook
Dr, Springfield IL 62707. 217-7930400 or imed@insightbb.com.

Price:

Will J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

WTS J

Call Simone Fewell for all the details at

Model:

Price:

»Woad *emit Wave
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for

"BEE"
The habit

2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

of selling your used
equipment herdl
CI* Slmone tor detiuls

(r03)

between 9-5 EST

Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-998-2 966

BEE
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Rodi4) W*rld

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

PAGE

5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor •
PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Falls Church, VA

October 9, 2002

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

6

360 Systems

37

AEQ

Classified Advertising Rates

38

ATI

Effective January 1, 2002

2
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The Newspaper for Radio Manager and Engineers
"Radio World is agreat magazine. As apublic radio station manager who is desperately
trying to make every penny we spend on technology count, I
don't make amove without
consulting RW and RW Online."
Michael Davis, General Manager
—WUSM Hattiesburg, Miss.

"I look forward to receiving Rodio World... to tell you the truth, it is the 'bible' of the industry."
Maynard Meyer, General Manager
—KLOP-FM Madison, Minn.
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Our readers have
something to say
"RW has been very helpful in our purchasing decisions. I
find myself holding on
•to past issues of RW solcan refer back to information or ads that I
feel might be
useful in the near future. Keep up the great work!"
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.Al Sergi, General Manager/Owner
—Summit Media Broadcasting, LLC Sutton, W. Va.
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"I believe Radio World is the single most impo rt ant source of information
for the long-term broadcasters of today. I
applaud the efforts of the publishers and editors ut IMAS and Radio World. You've kept me reading
this newspaper steadily since 1985 when the thenCE of KCFV/Ferguson,
Mo., (the college radio station where I
started my career) left his
issues of Radio World out in the office for all of us to read.
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me, it remains avital learning tool. I
pick up news and
information about engineering, management, marketing
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and techniques that I
wouldn't normally think about."
Ralph 1.111rich, Vice President
—Liiirich & Associates St. Louis, Mo.
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bility redundant system can be.
The variables can become astronomical. Eliminating each variable is now associated with acost that must be weighed
against the benefits. Again, how well can
your sales staff sell off-air time?
that no matter how secure we feel with our
air and when to have the phone line on.
by Lawrence Titus
There are as many approaches to
The decision-making process can be a systems, the unexpected can and does hapdesigning
areasonably priced redundant
pen.
Those
stations
that
had
completely
manual
command
from
the
station
personew stations have the sales expertise
system as there are station management
isolated redundancy with their studio-tonel or can be a sophisticated automated
to sell off-air time to aprospective
teams and stations. Some systems are
transmitter links as well as different transprocess. In either case, failure thresholds
advertiser. Although Ionce worked
clever and thought out well. Others lend
mitter
sites
were
the
ones
still
on
the
air.
need
to
be
determined
spelling
out
at
what
at a station that sold the two seconds of
themselves to Catch-22 scenarios — for
The others were off the air for several
point it is necessary to change the primary
dead air during an antenna switch to an
example, two STL transmitters being fed
weeks and were scrambling to find altersignal path to an alternate path.
advertiser, most stations prefer to be on
from acommon AC power strip that the
nate facilities and equipment. Hopefully
These failure thresholds can be simple,
the air , always available to their audiences.
cleaning
woman uses for her vacuum
those
stations
had
plenty
of
insurance.
But
as
in
the
total
loss
of
signal
on
the
primary
Time off the air is lost revenue. Period.
because there is no other outlet for her to
then, isn't that aform of isolated redunpath, to acomplex determination of signal
At some point, either the station engiuse to clean the Sil rack.
dancy, too?
degradation in the primary path relative to
neer or station management will have to
One of the more well thought out sysacceptable levels of signal degradation.
decide what is an acceptable amount of
tems was recently installed by Kevin
Pencil and paper
Even more complex is the establishtime for the station to be off the air during
Plumb, director of engineering for ABC
Figuring out the degree of your vulnerment of apattern of predetermined failure
the year.
Radio in New York, for its flagship ESPN
thresholds that have been exceeded over a ability to aproblem that causes apath or
Failure rates generally are referred to in
radio affiliate, WEVD(AM).
signal failure actually is pretty easy.
period of time, and taking action based on
terms of percent of yearly failure periods.
In his planning, Kevin took into considDraw your studio on the left side of a
For instance, if management feels that a projected failure conditions.
eration just about every possibility of
station that is on the air 99.9 percent
equipment or path failure and found ways
("three nines") of the year is acceptable,
to duplicate the path, working around posthat would be equivalent to 8.77 hours off
sible problems with various links in the
the air. Iwonder how an advertiser will
and paper,
chain. If WEVD had aredundant transmithandle it if some of that takes place during
ter site, it would be one tough station to
an important broadcast or time that they
you can start to figure out your facility's
take off the air! WABC(FM)'s sister staare paying for?
tion WPLJ(FM), for example, has two
How about staying on the air for five
vulnerability to a path or signal failure.
non-colocated transmitter sites; one atop
nines — 99.999 percent of the year? That
the Empire State Building and one in
is the same as 5.26 minutes off air during
Alpine, N.J.
the year. My guess is that would be more
piece of paper, and on the right draw your
As with most things in life, calculating
The decision-making process is comacceptable, but is it possible to be on the
how much to spend on aredundancy plan
transmitting antenna. Between the two
plicated further by increasing the levels
air 100.00 percent of the year?
is the same as calculating gambling odds.
draw every piece of equipment that forms
of redundancy. With an interlaced form
The answer is directly related to how
Calculating the odds that aphone line will
the "chain" between them.
of signal path redundancy, the signal
important being on the air is to the station
be down during the next year or that the
Now draw aline between the equipment
that finally arrives at the transmitter
management and ownership. The degree
cleaning woman's vacuum cleaner is
to show the path that the signal takes on
may be asubset of other signals travelto which a station maintains its on-air
defective is easy. Calculating the odds that
ing in the same direction ( i.e., a Tl - the way from the studio to the transmitter.
presence is directly related to two factors.
your transmitter site will be affected by a
Now simply cut one of the signal lines or
encoded signal path over a common
The first is luck; the second is the amount
9/11 type of disaster is far harder.
remove
one
piece
of
equipment.
How
does
telephone
line).
and type of redundancy that the station has
So how much is redundancy at your
your station keep its signal on the air?
An isolated redundancy signal path, as
built into its facility.
station worth? How about adding acolNow remove two signal lines or pieces
the name indicates, has isolated signal
umn to your next rate card — one for
of equipment. How is the station now?
paths running from the studio or studios
Seeing the future
For afun exercise, draw in the power
"Hours Off Air."
to the transmitter site. An example would
A «complete signal path can be viewed
Lawrence Titus is the owner of Titus
mains to each piece of equipment, and
be two studio sites feeding asingle transas achain, with each part of the path alink
Technological
Laboratories
in
mitter site over two different paths. A then the breakers that the mains are on,
in this chain.
Glastonbury,
Conn.
This
article
and
and
add
the
main
power
distribution
panel
completely
isolated
system
has
two
For example, one part of the chain
accompanying diagrams can also be
or even the power company. It's easy to
sources feeding two different paths to
might be the studio processing, or the Sil
see how complex designing ahigh-relia- found at www.tituslabs.com.
one or two transmitters or even multiple
or the antenna. Each is important in keeptransmitter sites. Obviously, the latter siting the station on the air. More than one
uation would require asophisticated sys"chain" may be necessary to keep the staShoars moves on
tem of communications between sites to
tion within an acceptable number of 9s.
coordinate which was on the air and
The more attention given to the possiA recent story (July 17, "College Radio Program Suspended") concerned the closwhen. At this point the control communibility of path failure due to any unusual
ing
of Riverland Community College's Radio Broadcasting program, my subsequent
cation
path
lends
itself
to
a
redundancy
situation, the better the station has of staylayoff and the trend nationwide of college radio programs being discontinued.
scheme as well.
ing on the air. It's like trying to predict the
Since my layoff in May, Ihave been afree agent looking for anew opportunity. I
During any look at redundancy, the
unpredictable.
had not had success and as of Aug. 12 was into double digits in rejection letters.
engineer must look at each link in the
Signal path redundancy basically
On Aug. 13, Ireceived acall from Rosanne Rybak, the station manager at
chain and what happens when that link
means that there are several different paths
KROC(AM-FM) and KYBA(FM) in Rochester, Minn. She informed me of asales
disappears.
for the studio signal (audio, data, video) to
opening. Ihad two interviews for the position, two days apart, and was offered the
With STLs it can be ahigh wind that
reach the transmitter site. Redundancy in a
job
of sales representative Friday afternoon, Aug. 16. Iaccepted.
knocks
the
antenna
around
on
the
tower,
radio or television station takes on differIn the original story about Riverland's Radio Broadcasting program, Iwas
even icing or damage to the transmission
ent forms, such as parallel, interlaced, isoquoted as saying that God has aplan for me but that He hadn't informed me what
line. With aparallel redundancy scheme,
lated path, completely isolated and mixes
it was as yet. My new job definitely involves aGod sighting. Ms. Rybak had not
interlaced or not, you are open to catastroof the above.
heard
about Riverland closing the radio program, nor my departure. She found a
phe
if
one
item
in
the
chain
fails.
Usually
a
A parallel form of redundancy can simrésumé of mine in a file from a now-departed manager at a sister station in
mix of STLs and Tls will solve the "phoneply be amicrowave path with aphone line
Stewartville, Minn. She realized Imight be agood candidate and gave me acall.
company-has-a-problem" syndrome.
backup. Some sort of decision- making
This was aposition Idid not know existed and had not applied for. What IcouldThe decision to minimize redundancy
process will determine when to have the
n't do in three months, God did in three days.
in the signal path usually is purely finanprimary microwave path (the Sil) on the
Ilook forward to the challenges and opportunities my new job will offer and am
cial. How often have you heard the followthrilled Ican continue doing something Ilove — radio!
ing: "Why spend the money on two STLs
Write to Us
Eric Shoars
or aphone line backup when that old Sil
Sales
Representative
is
working
just
fine?"
or
"We
haven't
been
RADIO W ORLD READER'S FORUM
KROC/KYBA
off the air in years!"
IP.O. Box 1214 Falls Church, VA 22041
Rochesten Minn.
One of many lessons that the World
mdioworld@imaspuhcom
Trade Center disaster taught most of us is
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Bigger not necessarily better
In the July 17 issue, Thomas Hultquist
painted arosy picture of how great centralized broadcast facilities can be in his
"The Benefits of Centralization." Maybe
Mr. Hultquist hasn't been there very long,
or was trying to write what his company
wanted to hear.
The Benefits of Centralization

7
1

Traditional broadcast won.. nust

-1,-,•-,^q,o-^

While much of what he mentions may
be true, it doesn't consider the whole picture. From his example, what would happen when the billing computers go down
for all 100 stations?
It has been my observation that big companies always suffer with inertia and internal communication problems. The bigger
the company, the greater the "overhead."
Smaller companies would call it "waste."
IAre "departments" do not understand (or
care) about the needs of another department, the way asmaller group will pull
together at asmall company.
Here are three examples:
1. Ionce worked in R&D for avery
large corporation that no longer exists.
One of our research scientists wanted a
piece of wood cut on atable saw at the
maintenance department — just two
straight cuts.
First, a "work order" needed to be filled
out. Our man even delivered the wood and
explained the desired cuts to the man who
cut the wood. When the "bill" arrived, it
was for one-half man-day of labor. Well,
the guy didn't have anything else to
charge time to, so ...
2. Purchasing departments supposedly
leverage better prices for the company, or so
Ihave been told. That's only true when the
purchaser understands what he is ordering.
While at that large corporation, Icould get

FORUM•

The IBOC
Fee Waiver

The big news for digital fans at the NAB Radio
Show last month was that Ibiquity Digital
Corp. has bowed to reality and offered an audio licensing fee
waiver to owners that place orders for HD Radio/1BOC transmission equipment by the end of this year. The company is describing
it as akind of pioneer preference. It is that and more, an inducement to uncork an important bottleneck in the rollout of radio's
biggest technical project since FM.
Radio One was the first to make a public commitment under
this pioneer program; other groups reportedly were lining up.
The waiver is good news, but it comes too soon and ends too
quickly for many broadcasters.
Any rollout plan needs to benefit all radio stations. Just as we
don't need an IBOC solution that works only for AM in the daytime, we also don't need afee waiver that ends before small- and
medium-market broadcasters and college stations can take advantage of it.
For these stations, afew thousand dollars in fees (not to mention the actual cost of the hardware) is a really big deal. Many
must go through purchasing departments or committee processes.
They can't snap their fingers and place an IBOC order.
But if American consumers are to accept HD Radio, these stations need to be part of the rollout. Let's not create asituation in
which some stations are on the air with digital and others are not
for an extended period of time.
Offering a waiver now, when the biggest groups are the ones
that can afford to commit, only advances the perception held by
some critics that Ibiquity tilts toward its investor partners at the
expense of smaller non- investors.
Further, this waiver asks managers to commit to ordering
equipment before the FCC has even indicated whether it approves
of the concept, and in what form. We expect that the commission
will give its approval to IBOC, perhaps even this month; but if we
were running a station, we'd be hesitant to commit funding to a
system not yet approved.
The fee waiver is abig step in the right direction, and we commend Ibiquity for it. Now extend the waiver window to six
months after an FCC endorsement. Give broadcasters some lead
time to take advantage of it.
Then meet with small- and medium- market broadcasters to
develop an equivalent waiver that will help them later, when they
can afford the conversion.

common ol' resistors for six cents each at a
local electronics supplier. Ionce ordered
150 through Purchasing. When the bill
came, my boss had afit! The price: over
$100 just for miscellaneous resistors. Our
great "efficient" purchasing department
ordered the correct values, but they paid
about 85 cent apiece for them from their
favorite vendor, rather than checking prices.
3. An engineer at alocal group of stations needed a larger standby generator
when they added another station at their
group. They were trashing a perfectly
good 100-kW generator and replacing it
with anew 300-kW unit. Iasked why they
didn't just leave the one and get another
100-kW generator for the new station?
Surely this would be alot cheaper.
"Oh, no!" replied the engineer. There
was so much competition between the various co-owned station managers, that if
one generator failed to start when needed,
that management would blame the
Engineering Department of favoritism.
The engineers wanted none of that! So
either all stations would have power, or
none. Was this attitude for the best of the
company? Nope! Was it survival for the
engineering department? Probably.
Bigger is not always better or costeffective.
John Stortz
Chief Engineer
WKES/WKZM(FM)
St. Petersburg, Fla.
MPEG and IBOC
It was with considerable interest that I
read two letters in the July 17 Reader's
Forum, both of which related to audio
quality and IBOC.
In the first, Rolf Taylor of Telos made a
valiant, although ultimately flawed,
attempt to justify the presence of numerous MPEG passes in the broadcast chain.
Claims that "researchers have carefully
investigated MPEG Layer II at over a
dozen coding passes and concluded that
very good results are achieved" is not a
very substantive reply. Who were the
researchers, what was the content, what
bit rates were used? After this statement,
Rolf proceeds to recommend MPEG AAC
for maximum advantage, while earlier in
the letter he stated that AAC's cascadability has not yet been formally investigated.
An interesting recommendation ...
Undoubtedly AAC will gain afoothold
in the broadcast market where operational
costs are at apremium and quality can be
sacrificed at that particular altar. Slick
marketing will also play alarge part in the
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success of this latest scheme. However,
will all the broadcasters be duped again,
considering the current argument raging
through the industry relating to "listener
fatigue" as a direct result of multiple
MPEG passes? This issue gains even
greater relevance as content can further
deteriorate when passed through the PAC
algorithm prior to IBOC emission.
A second letter, from Gordon Carter,
chief engineer of WFMT(FM), questioned
the audio quality of IBOC, given the various processes that occur to program content prior to emission.
It is quite appropriate that these two letters were published in the same edition of
Radio World. Is quality coming back into
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Introducing our NEW flagship radio console:
the D-8000 Digital On-Air Board

T
HE D-8000 HAS IT ALL:
• UNIVERSAL INPUT MODULES accept analog or

digital. signals — no upgrades required
• WHEATSTONE'S EXCLUSIVE Bus-MINUS

gives you

an individual. MXM feed ( w/talkback interrupt)
from every Bus- Minus''' input module
• ALL INPUT CHANNELS have alphanumeric source
displays above each fader
• BUILT-IN SERIAL COMMUNICATION interfaces with

W HEATSTONE BRIDGE network router and many
automation systems

4eire
4•411e.

• CHOICE OF MASTER CLOCK RATES: 32, 44.1, 48 KH z

'
4#401
>

or external reference
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09>

41>40
41:W4ge

PRODUCTION VERSION ADDS:
• PROGRAMMABLE SENDS: every input generates

two aux sends; each selectable pre/post-fader
and pre/post-on/off

le*

• INDIVIDUAL CHANNEL DSP: each input has its

own four- band EQ . HPF, compressor- limiter,
ducking and digital. level trim
• EVENT RECALL: up to 99 preset snapshots of all

channel. settings

When it comes to digital, EXPERIENCE COUNTS
WHEATSTONE'S TRADITIONAL CONTROL INTERFACE gets your
operators up and running in minutes— not days.

THE W HEATSTONE D-8000
Digital that WORKS!

1/Vh
tel 252-6.38-7000/sales@ whotstone.corn / vvww.wheatstone.corn

copyright

e2002

by Wheatstone Corporatio

THINK I
NSIDE THE Box

ONE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
TALL!
THAT'S RIGHT— ONE DUPLEX FIBEROPTIC L
INK OR ASINGLE CAT5WIRE = 64 channels
of simultaneous bi-directional digital audio, intercage communication, logic signals, XY
controller commands, plus auxiliary RS-232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save you thousands— if not TENS of
thousands— of feet of wire in atypical installation!
THE W HEATSTONE BRIDGE DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER can start small with a
single cage and only a few cards, or fully populated units can be stacked to form
larger systems. Wheatstone's STAR TOPOLOGY ARCHITECTURE lets you connect multiple
locations to your central rack room, providing shared resources for all yet still permitting
independently functioning studios, each with its own combination of plug-in modules
specifically suited for aselect set of gear.
SIGNALS ARE ROUTED entirely in the digital domain. \\\:\ All AES cards have
sample rate converters on each input, freeing you from `9- \-\ •
worry about varying
sample rates throughout your facility. A family of plug-in , connector modules
makes installation easy, letting you mix vaned signal
technologies and
standards ah within the same cage. W HEATSTONE'S intuitive 1/1070
-1 graphic based
setup software handles system configuration, matrix selection \kç, 41„.--.00
and salvo presets. All systems interface directly with Wheatstone consoles for seamless
source selection and display.

THE BRIDGE
DIGITAL AUDIO
NETWORK ROUTER

tel 252-638-7000/sales @ wheatstone. corn / www.wheatstone.c orn
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